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ABSTRACT

For PEAT’s Sake: The Influence of Student-Led Evaluations on Small Nonprofits

Rilee Buttars
Department of Sociology, BYU
Master of Science

Development evaluation is a booming business often seen as a development activity in its own right. Yet, not every actor in the field engages with evaluation. This is primarily due to inadequacies in time, data, resources and expertise. These challenges are prevalent among small nonprofits that arguably stand most in need to appraise their extensive efforts. In an accountability-focused environment, these organizations not only fail to assess adequately the impact of their work but also to evaluate reflectively their structure and implementation process. In response, the sociology and international studies departments at Brigham Young University set up an internship that trains students in evaluation techniques and then contracts their services to nonprofits that struggle to systematically evaluate their programs. Data collected from the student-evaluators and nonprofits showed that the evaluations influenced the organizations by helping the personnel learn, reflect on, discuss, and adjust their programs. In addition to finding evidence of the factors, mechanisms, and change processes that influence an evaluation’s effect, this study extends the conceptual models within the influence literature by outlining the enabling role of students in contexts with high capacity constraints.
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INTRODUCTION

Although evaluation is a powerful tool for poverty alleviation efforts, for some organizations it could work more effectively. Small nonprofits are important actors in the development arena, but they rarely engage in evaluation due to a lack of resources and organizational maturity. Amidst accountability demands, these organizations struggle to show impact let alone use evaluation to improve their programs. The BYU Project Evaluation and Assessment Team (PEAT) was created to assist organizations that face challenges with evaluation. This thesis presents a case study of the PEAT internship program. It analyzes 23 student-led evaluations with the primary purpose to better understand what type of evaluation works best for these organizations and why. The scholars Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer, Clinton, Carswell and McNeil (2012) outlined various aspects of the organization, evaluation and context that contribute to whether an evaluation will have practical influence or not. This study utilized their conceptual frameworks as a guide for accomplishing this purpose. As part of this process, a new conceptual model was developed that builds on the models of Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) for the purposes of this study. The new model outlines the ways the student-led evaluations were influential and the factors that matter in bringing about those changes. The model extends that of Mark and Henry and Appleton-Dyer et al. by only including the elements that led to changes in the PEAT organizations, adding the role of the student, and separating the mechanisms of learning about a program from elaborating about it (Henry and Mark 2003). The conceptual model highlights the factors that may lead to specific changes in small nonprofits working in complex environments, and could be used by nonprofits as a guide for planning and conducting assessments of their program strategies and selected outcomes.
The data produced by this study provides empirical evidence of the evaluation process and associated benefits of student-led evaluations for organizations that work in developing contexts. Additionally, this study contributes to practice by recommending that these types of organizations are best able to stand accountable to stakeholders if they first utilize evaluation and systematic reflection to develop and improve their programs. This can be accomplished by emphasizing all types of assessment, mixed-methods and capacity development. To come to these conclusions, this study used the categories of the influence models to formulate the following research questions: 1) what do the student-led evaluations reveal about these organizations and the challenges they face in evaluation; 2) what was the nature of the evaluations; 3) what types of influences resulted from the evaluations; and 4) what does the process uncover about how best to provide evaluation for this specific type of organization? Answering the first three questions is essential for identifying the most appropriate evaluation purpose, type, and methods for these organizations and their environments—the last research objective.

To answer the first question, the analysis showed that these organizations work in complex environments, have limited resources, and are in a perpetual state of development. The directors are passionate about their work and want to succeed, but they struggle to research effectively the needs of their beneficiaries and whether the program can and does meet those needs. This is primarily because they lack the resources and expertise to incorporate evaluation at every phase of the program. In light of increased accountability demands, they focus on gathering the information that is more likely to appease stakeholders and lead to more funding as opposed to the information that might improve their services. They engage in minimal formal
reflection and research, and thus, learning and application of that learning is typically sporadic and shallow.

Second, the student-led evaluations were primarily focused on describing the context, service population, program delivery, and perceived outcomes. While the organization staff initially wanted the evaluation to provide evidence of impact, adjustments were required given the status of the program in the field and context. The majority of the students lived with the beneficiaries while in-country, which proved essential in building rapport among the population. This gave the students access to informal information that would have been difficult to obtain otherwise. The students judged the quality of the evaluations more harshly than the nonprofit personnel, but overall, both parties felt that the quality was good enough to meet the organization’s needs.

Third, the types of influences were identified following the conceptual models of Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012). Evidence was found for behavioral changes among the individuals working within the organization and to the structure itself. However, a substantial amount of support was found for the mechanisms that led to these changes. Specifically, the student-evaluators helped the organizations learn and think about programs at the individual and collective level. They also provided data that encouraged individuals to speak up about an issue or idea. Each of these led to more informed discussions and decisions about the organization’s operations and programs.

Fourth, the findings concerning the organization and the evaluations helped show that the organizations are not in the phase of development that would allow for evaluating impact. They need information that can help them structure their model, mission, and programs to the needs of the service population and to continually improve them along the way. Additionally, the student-
evaluations helped the organization to understand the purpose, benefits and requirements of
evaluation as well as how to prepare to measure short- and medium-outcomes that are essential
for showing longer-term impact. Future evaluations of these organizations should emphasize
gathering information for learning and development purposes, adjusting programs to that insight,
and increasing organizational capacity for further reflection, analysis, and impact assessment.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Utilizing literature from both the development and evaluation disciplines, the following
review first provides background into the broad relationship between poverty alleviation efforts
and evaluation and the evolution of the evaluation field as it aims to meet the demands of its
scientific trade and applied purpose. This leads into a section on the various definitions, purposes
and forms of evaluation inquiry—a summary of the range of possible evaluation attributes that
might best fit small or developing organizations. While the evaluation field has recently
embraced methodological pluralism, the accountability movement within development has
emphasized the types of assessments that can provide direct evidence of impact as opposed to
promoting overall program learning, development and improvement. The flaws with the
movement are discussed, including the constraints faced by development actors—and in
particular small nonprofits—to adequately meet their donor demands. The issue of non-use is
also discussed as an unfortunate by-product of the movement. The evaluation characteristics and
the issues discussed in this literature review provide context for the relevance of PEAT and the
need to adjust evaluation practices to improve its use and influence among developing
organizations, constructs widely recognized as evaluation’s raison d’être (Mark and Henry 2004;
Preskill and Caracelli 1997).
IN THE PURSUIT OF SOCIAL BETTERMENT

Poverty is an age-old problem felt by millions in both developed and less developed nations. It is experienced generationally, culturally, and systematically among individuals, families, and communities. As a concept, it has been discussed, debated, measured, and analyzed by academics, practitioners, leaders, policy-makers, and activists alike. No matter how it is classified, its persistence is evident, and it is these same actors that attempt to render this state of deprivation obsolete. Some call it a war, a movement, an initiative with institutionalized goals and task forces.¹ Indeed, fields of professionals stand dedicated to see it through to the “the end of poverty” (Sachs 2005).

In 2000, the 189 countries of the United Nations unanimously declared, “we will spare no effort to free our fellow men, women and children from the abject and dehumanizing conditions of extreme poverty (United Nations Millennium Declaration 2000). Charged with such an agenda, the social sector churns out careers and funds dedicated to the cause. This space consists of big and small players aimed at helping marginalized populations (Grasso 2010). According to Vinod Thomas, “there [are] 280 bilateral aid agencies, 24 development banks, 40 United Nations agencies, and a plethora of private foundations and nongovernmental organizations funding approximately 340,000 development activities around the world” (2010:545). The International Development Association reported these numbers in 2007, and undoubtedly the quantity of organizations has steadily increased over the last six years. Additionally, the amount allocated to meet the objective is unprecedented. The United States alone gave $31.2 billion in foreign

While the size, purpose, and outcomes associated with these efforts widely vary, a consistent thread connects them all: the sincere belief that a difference can be made, that inequality can be balanced. In the pursuit of social betterment, the organizational model is fundamentally different from other public and private companies because it is underlined with a moral imperative (Henry and Mark 2003; Mark and Henry 2004). The ethical dimension creates an environment in which the continuation of less effective activities, faulty decision-making, or underinvestment in needed services is not just “bad for business” but potentially detrimental for the intended beneficiaries. In the development enterprise, the stakes are high for whether it works or not, and for many, that is precisely the million-dollar question: Given the money and energy spent, are people better off now than they were before?

The answer to this question is wrought with controversy. At the beginning of last year, the United Nations Development Program reported that the “number of extreme poor had dropped by 650 million in the last three decades, a level of progress humankind had never seen” (UNDP 2013). News articles flash headlines claiming that social programs reduce poverty (Burman 2011), that the world is taking great strides in this fight (“Towards the End of Poverty” 2013) and that “extreme poverty is falling in every region,” (United Nations 2012:4). On the far side of the spectrum, the story moves from accomplishment and hope to shame and broken promises. As William Easterly (2006:11) said, “Sixty years of countless reform schemes to aid agencies and dozens of different plans, and $2.3 trillion later, the aid industry is still failing to reach the beautiful goal.”

---

2 U.S. Overseas Loans and Grants (Greenbook) 2012.
So, which story is correct? Is one a more accurate portrayal of reality? Have the attempts to improve the human condition worked or have they not (Deaton 2010)? In the pursuit to describe, understand and ameliorate social problems, organized efforts have also been undertaken to study the interventions (Rossi et al. 2004; Patton 1990). The scientific inquiry dedicated to untangling the enigma of poverty is accompanied by research endeavors to not only answer the question above, but also improve these very same services so that it can be answered in the affirmative. To borrow from Rossi, “at various times, policymakers, funding organizations, planners, program managers, taxpayers, or program clientele need to distinguish worthwhile social programs from ineffective ones and launch new programs or revise existing ones so as the achieve certain desirable results” (2004:3). This particular task belongs to the field of evaluation.

THE MANY FACES OF EVALUATION: IN DEFINITION, PURPOSE, AND INQUIRY

Systematic evaluation research was first attached to the implementation of social programs, particularly in education and public health, around World War I. By the 1950s, its usage extended to a range of services, and in the early 1970s, it was officially adopted by the social sciences as a distinct specialty within the discipline (Rossi et al. 2004; Weiss, Murphy-Graham, Petrosino, and Ghandi 2008). As the number and funding of social programs increased so too did the concern over the balance of benefits and costs for these interventions. In response, evaluation increasingly became established as their counterpart set to determine the impact of the programs towards improving people’s standard of living (Mulwa 2008; Patton 1990). Charged with this mandate, academics within the field helped to shape and advance the practice through the construction and testing of theories, methods, and approaches deemed most appropriate for its various applications. Yet, given its inherent applied nature, the consumers of evaluation work
contributed significantly to the field’s maturation, at times emphasizing different aspects in order to meet specific needs. Thus, the evolution of evaluation jockeyed between the demands of science and practice; the capricious debate over what it is, its value and how it should be carried out mirrors the balancing act between these two competing forces.

What Is Evaluation?

The term evaluation is generally understood as the appraisal of the worth or value of some object. This is no coincidence given the root of the word and, consequently, adjudicating merit has been a central tenant of evaluation work (Scriven 1980; Weis 1972; Worthen et al. 1997). The Merriam Webster dictionary adds one element to this typical definition: to judge the condition of something in a careful and thoughtful way.³ This view extends evaluation beyond a summary judgment on the overall effectiveness of a program and allows for an in-depth look into its inner workings, which coincides with Patton’s (2007) version of evaluation as an illuminant. “It is a process of illuminating the project in order to see more clearly what needs more attention, whether for modification, expansion, or replication” (Mulwa 2008:45).

Encompassing both of these characteristics, Rossi, Lipsey and Freeman (2004:16) define program evaluation as the “use of social research methods to systematically investigate the effectiveness of social interventions” through describing the performance of a program and applying a set of criteria for judging the success of that performance. This definition entails both data gathering for description’s sake and applying criteria to that data for judgment’s sake. In many circumstances these two activities are valuable in their own right, but for some scholars, the mere accumulation and summarization of information is viewed as a means, not an evaluative end.

³ http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/evaluate
Under this premise, to be considered an evaluation activity, there must be a process of converting facts into evaluative conclusions (Scriven 1991:206) and/or attaching significance to particular results (Patton 1990:375). This is done as the researcher applies criteria for appropriateness, relevance or effectiveness. Thus, whether narrowly defined as judgment or broadened to include illumination, evaluation includes collecting, analyzing, interpreting, and communicating information. This information is used to study and appraise, and help improve social programs—to name a few of the various roles evaluation can play. What constitutes as evaluation largely stems from the purpose evaluation serves for the organizations that engage in the process. Evaluation involves applied science, and as such, is judged by its usefulness in making programs that are trying to improve the world more effective (Patton 1990). How it goes about meeting that expectation stems from the way the field and consumers view evaluation’s fundamental purpose and the role of the evaluator in fulfilling it.

*Evaluation to What End?*

While professional evaluators, academics, and those who utilize evaluations still do not agree upon a uniform definition of evaluation, it is widely regarded as a tool to determine the worth and condition of a program. Evaluator as judge can be seen in the classic and popular distinction between formative and summative evaluations.

Michael Scriven (1967) first drew these classifications in his seminal paper on the methodology of evaluation. Scriven envisioned two roles for evaluation with formative evaluation performing the appraisal of a program’s worth or merit while there is still time to modify and improve the program (Popham 2006). In contrast, summative evaluation provides a judgment of worth or merit over a mature program’s performance (Worthen et al. 1997:15). This
information could help stakeholders in their decisions to continue, terminate or expand the program.

Rossi et al. (2004) further discussed these two types of evaluations. From their perspective, formative evaluation may gather information on the need for the program, the program’s design, its implementation and service delivery, its impact, and/or its efficiency. These various types of assessments cover a range of program needs, and if provided in a timely and concrete manner, can be immediately useful for “planners, administrators, oversight boards, or funders with an interest in optimizing program’s effectiveness” (Rossi 2004:34). According to these authors, summative evaluation provides stakeholders with the information necessary to determine if the program has met expectations for using resources effectively and efficiently in order to produce the intended benefits (p. 36).

The summative and formative divide covers four primary and traditional reasons for evaluations. The first is evaluation as a basis for decision-making (Grasso 2010:534; Gopalakrishnan, Preskill, Shijie 2013). “Evaluation, we believe, exists or perhaps only should exist, to facilitate intelligent decision-making” (Struening and Brewer 1983:140). As Preskill and Caracelli (1997) found, 99 percent of the evaluators they surveyed placed decision-making as one of the primary purposes for evaluation. If conducted in an appropriate, systematic and high-quality manner, evaluations can provide relevant information that “helps set priorities, guide the allocation of resources, facilitate the modification and refinement of project structure and activities and signal the need for additional personnel and resources” (Mulwa 2008:51). Indeed, evaluation can provide information for decision-making at every stage of the program.

Therefore, two other common functions for evaluation include enlightening decision makers on the nature of the program and producing evidence of the potential impact of the
project. Evaluation for program improvement answers questions regarding the program’s strengths and weaknesses, progress towards achieving the desired outputs and outcomes, how well assumptions are holding up, and what new ideas and solutions are emerging. Evaluation for conclusive purposes provides an overall judgment about the effectiveness of a stabilized program answering questions on whether the program worked, and if it contributed to the stated goals and outcomes.4

While these efforts help to make interventions more effective, the data used to inform decision-makers and render a summary judgment ultimately helps organizations stand accountable to those who have a stake in a project, including the beneficiaries, managers, staff, donors and public at large. Arguably, evaluation is best viewed and used as a tool in the process of “making the world a better place.” Though, at the end of the day, this tool must help organizations show whether the efforts and funds actually contributed to this aim or not. Thus, accountability is an important purpose for evaluation, and while both formative and summative evaluations have their distinct functions, they are both instrumental in meeting this demand.

In the decades since Scriven proposed the summative and formative divide, debates have flourished over their scope, relationship to programs and each other, as well as the supremacy and preferential use of one over the other (See Chen 1996a; Chen 1996b; Patton 1996; Scriven 1996). The meanings have expanded and contracted, and more liberal approaches have been introduced for how evaluation may better serve as the counterpart to social betterment. Michal Patton and many others proposed expanding the role of evaluators beyond that of distant, independent-judge to facilitator “helping decision makers and information users arrive at their

own judgments” (Patton 1996:138). This notion of facilitator is present in the various collaboration-based and learning-oriented approaches introduced and advocated over the last 30 years.

In one view, evaluation is seen as an educational process where reflection and self-evaluation are encouraged among all stakeholders (Mulwa 2008; Fetterman 2001). In this sense, “evaluation is a process of learning from the past with the view to improving on the future” (Mulwa 2008:52). Learning emerges as the organization and its beneficiaries work in tandem with an evaluator as equal partners in the evaluation process. Interactive and collaborative elements are fundamental in participatory approaches to evaluation. In these approaches, key stakeholders hold the power and their fears, interests, experiences, and insights are not only valued, but also seen as crucial in dialogue and reflection. Participation is meant to increase the ownership and use of findings, as well as empower and build the capacity of stakeholders (see Cousins and Whitmore 1998).^5

As participatory and empowerment approaches brought the stakeholders into the evaluation process, Rosalie Torres and Hallie Preskill’s (2001) organizational learning model emplaced evaluation within organizations. They envision evaluation as an ongoing and iterative process of inquiry that is fully integrated into the organization’s infrastructure and fosters a culture of continual learning, growth and improvement (see also Preskill and Torres 1999:184-185). Similarly, Owen and Lambert (1998) present evaluation as a tool at the organizational level that focuses on total system improvement, challenges assumptions and organizational dynamics,

---

^5 For an in-depth look into this type of evaluation see the following authors: Brandon 1998; Brunner and Guzman 1989, Cousins and Earl 1992, 1995; Fetterman 1996; Greene 1987; 1988; O’Sullivan and O’Sullivan 1998; Patton 1997.)
and assists in strategic thinking and planning (see also March and Olsen 1976). For these scholars, evaluation inquiry nurtures “individual and team learning within an organization” (Preskill and Torres 1999:17) and “addresses systematic factors that directly impact the quality of goods and services provided by the organizations (Owen and Lambert 1998:363; see also Weick 1976).

Furthermore, these approaches challenge the notion that programs grow in a linear fashion in which an improvement-oriented evaluation helps form a well-defined intervention model while preparing for a judgment-oriented summative evaluation (Patton 2011:135). Rather, organizations are increasingly becoming unstable and unpredictable. Thus, program managers need continuous problem solving and rapid responsiveness, characteristics not well suited for the classic distinction. Patton designed an approach specifically geared towards these circumstances: developmental evaluation “support[s] adaptation in complex, uncertain, and dynamic conditions” (Patton 2011:46).

While many things set developmental and these other approaches apart from conventional evaluation, some key features distinguish them as both important in the field and useful to clients. Namely, these approaches redefine the relationship between evaluator and evaluand. “The evaluator’s primary function in the team is to infuse team discussions with evaluative questions, thinking, and data, and to facilitate systematic data-based reflection and decision-making...” (Patton 2011:1-2). These approaches help establish learning and development as key outcomes to evaluation. Instead of bringing order to chaos through uniformity and standardization, these approaches recognize and adapt to complexity, change, and contextual realities. Lastly, they redirect the focus from external accountability for resources to self-assessment and internal liability for assumptions, whether the organization is being true to
its vision, connecting the dots between plans and on-the-ground realities and an overall sense to “what is being developed” and “with what implications” (see Patton 2011:13; Briedenhann and Butts 2005).

While oversimplified, the purpose of evaluation under these liberal alternatives can be understood as 1) Learning by way of participation, reflection, illumination, feedback and dialogue 2) Assistance in planning, developing, improving, decision-making and 3) Accountability to external and internal demands for insight into the workings, progress, and effectiveness of programs. It is important to note that the variations in purpose are best conceptualized as lying along a continuum. Researchers engaged in evaluation at various points along the continuum differ on how they describe what is being done and its purpose, both of which are central to preferences in how best to design a research strategy and gather data (Patton 1990:158).

**Evaluation Inquiry and Design**

The field of evaluation is multidisciplinary, largely made up of the tools and building blocks of the social sciences. Thus, it has been beholden to the theories and principles guiding their work as well as the debates troubling their community (Scriven 1991:24). Stemming from the longstanding debate within the philosophy of science, theorists and methodologists have argued over how best to conduct research based on two fundamentally competing paradigms for inquiry (1991:37).

The positivist orientation dominated Western social science for much of the 20th century, and emphasizes impartiality, accuracy, causation and generalization through quantitative and experimental methods (Mathison 2005:345; Briedenhann and Butts 2005:226; Patton 1990:37; Jewiss and Clark-Keefe 2007, Preskill and Torres 1999). The other inquiry paradigm, rooted in
phenomenological, interpretive, and constructivist philosophies, invested in “qualitative and naturalist approaches to inductively and holistically understand human experience in context-specific settings” (Patton 1990:37).

The positivist strategies characterize stage-one in the evolution of evaluation theory (Shadish, Cook and Leviton 1991). Consistent with the social environment of the 1960s, theorists in this school advocated evaluation as the tool to rigorously assess program effectiveness at solving social problems. In practice, this was best realized through outcome-based practices and maintaining evaluator independence (Briedenhann and Butts 2005). Preferences toward this approach—in both a literal and epistemological sense—arose out of the desire and attempt to strictly model the social sciences after the natural sciences (Howe 1992). This is evident in the early stages of evaluation as the academy eagerly tried to win credibility by adopting true experiments as the ideal design and settling for quasi-experimental designs as an acceptable substitute (Scriven 1991).

Alternatively, interpretivist approaches and qualitative inquiry focus on studying real-word situations as they unfold naturally, immersion in and description of the details, attention to process and the phenomenon as a whole, as well as flexibility and responsiveness to the needs and interests of stakeholders (see Patton 1990:40-41). Given this emphasis, qualitative traditions resist the tendency to focus solely on outcomes and “insist on [and allow for] understanding the character and quality of the program experience” (Mathison 2005:348). Under this premise, description and interpretation of process as well as outcomes are viewed as essential and valid forms of evaluation. In fact, in this tradition, interpreting the meaning behind information on program outcomes requires an understanding of the character and quality of the program, its implementation and function from within its places and spaces (Mathison 2005). These nuances
and meanings can be captured via qualitative data collection methods such as in-depth interviews, direct observation, and focus groups that take place while in the field (Patton 1990:10).

Beginning in the 1970s, the evaluation field became entangled in the qualitative-quantitative debate, pitting the two methodological traditions against each other in a struggle for legitimacy and dominance in evaluation practice (Greene and Henry 2005:345). Instead of aligning with one paradigm over the other, Patton advocated for a more pragmatic approach that favors choosing a method based on appropriateness rather than orthodoxy. This shift characterizes the second and third generation of evaluation theorists that surfaced in the 1970s and 1980s. In addition to pragmatism, stage-two theorists focused on how information is used in the design and modification of social programs (Shadish, Cook, Leviton 1991). Use and issues of nonuse were dominant concerns for theorists and practitioners in this camp, such that the success of an evaluation should be viewed by its usefulness to the administrators rather than its scientific rigor (Suchman 1967; Patton 1999). These values are inherent in the responsive and utilization-focused approaches proposed by Robert Stake (1983) and Patton (2007) that stress a mixed-methods approach to inform data collection strategies. Such strategies are based on stakeholders’ concerns, the purpose of the evaluation, intended use of its findings and the resources available to conduct the evaluation. Patton in particular supports using both qualitative and quantitative methods as together they can paint a more holistic picture of the program (Briedenhann and Butts 2005:229).

6 See work of Carol Weiss, Joseph Wholey and Robert Stake.

Methodological pluralism is a central tenant of stage-three theorists. As Lee Cronbach and others have stated, no single method should take precedence and no rigid guidelines should direct the process of developing an evaluation (Cronbach 1982; Rossi et al. 2004). However, Rossi et al. (2004) proposed a systematic, comprehensive approach to tailoring evaluations to the diverse needs and circumstances of the program and decision-makers as well as keeping to the high standards of research. In this approach, inquiry decisions are based in the direct link between the stages in the program’s development, the questions that arise during that stage and specific evaluative functions that are useful in answering those questions. The stage, question and function all correspond to five recognizable types of evaluation including: needs assessment, assessment of program theory, assessment of program process (or process evaluation), impact assessment (impact evaluation or outcome evaluation) and efficiency assessment (p. 54).8

Fourth generation scholars’ perspectives and approaches vary but follow a pattern of internalizing evaluation. Many of these techniques are harshly criticized among conventional theorists. However, their work has helped to strengthen the capacity and growth of organizations in every sector, including those in less developed countries (e.g. empowerment evaluation) and in dynamic, unstable, unpredictable environments (Preskill and Torres 1999: xix). The approach offered by Preskill and Torres (1999) places the evaluator in a position of mediator in identifying the needs, questions, and assumptions of each team member. The inquiry design uses this information to define the focus of the evaluation then links it to the data collection methods most likely to produce sufficient, trustworthy, useable information (p. 98). This phase resembles many of the approaches discussed earlier as it supports collaborative efforts while acknowledging the
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8 Compare this typology to those of Chen (1996) and Scriven (1996) proposed or debated during the American Journal of Evaluation forum on the nature and scope of the summative-formative divide.
need for “systematic, planned and rigorous collection and documentation of data [essential for] true evaluative inquiry” (p. 99).

While many frameworks have been posed for how best to design and carryout an evaluation, these different theoretical stages and ideal forms for practice show the dynamic and diverse background of the evaluation field, its orientations and procedures. Controversy persists over what constitutes legitimate and “best” practices, but today—in the literature at least—the lines have blurred toward wider acceptance and propagation of using multiple methods or the most appropriate methods to meet the demands and constraints facing program stakeholders and the context they work within (Greene and Henry 2005:345; Bergman 2008). As the evaluation field and its scholars have tended toward pragmatism and plurality, in practice the demands and expectations from consumers and funders have neither mirrored such sentiments nor adjusted to the “variations, combinations, and adaptations available for creative and practical situational responsiveness” (Patton 1990:39).

THE ACCOUNTABILITY MOVEMENT

Over the last ten years, more organizations are delivering public services than ever before. In the field of development, this includes the large-scale multilateral and bilateral initiatives conducted by the UN and World Bank as well as the small nonprofit and non-governmental organizations standing on the front lines of the public and private sector’s response to major social problems (Smith 2005). Within this environment, development funds are relatively scarce and competition is high. Thus, as the number of social interventions have escalated, so too has the demand to account for these limited resources. Each of these organizations is “under increasing pressure from funders to demonstrate that they are being effective and achieving measurable outcomes” (Carmen 2010:256; Wenar 2006; Newcomer
2004). This environment reflects a survival of the fittest mode where funders’ attitudes towards organizations are to “show me the evidence, or else” (Mueller-Hirth 2012). Introducing what Victor Murray (2005:347) and others coined the “accountability movement,” which refers to the belief that organizations and their staff “should be more accountable to those they were created to serve and those who provide the money to operate them.”

This movement can be seen in all sectors, including school systems involved in mandated state testing and surveying to meet various accountability requirements (Sutherland 2004). Furthermore, development-specific evaluation has become a booming business in response to demands for “charities and foundations to serve as responsible stewards of the public’s generosity” (Festen and Philbin 2007:2; Bambherger 2000; Wenar 2006; Clements, Chianca and Sasaki 2008). As Mueller-Hirth (2012) notes, monitoring and evaluation are nothing new to this sector, but the difference is that now evaluation has arguably become a development activity in its own right (Everitt and Le Mare 2012).

Accompanying this shift is an external and internal emphasis on results-based approaches and a reliance on impact assessments (Thomas 2010:543; May 2012). These types of evaluations are concerned with the final results of interventions and focus on long-term outcomes attributable to specific programs (Leeuw and Vaessen 2009). “Whereas some of these accountability efforts have been compliance based, focusing on rules, processes, and procedures, most efforts have been performance based, focusing on outcomes and results” (Carman 2009:257; Appleton-Dyer et al. 2012; Patton 2011:246). Therefore, organizations like the Network of Networks on Impact Evaluation (NONIE), The World Bank’s Development Impact Evaluation (DIME), Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL) and the
International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie) have helped to promote and guide efforts for conducting sound impact evaluation (Thomas 2010:544).

Yet as Thomas and other researchers showed, controversy has followed this shift centering once again on the most appropriate methods for assessing impact. Randomized Control Trials (RCTs) have increasingly become popular in recent years advocated by some as a gold standard, superior to all other types of evidence and the “new frontier for the collaboration between science and development policy” (Banerjee and Duflo 2009; Duflo 2012). Others argue that RCTs should hold no special place in the hierarchy of evidence (Deaton 2009; Easterly 2009; Cartwright 2007). Moreover, while these studies have comparative advantages in addressing particular concerns and needs, they also face serious limitations and ethical dilemmas. As reported by Maria May (2012), RCTs are bound by context, can only provide answers to smaller, program-specific questions, cannot easily be combined with other studies, and can only tell you whether or not something works not why. Additionally, the benefits of RCTs are often reduced when applied to real-world field settings as opposed to the ideal conditions (Barrett and Carter 2010; Thomas 2010; Bell and Aggleton 2012).

For these and other reasons, the Networks of Networks on Impact Evaluation (NONIE) guideline on impact assessment suggests that “no single method is best for addressing the variety of questions and aspects that might be part of impact evaluations” and that a “more complete picture of impact” is possible when combined in a way that utilizes each of their respective strengths (Leeuw and Vaessen 2009: x). Such quantitative methods include quasi-experimental techniques (e.g. “pipeline approach,” propensity score matching) and regression-based techniques (p. xiii-xiv). For example, the “pipeline approach” compares groups who have experienced the intervention with those who have been selected but not yet started. Leeuw and
Vaessen recommend this approach for programs that roll out gradually. The accountability movement has accelerated the availability and refinement of methods that can provide better evidence on results and development effectiveness, answer questions on whether development interventions make a difference and how cost-effective they are—each with the goal to “ensure that scarce resources are allocated where they can have the most development impact” (p. ix).

PROBLEMS WITH THE ACCOUNTABILITY MOVEMENT

The accountability movement is fundamentally based on the assumption that if funders require organizations to measure and report on outcomes then organizations will learn from this process, adjust their programs accordingly, and thus, provide more effective and efficient services (see Carmen 2010: 260). Within the accountability movement, many federal and large philanthropic funders have heightened their demand for evidence and subsequently increased funding and guidance of those efforts (Carmen 2008; Development Assistance Committee (DAC) 1991; Hatry, Wholey, and Newcomer 2004; Grasso 536). Consequently, the number of evaluations reported by organizations seems to fall in line with the movement’s theory of change. According to Carmen’s work, two thirds of nonprofits are doing some type of evaluation, and 90 percent of the organizations surveyed by the Innovation Network evaluated their work (2012). Among that number, 79 percent conducted outcomes evaluation, 65 percent conducted before and after measures, and 48 percent conducted impact evaluation (Morariu, Athanasiades, Emery 2012).

At first glance, the above actions support the logic of the movement. However, an increase in performance-based evaluation doesn’t necessarily mean they are effective. In fact, Carmen argues that the accountability system is not working, which she attributes to fundamental
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9 See the 2005 Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness
flaws in its theory of change and implementation. The reports denote positive trends from the
movement’s efforts, but a closer look reveals wide variability in the quantity, quality, and
relevancy of evaluations funded and conducted across the sectors (Thomas 2010; Carmen 2008;
Wenar 2006). While many organizations have embraced evaluation and performance
measurement, empirical research has shown that others struggle immensely, some just go
through the motions, and others reject it altogether (Carmen 2010:259; Alaimo 2008; Hoole and
Patterson 2008). “Although the rhetoric about performance-based accountability might be
universal, participation is not” (Carmen 2010:268).

Numerous scholars have documented the reasons behind this shortfall in spite of the
accountability-oriented environment. Resource constraints rank highest among organization’s
struggles. Even though the requirements have increased universally, funding and technical
assistance have not (DAC 2010; Newcomer 2004; Carmen 2010). Many organizations within the
social sector do not have the budget to allocate additional resources for evaluative activities, and
few have the luxury of hiring an external evaluator or full-time evaluation staff. Thus, many rely
on team members with insufficient knowledge in evaluation concepts and design. This lack of
expertise contributes to the confusion and anxiety associated with meeting the rigorous
methodological standards and conflicting requirements from the patchwork of funders that
organizations resort to for survival (Carmen 2010; Mueller-Hirth 2012). Additionally, already
overworked staff sometimes view evaluation as a resource drain, distraction, “nonessential
activity for which they have little time” (Torres and Preskill 2001:389; Carman and Fredericks
2008; Thomas 2010).

While organizational capacity constraints affect the number and quality of evaluations
conducted, they also contribute to the evaluation’s overall relevancy and utility—starting with
the misconceptions over what an actual evaluation entails. Carmen found that what many
organizations consider as evaluation and performance measurement really “amounts to reporting,
monitoring basic management practices, and, at best, internal self-evaluation” (2009:264; James
2009). These organizations engaged in all sorts of activities perceived as helping them stand
accountable, but not in the actual activities that would help improve the program and its
performance.

Even for those who do conduct evaluation, it is assumed that once findings are presented,
an organization’s staff would know how to use the information and use it to make appropriate
changes (Preskill and Torres 1999:xviii; Thomas 2010:546). However, Murphy and Mitchell
(2007) found that nonprofits were more likely to use the evaluation information to report to
funders rather than for organizational learning and decision-making. Non-use of
recommendations is a problem oftentimes because evaluations are irrelevant to the immediate
reality of the program. The findings hide in reports too wordy and long for anyone to read and
program personnel are rarely consulted on the design and implementation. Thus, the results are
often perceived as incompatible with day-to-day operations and priorities (Mulwa 2008).

These issues relate to another flaw within the movement that Carmen calls “confusion
among targets,” which refers to the disconnect between what the movement expects to happen
and how they expect it to happen (2009:268). The end goal doesn’t match the means to get there.
In a sense, the movement suffers from goal displacement where an emphasis on rules and
methodological exactness has become the end itself rather the instrument to greater
organizational effectiveness (Scott 1992: 324). In its vigor to scientifically demonstrate evidence
of impact, the sector has lost sight of the benefits and power associated with the different types
of evaluation and methods for inquiry (Weiss et al. 2008). Instead of using the approaches best
suited to decision-makers and operational needs, the focus shifted to producing information that satisfied external wants. “Much more important to most states than empirical evidence of treatment effects obtained through random assignment evaluations was information about how these programs actually operated in the field” (Greenberg et al. 2000: 379). Focusing on outcomes from the work can often result in a loss of understanding the process that led to them (Appleton-Dyer et al. 2012:541). Moreover, whether an organization is conducting process or outcome evaluations and learning or accountability-focused evaluation, more high-quality information is of little value unless it is used (Thomas 2010).

THE USE AND INFLUENCE OF EVALUATION

Use is a core construct in the field of evaluation because every evaluator has an “interest in the nature and extent of their works impact” (Kirkhart 2000:5). “Many if not most evaluators accept the idea that, at least in part, the merit of their work—the success or failure of their evaluation efforts—can be judged in terms of whether and how an evaluation is used (Henry and Mark 2003:293; see also Torres and Preskill 2001).

Use generally refers to the practical impact an evaluation and the information it produces has on the program being evaluated (Alkin and Taut 2003; Johnson et al. 2009). Under the use paradigm, scholars have identified categories for the different ways evaluations are used. Instrumental use is the direct action and conceptual use is the learning that occurred as a result of the evaluation (Henry and Mark 2003). Process use refers to the action or learning that takes places because someone participated in the evaluation procedure. In this sense, the evaluation process not the findings is the source of change. Symbolic use is when a person uses the results to persuade or convince others of a position (Lederman 2012). In recent years, scholars have debated over the gaps and shortcomings in the use literature and its ability to account for the
wide spectrum of influence of evaluation findings and processes. Primarily, Kirkhart (2000) argued that use suggested purposeful action, when in reality evaluations have the power to produce effects by “intangible and indirect means” (Lederman 2012:161). A shift was proposed in terminology from *use* to *influence*. The influence framework captures effects that are multidirectional, incremental, unintentional, non-instrumental as well as those represented well under *use* such as unidirectional, episodic, intended, and instrumental consequences.

In Kirkhart’s “integrated theory” for evaluation influence, there are three key dimensions: source of influence (process or results), intention (intended or unintended), and timeframe (immediate, end of cycle, and long term) (Appleton-Dyer et al. 2012). Henry and Mark (2003) expanded the theory to include three levels of analysis for potential consequences (individual, interpersonal, and collective) and the underlying mechanisms that could lead to changes in attitudes, motivations, and behaviors. Mark and Henry (2004) expanded the list of mechanisms in the 2003 article and organized them into four different kinds of processes that may mediate influence and the potential outcomes that signify that influence.

These mechanisms and outcomes relate to other influence models that look into the different characteristics of organizations and the evaluation that help increase or decrease usage or perceived benefits of the evaluation. These attributes often include the perceived quality of the evaluation, the participation and investment of key stakeholders, relevance, timeliness of reporting, as well as contextual factors (see Appleton-Dyer et al. 2012; Lederman 2012; Johnson et al. 2009; and Henry and Mark 2004). Mark and Henry (2004) broke down each of these aspects into a model made up of evaluation inputs, activities, outputs, mechanisms, intermediate and long-term outcomes (p. 46). This conceptual model presents the pathways that link evaluation change processes to outcomes and its ultimate goal: social betterment (Henry and
Mark 2003: 293). The authors suggest applying and modifying this framework to specific contexts. In response, this thesis examines the influence of evaluation for a specific type of organization working in a specific context.

EVALUATION FOR A KEY DEVELOPMENT ACTOR

The literature presented above is applicable to myriad organizations working towards social betterment. In the past, the majority of evaluation research focused on educational or social welfare programs within the global north. In light of the calls for “Developing a World Perspective” by the American Evaluation Association (1995) and the push to better track progress against poverty, more studies have been conducted concerning the effectiveness of programs “dealing with world-wide problems” (Snyder and Doan 1995:142; Ravallion 2013; Thomas 2010). Yet, today international aid evaluation is primarily initiated by funding agencies and donors, and mostly among those programs supported by large development institutions such as the UNDP, USAID, OECD, and World Bank among others (Grasso 2010; Carmen 2008). While these agencies design and implement their own interventions, they frequently partner with already established international non-governmental organizations (INGOs) working in strategic locations and sectors such as Oxfam, Care, and Save the Children (Wenar 2011; Baños-Smith 2006). Monitoring and evaluation is often funded and conducted within these organizations as part of their partnership agreements (Mueller-Hirth 2012).

However, the development field is littered with actors of all shapes and sizes. A diverse set of organizations implement social programs and projects. Among them are the small, community-based NGOs and nonprofits that reside in the private sector. This study focuses on these shoestring, “mom and pop” organizations started by passionate entrepreneurs who see a problem in the world and want to fix it. Often forgotten in development and evaluation
conversations, these organizations have increased in number and reach in the last two decades with thousands working domestically and internationally (Nelson 2007). As dedicated social change agents, they exist in every sector, wiggle their way into remote corners of the world and work with scarce resources and limited skillsets in management, development, and even in their technical service-area. Within these organizations, they heavily rely on voluntary efforts, suffer from high turnover and often lack strategic direction due to their reliance on the whims of grants and fundraising. Additionally, in their quest to adapt and survive the sector’s harsh realities, a disparity often exists within these organizations between the stated goals and the “real” goals that govern operations on the ground (Scott 1992:52). Yet, despite the setbacks and struggles, they hold great power for developing new, creative ideas and are important, resilient and extensive actors in poverty alleviation (Weiss 2013; Minear 2002).

Just as the effectiveness of the accountability movement on larger NGOs is debatable, even more questions arise over the progress of the small, community-based nonprofit actors in responding to these demands (Carmen 2007; Henry and Mark 2003). Little is known about how well these actors are doing in meeting their goals or bringing about the intended change (Nelson 2007; Naidoo 2004; Ramadan 2013). However, it is evident within the few studies conducted that small NGOs encounter significant difficulties when attempting to evaluate their work (Swindle 2011; Cox, Blust and Heaton 2013). Similar to the challenges described in Carmen’s work, these organizations face capacity constraints to meet the standards of conducting sound, meaningful assessments of their programs. Moreover, evaluation is often low priority for these organizations—seen as a luxury—or impossible given their status in a perpetual phase of development and uncertainty. Even those who have some type of evaluation conducted struggle to incorporate any of the information or recommendations provided through the research.
activities (Swindle 2011; Aksel and Baran 2006). As Briedenhann and Butts (2005) recommended for rural tourism projects, an inexpensive, feasible and friendly means for conducting evaluations must be found for these specific development actors given their prevalence within the field.

MEET PEAT: THE BYU PROGRAM EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT TEAM

The BYU Sociology Department, in conjunction with the Kennedy Center for International Studies, created PEAT in 2009 to meet the need for evaluation among development organizations that would otherwise not conduct them given their resource constraints. PEAT is an internship program that trains students in evaluation techniques, and then contracts their services to nonprofits to perform assessments of their programs. While PEAT’s limitations are evident, including the relative inexperience of students and concerns with methodological rigor, the intent is to present evaluation as a learning experience for both student and nonprofit. PEAT offers evaluations to various types of organizations as an option for accountability and program improvement while simultaneously providing students the opportunity to enhance and apply skills learned in the classroom (King 2008; Smith 2011). For the organization, the emphasis is on evaluation research for program review and development (King 2008); for the student, PEAT provides the chance to combine theory with practice and to gain marketable skills in data conceptualization and management.

PEAT interns are selected based on completion of required methodology courses within one of the social sciences as well as other characteristics such as language skills, leadership, and prior research experience. Students are then required to enroll in an applied social research methods class that emphasizes evaluation theory with hands-on activities. They also take an additional preparatory course that focuses on proposal writing rooted in the nonprofit’s
knowledge and requests and theoretical and methodological literature. Students are then placed in the field to conduct research for a period of two to three months. While on assignment, they remain in contact with professors when the need arises for feedback and advice. However, the structure of PEAT facilitates a high level of autonomy for the interns and allows them to immerse themselves into the daily life and culture of the country.

Since 2009, PEAT has sent more than 30 students to a variety of regions working with 16 organizations that serve marginalized and impoverished populations. As Cox, Blust and Heaton (2013) have shown, PEAT has been a resource to nonprofits who lack the capacity to conduct quality evaluation despite the challenges faced when attempting a cooperative relationship between university and nonprofit. Yet, in addition to merely providing these actors with a practical option, PEAT directors are also concerned with the value PEAT evaluations hold for the organizations. This study explored the perceived and discursive influence the PEAT evaluations may have on the organizations and their staff.

**RESEARCH QUESTIONS**

Given the issues identified in the literature outlined above and the opportunity to address them in this case study of PEAT, the research questions include:

1. What do the student-led evaluations reveal about these organizations and the challenges they face to evaluation?
2. What was the nature of the evaluations?
3. What type of influences result from the evaluations?
4. What does the evaluation process reveal about how best to provide evaluation for this specific type of organization?
METHODS

This thesis utilized a phenomenological and case study approach to explore the value of student-led research for small nonprofits working in developing contexts. The primary case under study was BYU’s Project Evaluation and Assessment Team (PEAT) internship program. The author analyzed the experiences associated with evaluations conducted by PEAT interns for nonprofit clients working in a variety of countries over the course of four years: 2009-2013.

The case study strategy identified the unique benefits of the PEAT program by comparing the details and themes across each assessment. The phenomenological approach sought to understand the individual experience of both student and client in the process and outcomes of conducting these evaluations (Creswell 2007). Utilizing both of these approaches provided a more nuanced understanding of the program, its interns and the nonprofit’s relationship with each other and the evaluation. They also provided insight into the evaluation process (e.g. its inputs, activities, outputs, and outcomes) conducted in varying but similar developing contexts, which helped identify the evaluative information best suited for the organizations and their needs. Qualitative and quantitative data was collected through in-depth interviews, surveys, and document analysis.

SAMPLE

Primary data were collected from the staff members of the PEAT’s clients and the student interns. The sampling took place at the organizational and participant level with each determined according to purposeful maximal, theoretical and criterion strategies (Creswell 2007:127).

Organization interview and survey respondents were selected among PEAT’s clients, who often work with marginalized populations, in developing contexts, and have limited resources to conduct evaluation and/or a variety of types of evaluation (see Table 1 for more
information on the nonprofit respondents). The sample of organizations was also narrowed down according to the type of assessment provided, the general experience (both positive and negative), and relationship with PEAT. Interviews were conducted with the five program personnel who had knowledge about the PEAT evaluation and who worked closely with the PEAT interns (Carmen 2007; Lederman 2011). The author also interviewed 15 past PEAT interns for a total of 20 interviews (see Table 2 for more information on the student participants). The sample of student and nonprofit interviews represented the range of relevant experiences and consequences for the individuals and nonprofits involved (Creswell 2007:75; Henry and Mark 2003; Corbin and Strauss 2008). Interview guides for these interviews are discussed in the next section. Additionally, a survey was administered to at least one representative of the nonprofits that have worked with PEAT since 2009. In total, this amounted to a survey sample of 15 respondents.

Each participant was informed of the purpose of the study and its confidential and voluntary nature. In the end, the sample only included those participants who consented to participate based on these terms. IRB approval was obtained from the sociology subcommittee. As a former student director of the PEAT program, the author had access to each of the past students, the clients, and deliverables offered to them. Access was further secured because of the reciprocal partnership between PEAT and its clients—many of the organizations are still in contact with PEAT.

INTERVIEW PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENT

Individual, in-depth interviews were conducted in a semi-structured interview process (see Appendix A and B for nonprofit and student guides). Data were collected from April 2013
to February 2014. Each interviewee gave verbal consent before the interview proceeded. Throughout this paper, pseudonyms are used in place of participants' names to ensure confidentiality (see Tables 1 and 2 for a list of pseudonyms for the nonprofit and student respondents). Transcriptions and notes are digital and saved in a secure folder only accessible by the immediate research team. The interviews were captured using an audio recorder and typed notes. Interviews were held in BYU’s sociology department conference room, meeting rooms at the NONPROFIT’s office, and the private homes of some of the staff members.

The interviews with the NONPROFIT personnel were conducted face-to-face or on the phone since some of the partners do not reside within close proximity of each other or the researcher. The interviews lasted from 45 to 120 minutes. The NONPROFIT interview guide consisted of open-ended questions concerning the organization’s past experience with evaluation, expectations for PEAT evaluation, perceived impact or value-added, and their experience working with students. The guide was also adapted as new things were learned, problems arose, or when clarification was needed.

The interviews with past PEAT interns were conducted face-to-face, over the phone, and through Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services such as Skype and Google Video. They lasted between 30 minutes and 120 minutes. The author interviewed 15 past PEAT interns of the 41 total, representing the range of relevant intern experiences that reached a saturation point for major themes (Corbin and Strauss 2008). The topics in this interview covered their evaluation plans, how the plans compared to what they actually conducted, their overall field experience, process of analysis and providing recommendations, preparation, and the perceived benefits of the evaluation for the nonprofit. Often this last topic is more than perceived since many of the students have kept in contact with the organization and observed the changes first-hand.
SURVEY PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENT

After the majority of interviews were conducted, the author constructed a survey instrument that would help pinpoint the various types of influences and perceived outcomes of the evaluation. Since the research topics were adjusted along the way to address new issues that emerged in the course of the interviews, the survey helped to capture some of the points not emphasized as heavily in the interviews. The survey was created using Qualtrics and consists of about 20 questions. The first part of the survey asked about the organization’s background with evaluation, specifically if they had engaged in it before the PEAT evaluation and the barriers they face in implementing evaluation. The next section went into the attributes of the PEAT evaluation, including the purpose and whether they felt it met that purpose.

The last section covered the evaluation’s influence based on the models presented by Henry and Mark (2003), Mark and Henry (2004), and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012). The last section has three subsections. The first concerned learning and attitudinal outcomes, and the second section dealt with action-oriented and behavioral changes that took place in lieu of the evaluation. The last section asked them to rate how beneficial the evaluation was from 1 to 5, with 1 being “highly beneficial” and 5 being “detrimental;” it’s overall quality from 1 to 5 with 1 being “High quality” and 5 being “Poor quality;” and how satisfied they were with the information provided from 1 “very satisfied” to 5 “very dissatisfied (see Appendix C for the full survey instrument).

DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

The author analyzed the proposals, reports and deliverables created by the student-evaluators prior to and after the evaluation. The purpose for this method was to cross-check the interview and survey information provided by the NONPROFITs and students. The author
analyzed the types of assessments, purpose, questions, methodology, analysis, findings and recommendations. Analyzing the documents helped triangulate and gave a more comprehensive understanding of the evaluations, their characteristics and benefits. It provided a deeper look into the student’s experience, and the program’s structure, stage, and context (Neuman 2011).

**ANALYSIS**

The data were analyzed using multiple levels of abstraction moving from the particulars of each subcase to more abstract cross-case themes that represent the value of the program and general experience of both student and NONPROFIT (Creswell 2007). First, the interviews were transcribed and the analysis began by reading through each interview, the survey results and report looking for information that helped describe each separate experience and context—gathering the “facts” of the specific case and evaluation (p. 163).

Next, the author used NVivo to code the data. A coding scheme was created to reflect the following categories: the facts about the case (PEAT and organization), facts about the evaluation, the student and organization experience, the evaluation’s influence, and the student characteristics. The categories and their features followed the definitions provided in the conceptual frameworks of Henry and Mark (2003); Mark and Henry (2004); Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012); and Johnson (2009). The relevant themes and quotes from the data were then organized into a spreadsheet according to these categories.

Lastly, the author conducted a cross-case theme analysis looking for similarities and differences across all cases. Each of these phases included a search for significant statements, themes, patterns, and meanings that encapsulate the experience associated with a PEAT evaluation, the mechanisms that produce certain changes within the organization and the
contextual and personal conditions that trigger negative or positive experiential and structural outcomes.

LIMITATIONS

This study faced a few but important limitations. First, some methodologists have suggested that the inquirer be a “stranger” to the group or context one is studying as it may raise issues over power, threaten accuracy, and introduce biases (Agar 1986; Creswell 2007; Neuman 2011). As one of the six who started PEAT, the author was essentially conducting the study in her “own backyard;” She was a student director for three years, interviewed multiple interns for the position, and conducted a PEAT evaluation in 2010. This unique position affected her approach to the study and the interpretation of the words and actions of the interviewees. The author entered the study with certain expectations and assumptions given the intimate knowledge of the program, and its organizational processes, strengths and weaknesses. However, this intimate knowledge was also a strength as it aided in understanding and navigating the subtle variations and complexities of each experience and the program overall from a student, director and researcher perspective. Additionally, because the study is primarily of a qualitative nature, the personal experience and contact proved an “important part of the inquiry and critical to understanding the phenomenon” (Patton 1990:40).

Second, some of the evaluations included were conducted from one to three years ago. Certain measures were taken to reduce the risk that the interviewees could not remember the evaluation. The participants were notified in advance and given time to review reports and meeting notes beforehand. They also used these documents during the interview to help trigger memories of the details and instances. For the interns, this was a unique experience, and many of them have copious personal notes and photographs documenting their time in the field.
Additionally, some of the organizations and students have received or conducted multiple PEAT evaluations. In these instances, they reported on the most recent one and then their thoughts on the experiences and PEAT as a whole.

**FINDINGS**

The findings are divided into five sections that correspond to the study’s research questions: “Facts of the Case” (research question one); “Facts of the Evaluation” (research question two); “Organization Experience” (research question four); “Evaluation Influence” (research question three); and “Student Factor” (research question four). These sections discuss the factors that Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) outline in their conceptual models, seen in Figures 1 and 2 below. The following information describes the findings from the student-evaluations that correspond to the mechanisms that these scholars suggest mediate the effects of an evaluation.

[Figures 1 and 2 about here]

Each section builds on the other to show that the organizations are continually developing and could most benefit from continual learning, problem solving, and improvement (Preskill and Torres 1999). An important aspect of this is inquiry focused on illuminating the character and quality of the program as opposed to jumping into impact assessment prematurely (Mathison 2005). While PEAT’s clients felt the need to focus on results, the students were best prepared for and the program in most need of process evaluation. Despite setbacks in evaluator expertise and quality, the wide array of influences that resulted from the student evaluations indicate that description and interpretation of process are valid forms of evaluation and appropriate for these organizations given their stage of development and contextual realities. Additionally, the evidence from these evaluations demonstrates the power and role of evaluation as a tool for
learning, informing deliberation, and catalyzing change-agents in addition to generating modifications in actions and programs. Lastly, while students brought various skillsets to the evaluation, the organization personnel indicated that practicality took precedence over rigor and that the students were qualified to provide the needed work in unexpected and unique ways. Figure 3 is a modified conceptual model of Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) that includes the influential factors supported by this data.

[Figure 3 about here]

FACTS OF THE CASE

This section explores the features introduced by Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012)\textsuperscript{10} and describes in more detail the characteristics, functioning and evaluation behavior of PEAT’s clients. The data summarized here answers the first research question and sets up the context of the evaluation. The primary findings support the literature showing that PEAT is in a unique position to provide quality evaluations to organizations that care about having a positive impact but struggle to show that impact because they are continually developing, work in complex environments, and rarely use evaluation as a developmental tool. Such detailed information about small nonprofits is scarce within the evaluation influence literature and critical in understanding how to align evaluation to their distinct features.

The PEAT program was created in 2009 by three professors in the sociology department at BYU. In addition to their careers in the field of sociology, the three faculty members have extensive experience in applied and theoretical evaluation and international development. Yet, each hold a unique perspective and approach to these fields, which has proven influential in

\textsuperscript{10} The Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) model introduced the role of public sector partnerships and their individual characteristics in an evaluation’s influence.
getting the program off the ground and expanding it over the last five years. They provide support as they mentor the students, teach the preparation courses, and represent PEAT in all related administrative, promotional, and procurement opportunities. During the first two years of the program, three student-directors were hired to help bring their vision to life. In succeeding years, this number has been reduced, but student-directors continue to assist in recruitment, training, and logistical support.

The program has two primary targets: student interns and the client organizations that they assist with evaluation. Within the university, it is housed under the international development minor and its corresponding internship program. Qualified students must have prior international and research experience. And while it is geared towards advanced students who plan for a career in development, all majors are encouraged to apply. The internship has become more competitive over time with applications increasing from 15 in the first year to about 80 for 2014. In addition to gaining experience, students can earn credit in related courses that count for the minor and other majors throughout the university. They are also offered a scholarship to fund their travel, tuition and in-country expenses. See Table 2 for descriptive information on the participants and program for the years 2009-2013. PEAT has historically targeted small, shoestring NGOs. The data from this study confirm many of the characteristics described in the literature review. The following, however, provides a closer look into PEAT clients’ mission, model, stage of development, culture and resources.

[Table 2 about here]

---

11 There are some exceptions: one school, one corporate social program, one ministry program, and one humanitarian arm of a church.
**PEAT’s Clients: Context and Mission**

The client organizations operate in a variety of international regions such as Eastern and Western Africa, Southeast Asia, Central and South America, Middle East, Eastern Europe, and Oceania. Most often they work in rural areas, but some of them have offices and projects located in both urban and rural areas. The standard of living of the service population varies from program to program in terms of the average education and income level as well as the health status. The common thread running is the intent to work among vulnerable or marginalized populations (e.g., domestic violence victims or Navajo students at-risk of dropping out of school).

[Table 3 about here]

The missions of each organization can be described as either outcomes-focused or values-driven. The former are more problem-centered and aimed at specific outcomes while the latter are focused on process or how the work is to be done (Patton 2011:250). For example, one organization described its focus as helping children who have been orphaned by war and AIDS and improving the lives of women and families. All of the mission statements mention the intent to address poverty and its diverse manifestations (such as high child mortality rates or unemployment). However, the majority of these organizations is guided by the participatory or bottom-up narrative and, thus, emphasizes their value-driven approaches. In their mission statements, descriptors such as sustainable, practical, holistic, village-centered and empowering are common with the idea of helping people help themselves.

The organizations have lofty goals, but they attempt to meet them in complicated, even chaotic environments (Patton 2011:109-110). Such complexity is manifested in the ways these organizations are structured and in the situations they operate—both characterized by
unpredictable and turbulent patterns. According to one student director, the interns walk into “pretty strange and pretty difficult circumstances” (David).

Organizational Model

In poverty-ridden contexts, problems are intertwined and often solutions are unknown or under-developed. While these organizations’ missions set high goals, in some cases, there is no definitive formulation of the problem among staff members, nor is there consensus or consistency among the strategies to address them. One student-evaluator described the organization he worked with this way: “They themselves don’t always know the right answer, and don’t always know what they want” (David).

For many of the organizations, multiple directions are pursued at once, as evidenced by the number of projects running simultaneously with differing goals and tactics. One NGO director described this situation, “So yeah, our projects are kind of all over the place, and we treat them individually” (James). For others, there seems to be no specific direction or plan in particular. Another NGO director described the organization’s approach as needing more clarity:

We do need to be more organized about this. We do need to be more clear about what we’re trying to accomplish. We do need to point all of our energy and resources in this direction instead of a shotgun approach. I think each time we’ve gone there, we’ve looked around and done whatever seems good at the moment. It has been more of an opportunistic approach rather than planned. (Ruth)

Most of the organizations’ models include partnering with numerous local organizations or individuals. Some are large, reputable agencies like the World Health Organization while others are small (e.g., a village pastor). As one NGO executive director explained:

We’ve transitioned away from putting an emphasis on starting our own projects. It’s very much finding those local entrepreneurs, the change-makers, and enhancing what they’re doing. So identifying what’s already working, what’s been started by a local, what’s already culturally and contextually appropriate and expanding that (James).

A collaborative model like this has strengths and weaknesses. The same director pointed out, “I’m trying to [catalyze] efforts that already work…the people on the ground say this is our
mission, this is our plan, and this is how it works. So I’m not too worried about messing things up.” For this NGO, sometimes its partners even sit back and “want us to take control and come up with ideas for them.” But for those organizations that accomplish their mission directly through the efforts of partners on the ground, aligning agendas and expectations can be difficult.

Despite the differences in partnerships, a common theme found among PEAT’s clients is the limited presence of primary stakeholders in the location of interest, which often leaves these relationships fragile and unchecked. Many of the organizations are structured with the majority of staff members and board of directors located at headquarters in the United States who only visit the areas intermittently for relatively short periods of time—if at all.

A lot of the directors of these organizations are here in Utah—they’re not there. They go over there once a year for like a couple weeks, take pictures, put it up on the website, and they get reports from the country directors. (Past PEAT student-director, David)

One student also observed:

[The founder] is an expat. She is a [nationality] who lives in the US, and then [name of staff member] is native to the US. So the directors were not located in [country]. So the orphanage was mostly run by [founder’s] family. (Austin)

Similar to the organization described above, many of PEAT’s clients appoint at least one native staff member to oversee project implementation or office maintenance. Yet, the autonomy and power of these individuals to make programmatic decisions is often restricted or minimal. As one student evaluator described:

I don’t know that I got the feeling that there was a lot of micromanaging. I think the feeling that we got is that [staff person] needs more autonomy in terms of hiring, HR policies, and things like that simply because she’s on the ground…I think there were things that we feel it would be good if she had that realm--like, if she had the ability to choose the final say on some things. (Stephanie)

Some organizations lack a year-round presence in the country altogether. Consequently, during their active season, they lose precious time and resources rekindling relationships, getting updates on changes, and backtracking on projects. These conditions expectedly widen the
distance between key stakeholders and the people with whom they aim to collaborate and empower.

Additionally, many of the clients structure their organizational model with a dual purpose. In addition to their social-change missions, these organizations also aim to nurture globally-minded citizens by offering volunteer opportunities in the form of humanitarian missions or internships. They target families, students, young professionals, and special interest groups. For some of the organizations, most of their efforts are implemented via volunteers, and thus helping them is an important and valid facet of their purpose:

When I got hired here, they said they needed someone who doesn’t care about money and who doesn’t care about volunteers, cause guess what, it’s development. But at the end of the day, I care about volunteers. I’ve managed three teams on the ground, and I recognize that they’ve invested a lot…I am really invested in them having a really substantive, resume-building experience, and I’m interested in them meeting the goals they’ve set for themselves. (James)

There are distinct concerns related to this type of model, which many of the PEAT interns observed in their evaluations. For the organization that works primarily through volunteers and placing them with their in-country partners, three main issues came forward: limited effect due to time constraints, limited concrete skills, and differing expectations. These are illustrated in the following evaluator observations:

Those organizations locally are working on long-term projects and it’s really hard for the team to pop-in, jump into meaningful projects with these NGO’s in which people have skills to contribute, and then leave three months later. (Ann)

Another thing, the culture shock of [country] is pretty insane, and so if interns are only there for six weeks, which most of them were, it takes two weeks to figure it out—it’s 115 degrees outside—you’re useless for the first two weeks, you’ve finally learned what’s going on by four weeks, and [now] you have two weeks to do something. (David)

When they [the partner organization] think of an international volunteer coming, they think intern: 3 months in our office, adding value, probably doing things the volunteer wasn’t thinking of. The volunteer is thinking, “I’m going to play with orphans.” (David)

The issues with the various models as described above are further amplified within the organizations that have expanded to multiple countries. What works in one context may not work
in another. As one NGO director put it, “[we] look different in each country,” and for organizations with resource constraints, expansion may look good on paper but often at the expense of quality and effectiveness.

Stage of Development and Resources

For many of these organizations, their approach seems piecemeal and unpredictable. Even though some of them have been around for two or three decades, the progress comes across as disjointed, ever evolving, and even limited. While this is not the case for all of PEAT’s clients, despite years of service, these organizations appear to be in the stages of exploration and exploitation in the adaptive cycle to organizational change (Westley and Miller 2003). These phases are characterized first by widespread experimentation where creative ideas lead to a number of failures; “uncertainty is high, predictability is low, for things are in flux and it’s not at all certain what will result” (Patton 2011:205). In this phase there is consistent exploring, reorganization and renewal. As one student-evaluator described:

I don’t know where they are now, but I know in 2010 they were really having kind of a “soul-searching” introspective time…and our report really reflected quite strongly to a lot of the board members and even some of the executive directors about what was really going on: Is that really what they want to have happen, and where do they want to take the organization? (Ryan)

For many of the organizations, they are only a few years into it, and as one NGO board member stated, “[We’re] just so new to this.” Similar organizations are asking the fundamental questions such as this NGO board member posed: “What is our real mission? What are our assets, resources? What are our programs? How might we organize, reorganize, whatever, to respond more”? (Ruth)

In the next phase, exploitation, programs are taking the more favored ideas and piloting, improving and strengthening them. Other PEAT clients have progressed into the conservation
phase in which they are focused on scaling projects and efficiency, yet still constantly evolving in regards to their approach and goals. One program coordinator stated:

I think it definitely, it tends [to] keep morphing. We are really working at a systems approach at the school…that actually allowed students support services to spend more and more time on collaborative services in the community, preservation and really work in our meetings on what support the particular student, or groups of students, need that were beyond the scope what we normally offer to the general population of the school. I would say it’s more specific as far as what our role is but it is also expanding more services out into the community and re-coordinating those services.” (Carol)

This level of development is not standard for the majority of PEAT’s clients, which is frequently related to the resource constraints they face as small organizations. They are considered small for a number of reasons. As nonprofits, their budgets are limited, relying primarily on fundraising, grants, or the generosity of their board members. This example seems consistent with many other organizations’ experiences:

Their resources were so scarce. I know that [the founder] was doing it piecemeal. With [staff member], I think it was the same kind of deal…they sent funds when they were available; some months there weren’t funds for the organization. So they just had to make it by. (Austin)

These organizations are also considered small in terms of the number of staff members, which is still minimal even for those who work in several countries as opposed to one remote village. The amount ranges from as little as two to fifteen at their headquarters and zero to four acting as in-country directors or staff at various times throughout the year.12 Given the small numbers, these staff members are often overworked; required to handle multiple tasks and initiatives at once. “They are super busy. The guy I interacted with is in charge of way too many things just because he’s good at it ‘cause it’s a small organization [but] he can handle a lot” (student evaluator, Kevin). Staff and volunteer turnover is also a rampant within these organizations due to limited funds.

12 This excludes the three larger organizations in this study that share very different, more foundational structures and scope.
Some of the staff members can manage quite a bit and have skills that are a good fit for their positions. The founders are often considered “social innovators” who are action-oriented, visionaries with a can-do attitude (Patton 2011). They are determined and many are committed to excellence—however they define it. The impetus for these innovators was often a personal connection to the location or target population. For PEAT clients, these experiences ranged from serving a religious mission in the country to being a native originally from the community but who has since left. Given this background, the staff understands many of the small nuances of the population or context, such as their history, their troubles and the “full truth” behind their experiences. Such experiences and knowledge qualified many of the staff for the work they do in these organizations.

As described by Francis Westley and his colleagues (2006), many people get involved with nonprofits because they feel a sense of duty; they are called to this work. From their personal experience, they saw the problems and “felt compelled to act” (Patton 2011:246). Consequently, most decisions are rooted in these value-laden motivations. However, despite their intimate relationship to the issue or target audiences as well as their charitable desires, many are ill equipped to manage nonprofits and/or implement their agendas\(^\text{13}\) in important ways. According to one intern, family members of the founder—who have little knowledge of how to manage finances or the program in general—handled the day-to-day operations of the organization. This reality was further captured by one of the student-interns:

“In my experience, one of the biggest problems with international development is that they are very well intentioned—maybe even very well educated individuals—from the developed world that want to help in a development context but they don’t have necessarily the concrete skills that are needed or wanted or that

\(^{13}\) There are important exceptions, however. Many have an applicable college degree(s) or work in the public sector in related positions. Others were hired specifically for their job given their professional experience and skillsets (e.g., the coordinator for the school dropout prevention program).
would really make a difference. In so many NGO’s and in so many nonprofits, so much work is going on and I think so much of that really is…it’s not as effective as it could be. It’s not as responsive to needs of communities or as cost-efficient. (Ann)

Mirroring this sentiment, a board member of one NGO expressed, “We are a small band of idealistic women, and even though [the founder], our president, is extremely knowledgeable about Africa and the economic and social issues faced by African women, she's never done an NGO.” A lack of dependable funding also prevents these NGOs from attracting or retaining their highly trained staff members. And those who stay and work for marginal pay are often distracted from their work or forced to let other more pressing or lucrative endeavors take precedence.

Learning Culture

The learning culture varied between organizations as well as between staff members within them. For those who viewed themselves as open and learning-oriented, much of it was just rhetorical with little or lackluster institutionalized approaches to learning or feedback. The mechanisms for learning often amounted to bimonthly meetings between employees and the board to keep a pulse on the organization or sporadic phone calls to the in-country staff to report the latest news. One organization devised an evaluation template, but the country directors showed little interest in implementing it. Other resistance to learning was seen in an overall attachment to the founder’s or a particular staff member’s initial ideas, goals, and/or plans. For one organization, their culture changed over time from one of resistance to acceptance:

It went from a culture of wanting to only show our best face to the world and making sure that [in our] development work, even if there are issues that we should talk about, we don’t want to expose that. It went from that kind of culture to one that I was very adamant about—making sure that all of our flaws in development are exposed. We were very candid with our board members and ourselves about our programs. (Adam)

Each of the features of an organization’s learning culture contributes to their general approach to or acceptance of evaluation.
Approach to Evaluation

The views of evaluation ranged from being anxious to intimidated and even disinterested. A lack of investment is highly attributable to misunderstanding its purpose or what it takes to implement one. One evaluator stated: “I don’t know honestly how seriously they take it. I don’t know if they have the mentality to respond to evaluation…with the mindset of employees and organization, I don’t know how much they value M&E” (Henry). While some people clearly do understand its value, one coordinator of a large program added another reason why some are not as receptive to or hesitant about evaluation:

I’m just being honest. I think there are people who see it as, hey, we do this when it is required of us…I mean some people see it as valuable and this is how we are going to tell whether we’re being effective and improving and some people see it as a necessary evil. (Carol)

When asked his opinion on how NGOs view evaluation, this student director provided a similar description:

Evil maybe is the wrong word, maybe a necessary annoyance. We have to do it, and we’re told it’s a good thing, but we don’t really get much value out of it. There were a couple of the partners who loved any type of evaluation cause they were just those pure people that really wanted good feedback. They really wanted to do a better job. Others are just busy and they’ve got a lot to do, have a lot of weight on their shoulders, and they really care about helping people and so the evaluators just kind of get in the way of what really matters to them. (David)

Two members of the board of directors from one organization also indicated in the survey that evaluation is annoying and requires too much effort on the part of the NONPROFIT. These approaches are influenced by people’s past experience with evaluation or overall unfamiliarity with it.

Experience with Evaluation

Six of the organizations reported they had an evaluation conducted in the past, but the majority had not (9). Among those who had past experience with evaluations, half reported that evaluations were conducted by an internal staff member and the other half were conducted by an external evaluator. All six reported having some sort of needs assessment of the service
population and problems they were addressing. Four had an assessment of the program process and implementation, and then half had an assessment of outputs or short-term outcomes. The only nonprofit that had had all types of evaluation but an impact evaluation in the past was the large religious-affiliated humanitarian agency. The only one that reported having an impact evaluation was one of the smaller organizations, and an external evaluator conducted it. An open response in the survey revealed that three of the organizations wish they had gained a better understanding of the status of long-term outcomes, more theory and analysis that reflected the effectiveness of their scope, and more than just background information. They wanted more actionable recommendations.

The qualitative data revealed more about why some of the organizations hesitate to conduct evaluation. Some don’t really understand what it entails, its purpose, or how it can benefit them. When asked about the barriers faced with implementing evaluation, one NGO responded that while they understand the point to evaluation, they did not perceive it as a “necessity for an NGO” because they seem less structured (Ruth). Others don’t look at it as favorably because they are “surveyed out”—it’s commonplace now and sometimes the benefits aren’t that apparent. Others avoid evaluation because they are hesitant about receiving negative feedback in general. For many social innovators, they don’t want to hear about all the problems they have. What they do is personal; they sacrificed a lot in choosing to work for the nonprofit, and they often view it as their “child:”

The other thing I wonder about, not knowing about evaluation or NGOs in the beginning, there is a sense when you put so much of your heart and soul into it, that you don't want someone else coming in and telling you what's wrong with it. Because then it's attacking you. (Ruth)

One student evaluator made an important observation after conducting two PEAT evaluations:
I feel like NGOs don’t get a real sense of what they do to people. Like, for the two NGOs I’ve worked with, I had a whole different idea of what they actually did in the country. They talk like they do all this, but you get there and it’s like [they’ve] done nothing really…there’s these small projects that are probably benefiting lives in this area, but it’s not. They convey it in a way that makes it look more massive than it really is. And they don’t give a clear picture. (Ellen)

For those who do not conduct evaluation or do them often as they would like, the following are the struggles that these organization’s face when trying to change this fact.

**Barriers to Evaluation**

The survey showed that the primary barriers organizations face in implementing evaluation are a lack of money and time. The third most common struggle is lack of expertise. None of the organizations reported that they did not understand the point of evaluation or face a lack of support from other staff members. Four organizations indicated that they are not able to find granting agencies willing to fund evaluation, and another large organization indicated that one barrier is not being able to find a qualified evaluator (refer to Table 4 to see a list of the barriers).

[Table 4 about here]

The qualitative interviews mirrored these responses regarding funding, time, and expertise as major barriers. Concerning the lack of time, one student observed, “it’s not like [the director] is incapable of putting together and managing focus groups, but she is so beleaguered by everything she has to do for her job that it just wouldn’t have had happened” (Sarah). Another prevalent issue within these organizations, especially when attempting to assess impact, is the lack of baseline data or records needed for tracking different indicators or other measures of success. In perfect summary of these struggles, one NGO board member stated:

I think that in my view, the major problem has been that we’re a volunteer organization, and there’s so much anxiety and pressure, to try to raise money to sort of maintain the momentum of [the organization], that evaluation seemed to take a back seat. (Ruth)
FACTS OF THE EVALUATION

This section describes the nature of the student evaluations, answering the second research question. It walks through the evaluation inputs, activities, outputs and quality as outlined by Mark and Henry (2004). Many of these elements correspond to Appleton-Dyer et al.’s (2012) “Evaluation Attributes” component. This section also describes contingencies in the environment (Mark and Henry 2012) and other contextual factors (Appleton-Dyer et al. 2012), since they directly and indirectly affect the nature and quality of an evaluation. Knowing what the students actually did for the organizations, the perceived quality of that work and the context they worked within is essential in extrapolating suggestions for future practice from lessons learned in these situations.

The relationship between the client organizations and PEAT usually developed through previous affiliations with BYU. Some of these organizations were recommended to PEAT, others had worked with a professor of the program in the past, and many of the program personnel were BYU alumni themselves. When asked what they expected to get out of the evaluation, the organizations’ responses ranged from basic organizational development to identifying what works and why. One organization specified that they wanted help clarifying their mission, sharpening their focus and identifying their niche. The majority of organizations went beyond basic needs assessment specifying a demand for someone to provide a snapshot of what’s happening on the ground and follow-up on projects. Often this resulted in them wanting the students to track outputs such as how many pints of water were coming out of their well, or as this executive director explained:

I love how they’re just so willing to scout out anything...Because sometimes that’s really all they need to give. Accurate feedback is what I really want. Sometimes it’s just if something is being used. For example, we built a school in Tanzania, and it wasn’t used for a year and a half. But sometimes I just need them to go see—like showing up at the bakery that we started in Peru, showing up randomly and seeing if it’s being used, getting a headcount of students, etc. (James)
One organization director specified that he needed the student-evaluators to identify gaps in their program delivery and then come back and provide recommendations for how they could improve in the future. Other program directors wanted feedback on the projects and participants. Two directors wanted this in particular because they felt they are unable to obtain accurate information. One example of this:

The reason why I like having students come down here is because you’re a third party – if I go and talk to the people, they’re not going to tell me because I’m the source of help...and they’re afraid if they complain to me I won’t help them anymore. But you’re not me and they can open up to you and they did...so I just need you to be my eyes and ears and give us that data and that information. (In-country director talking to Katie)

Four of the organizations specifically mentioned that one perceived value-added was the expertise. Given the fact that they have minimal staff members with the needed skillset, they viewed the students as a resource, bringing “something to the table” (Ryan). Yet, for one organization, they wanted this feedback and perspective, but at the end of the day, were not as open to the possibility that it could be negative. “We wanted somebody to come back and say, ‘You guys are doing a fantastic job, and you're really on the right track.’ You know” (Ruth)?

**Evaluation Inputs**

The following section discusses the inputs of the evaluation: the resources allocated to the evaluation (expertise, time, communication), the decision-making setting, micro-politics, competing information, and the evaluation readiness and accountability requirements of the organizations. In this study, communication and expertise were the most critical inputs to the evaluation’s success; the students portrayed adequate competence to perform quality evaluations according to the organization’s needs, but often communication and conflicting information hindered the process and its potential for success.
Expertise in this study refers to the competence of both student and NONPROFIT personnel. Concerning the student, Johnson et al. (2009) found that an evaluator’s professional and cultural competence is important to an evaluation’s influence (Appleton-Dyer et al. 2012). The specific preparation the student completed as a prerequisite to conducting the evaluation is discussed in the “Student Experience” section located in Appendix D. The following description includes the applicable skillset the students offer outside of the training they received through PEAT.

The students majored in a variety of disciplines, namely sociology, English, communications, political science, international relations, and public health (see Table 2 for the complete list of majors). Many of the students appreciated their background and particularly mentioned it as helpful. For instance, most knew how to write and utilize a literature review and incorporate previously tested measures and concepts into their designs. Another student found their background and experience with writing to be helpful, especially when creating the proposal and reports. One student studied business management, which he perceived as important since he was evaluating a program aimed at helping communities become more self-reliant.

[My] business background I think helped with this because a huge part of the program is about businesses. So I was familiar with all the terms. I knew the end goal and where they were trying to go with a lot of it. And in the report I was able to bring a lot of insights just from the business world as to what might be useful in being able to organize and teach those things, or for other adjustment they might make. (Kevin)

The majority of the students finished a minor in international development and/or language studies (e.g., French, Portuguese, and Spanish). The students mentioned this as helpful, providing them with a critical mind when it came to understanding and assessing processes within a development context. Additionally, about half of them were able to communicate in the native language. One NGO director specifically appreciated the students having a background in
international development. Referencing one student in particular: “She knew more about
development than a lot of country directors because it’s hard to find people that have that
background. I told her, ‘be prepared to be a CD because you know more than anyone else on that
team’ ” (James).

All of them had some prior methodological training either from their social science
classes (e.g., statistics, qualitative/quantitative data collection and analysis) or in preparation for
PEAT. One student who studied psychology specifically mentioned incorporating his experience
into the evaluation:

Let’s put it this way, I came up with constructs, and I then came up with several operationalized questions
to measure that construct. And then I came up with scales to somehow define if you more or less agree with
those questions. That’s all very psychological. (John)

Almost all of the students had been teaching assistants to professors and many of these
were related to methodology.

I felt [PEAT team member] and I were pretty prepared. He was the TA for 405 [Multiple Regression
Analysis and Social Science Computing] and was the quantitative genius, and I was the TA for 404
[Qualitative Research Methods] and so it was kind of like the tag team. I don’t think there was a
methodological question in our survey tool building that we had difficulty with. (Austin)

Overall, the students referenced their coursework and training in helping them become
more analytical. Many felt prepared to identify best approaches, critique validity, know when
they are doing things wrong and how to adjust as well as find patterns in the copious amounts of
data:

I sold my soul as a student to learn everything I could about microfinance and about [the country]. And it
helped me when we did have issues and concerns to be able to say really quickly what can change and what
can’t change. Yes, we can change these questions because we understand they are culturally insensitive, but
no, we cannot give up on this because we need, like this is a really important, defining aspect. (Samuel)

One student connected this with the ability to work in a different context:

I felt that I excelled at navigating the cross-cultural context. This helped me realize that many of the
instruments were too long. It also helped me build a quick rapport with the partners who doubled as my
guides. It also helped me to start to realize that many of the stakeholders were not being completely honest
with me. (Ryan)
Concerning expertise, the organization personnel provided significant contextual experience along with many technical skills. For example, a few of the in-country staff for one organization came up with applicable research categories and helped design the methodology. One student mentioned how impressed she was with the country director’s ability to network and maintain relationships. One student, however, found that the NGO had no prior experience with evaluation and expected the student to guide them throughout the entire process. While many of the staff members had some type of training or experience, they were too busy to really assist in the design and methodological decisions.

In addition to expertise, other human, financial, and logistical support was provided to help the evaluations happen. As mentioned before, PEAT helped to fund the student’s flight and tuition and then collaborated with the NGO to help pay for program fees, housing and other materials such as cell-phones and incentives (e.g., one program paid for gift cards and food for the interviews and focus groups). Three of the interns were provided with interpreters and in-country contacts that could check for cultural sensitivity and methodological accuracy. The organizations also provided significant support in accessing the target population. One director described, “I laid a lot of the groundwork for them and the credibility, especially the people they needed access to—certain staff members and teachers. Since I was the go-between, the liaison on that, I think that helped them with their credibility” (Carol). Other students experience less support than they were promised—some more serious than others. For one team, the evaluation completely fell through, but for others, it was merely the undependability of rides, in-country contacts, and interpreters or translators.

Time is another resource of evaluation. The total time dedicated to the evaluation ranged from nine to 18 months, depending on how early the relationship was initiated and how fast the
students were able to complete the report. Most data collection took place over the course of six weeks to four months. While one organization worried that they would not be able to keep the students busy during that length of time, most of the students felt the timeframe was inadequate.

Given the variability in start and end time, the students referred to feeling frustrated over different aspects. Some felt they didn’t have enough time to interact with the NONPROFIT beforehand or secure the relationship and evaluation focus. Some needed more time to get to know their context and to adjust to the organization staff members’ temperamental desires. For at least ten of the students, significant changes were made to the scope of the evaluation once they arrived in the country, which meant they lost precious data collection time reconfiguring the evaluation. While in country, students mentioned instances of wasted time because projects were not underway, permission to access certain populations was delayed and even the day-to-day waiting for people to show up or rides to come. In general, students felt some dissatisfaction with the timeframe, often because it was rushed due to constraints with the program or PEAT structure. According to one student:

We just couldn’t do more. I think the time that we were there that we could be doing something we were doing something. So I think we used our time well when we could have. I just don’t know if there was something more we could have done when we had down time. I guess I’m not really satisfied unless I feel that I did the best we could. So part of me wonders if we could have done more…it was just slow. (Stephanie)

Another influential input on the impact and experience of the evaluation was communication. Between PEAT and the client in general, communication suffered and was not as good as it should be. In many cases there seemed to be a communication breakdown. Students used descriptors such as conflicting, unreliable and inconsistent. Poor communication prior to departure often led to students expecting different things when they got out into the field. Four interns mentioned that the stakeholders were insufficiently made aware of what the students were
able to do and what they could do for them. In the most extreme example where the evaluation ultimately didn’t take place, the team described the lack of communication as the main reason:

There was a big disconnect. I think primarily it was a lack of good communication before the fact. I don’t think that was entirely our fault. There was just a lot of trouble trying to get on the same page with the people in [the country], because [the in-country contact] just disappeared. I felt like we showed up and no one knew who we were, why we were there, or what we were supposed to be doing. So it was really difficult to get anything going. (Samuel)

However, some students described the communication as positive in that the nonprofit would respond to their questions or provide feedback in a timely manner. Four students felt there was a lot of collaboration between them and the NONPROFIT throughout the entire process. So while the majority of students felt that communication could have been better overall, about nine of the fifteen students who were interviewed stated that the communication was adequate enough for them to complete an evaluation and three of them felt that communication was not an issue at all.

The communication between the student interns and the in-country staff was limited prior to departure, which may explain the in-country’s staff initial lack of investment compared to those at headquarters. One student shared this experience while in the field where one staff member would agree to something and then not follow through.

So talking with the in-country director about how to solve these issues, she would often put off and say, “I don’t know. Let me talk to [founders] and I’ll get back,” and that was just a ploy to put it off. So we’d be like, “No, talk to us.” So, we had to be direct with her and say, “We need an answer like next week and if we don’t then we are just going to move forward.” (Austin)

Communication between the student and the service population seemed overwhelmingly positive, especially as the students reassured them they were truly interested in their needs, concerns, and perspectives. One additional finding related to communication was less positive: there was a discrepancy between what the staff and participants in the field said to the evaluators and what they conveyed to the staff or board of directors in the U.S. This was a significant hindrance in the influence of the evaluation overall, as well as in the program’s effectiveness.
One student also found that communication was poor between the organizations and the partners they work with on projects.

**Decision-making setting.** The decision-making setting refers to the cultural, political and informational aspects of the organizations involved in initiating and sponsoring the evaluation (Mark and Henry 2004; Johnson et al. 2009). The first feature covers the organization’s level of support or commitment to the evaluation.

For one evaluation, the program coordinator did everything she could to prepare for the students to come out, including getting them permission to work with such a sensitive population. Acceptance, understanding of their purpose and support from other staff members increased over time, especially as they interacted with the interns more. From the interns’ perspectives, the staff bent over backwards to help them. Another organization paid for the intern to go with them to install solar panels prior to the evaluation that would take place six months later. Other organizations showed their support in waiving their program fees to accommodate the interns and providing funding for in-country travel, translators, supplies, and housing. Sometimes the in-country staff showed support when they provided cultural insight, helped design instruments, and do what they could to make sure it was completed.

For some organizations, the support for evaluation is high, but they were limited by constraints like funding or time. In some cases, they wouldn’t conduct evaluation if it weren’t for PEAT. For one organization, although they were open to evaluation, the priorities seemed a little backward. “The fact that they could help with org development, build an effective organization, and needs assessment was not an inconsiderable factor, but they were way down the line from, "They were going to help us get grants" (Jolene).
One student described that the support varied between staff members. One was “happy and willing to work with him” and wanted to do more research, another lost interest as time went on, and another didn’t take it as seriously as he would have hoped (Henry). With another organization, one in-country staff member showed support to the evaluators and was candid throughout, but behind their backs, questioned everything to the board. One of the large programs that PEAT worked with has federal evaluations quite frequently. While the coordinator is very supportive of evaluation, some of her fellow staff members feel annoyed or jaded by it, which influenced their initial response to the PEAT evaluation.

The support also varied over time. At first, many showed high interest and made grand promises to the evaluators about what they could provide, what the student should expect, or how they would help in the process. And in a few cases, they did not follow-through, act upon these promises, or the support and commitment changed as other tasks gained higher priority towards the end. Additionally, the issues discussed with communication seemed indicative of a lower level of support or commitment that five students mentioned.

Micro-politics. According to Johnson et al. (2009:385), the political climate entails the extent to which decision makers are dependent on external sponsors, internal rivalries, budget fights and power struggles. The definition applied here is a little broader, referring to any conflicting or politically driven motivations or actions. This section also only covers those that have not been mentioned above or are different applications to a similar idea.

Some of the issues that came up between PEAT and the NONPROFIT have already been mentioned such as the internal staff wanting or expecting different things out of the evaluation. As one student described, the organizations she worked with the past exaggerated what they did in the country and their impact, which did not match what she observed or experienced on the
ground. Other issues were that the organizations are too close to their work and take it quite personally when they receive less than positive feedback. These members feel the evaluators don’t understand what they’ve put into their work and, thus, are limited in their ability to decipher the effects that have really taken place. For the one evaluation that didn’t happen, the team attributed its failure to political undercurrents that blocked the evaluation indefinitely.

Conflict was evident between some stakeholder’s assumptions and the evaluator’s insights and conclusions drawn from the evaluation. Two student evaluators specifically described a situation in which the NONPROFIT’s intended focus did not match the needs of the people as observed by the evaluator. “I think they had in their head ideas of ‘this is what we should do for projects’ and it wasn’t necessarily in response to needs that had been posed” (Ann). Another NGO currently focuses on trauma healing, but as one NGO member realized from the evaluation:

People get their backs up and say, “What do you mean trauma? I don’t feel any trauma. I just want to know where my next meal is coming from” and were sort of insulted by this idea of “Let’s take care of you poor traumatized.” They sort of think it’s patronizing and irrelevant. (Ruth)

She learned that they needed to implement more pragmatic programs and approaches as opposed to the one the founder insisted on. Similar discrepancies were also found in what the in-country staff said to the evaluators and what they said to the NGO board members. The in-country staff seemed not as candid when talking to the board for fear of hurting their relationship with them, and instead, told the board what they wanted to hear.

Other issues with open communication were found between the organizations and its target population. Some student evaluators observed that the participants were afraid to speak freely in front of the organization in fear of losing their aid or resources. In one situation, the organization intimidated the population from speaking out. In another situation, when deciding
between evaluation approaches, the student-evaluator found that in “one of the communities there had been a lot of internal strife and past issues with [the organization]” (Tyler).

*Competing information.* Johnson et al. (2009) define this category as referring to any available information that may contradict the evaluation data. The data presented in this section covers situations when any information given or received was in conflict with each other. In some of the situations, the contradictory information further hindered the quality of the evaluation and its applicability to the organization’s needs.

In terms of conducting the evaluation, some of the nonprofits desired less than or different from what would be considered an adequate evaluation. One nonprofit desired information purely on outputs as opposed to taking a critical look into the program, how it produces those outputs and the potential outcomes that stem from them. As mentioned before, many of the organizations couldn’t make up their mind about what they wanted and changed several times throughout.

It was several months of preparation where...they would say they wanted something so I would prepare something on that and when I would come back with it they would want something completely different. “Let’s do something instead.” So I would reiterate. It wasn’t for improvement; it was a start over iteration because they changed their mind. I don’t think they were completely cognizant that they were changing what they wanted, but it was more like, “Today this sounds great.” (Kevin)

Sometimes the nonprofit would give little direction at all because they wanted the student to do what they needed, when in contrast, the student felt that the evaluation should adhere to the needs of the nonprofit instead. Other students observed further gaps between what the organization needed and what was required of them by the PEAT program.

There’s this difference between an academic research paper, which is what [the professor] wants us to do and an evaluation for the humanitarian agency. We get two different signals from both groups. The humanitarian agency wants just descriptive data like “how much do they eat,” which you can’t really write an academic paper about that and that’s what [the instructor] wants and so, we’re like “Ahhh, we don’t know what to do.” (Katie)
Sometimes conflicting information came from staff within the organization, such as the U.S. director and the in-country director (Henry). Other times it from the partner organizations contradicting each other in what they told the students. As one student described:

I worked with two [organizations] on this evaluation, but they both had these different agendas that were conveyed to us. If we had known they were trying to do these other evaluations in Nigeria with these solar units, if we had known more of what they were doing there, we could have tapped into that and gotten a sense to build from there and improve it. (Ellen)

*Evaluation readiness.* As mentioned in the “Facts of the Case” section, many of these organizations are unorganized, inefficient and in the beginning phases of organizational development. Some are still trying to figure out how to manage finances and their staff. In some organizations, turnover is constant. This directly impacts their evaluation readiness. About half of the organizations were at one point unsure of what they wanted or needed and, thus, how an evaluation could specifically help them.

They didn’t really know what they wanted at first. They knew that an evaluation would be cool and that it could be helpful, but they didn’t have a particular outcome they wanted to glean from it. That’s fine. Part of the job is really going back and forth and hashing out what we can do and what is really going to help them. (Kevin)

While some were unsure of the direct impact it could have, some didn’t quite understand the range of types and their purposes. Their desires and expectations were limited due to their lack of training and exposure to evaluation. One offered little help in the preparation phase, expecting the student to walk them through it without providing much insight into their prior work, experience and knowledge concerning the program.

So we’ve come up with this idea, but then there was no feedback from the other NGOs and when we’d ask the one, who has been there plenty of times and knows her NGO well, would sit back and say, “Well you’re the experts so you tell me how to do evaluation.” Even though we are supposed to know it, we can’t to do it without them. We need to know their mission and objectives and that was never really clear. (Ellen)

Some evaluators were hindered in locating participants and past projects because the organizations kept inadequate records. There was also little baseline data to utilize in an impact evaluation. Some of the projects hadn’t even finished yet when the organization asked to know
its impact. “They were just getting started. It is hard to do a full impact assessment of something that is not completed” (Tyler).

Accountability requirements. Six of the organizations mentioned that one of the purposes for working with PEAT was to meet accountability requirements. In the few comments that came out of the interviews on this subject, only some have funds set aside for evaluation, and these were from the organizations that worked with other partner organizations. Some conducted evaluation regularly, but these were part of the three larger PEAT clients. Those that had large grants from the government or other agencies mentioned evaluation as required, but it often was not thorough (e.g., a call from a consulting group every six months) or did not utilize qualitative methods. One organization stated that the previous evaluations only used quantitative methods, and while necessary to receive further grants, did not provide rich data into certain aspects of the program (e.g., the student’s perspective or what program features were helpful in raising grades).

Evaluation Outputs

The findings in this section describe the evaluation’s activities and are synthesized for all students and by organization. While the previous section provided information on the resources available for the evaluation, evaluation outputs describe what took place. The first subsection addresses the planning phase, followed by sections on the evaluation purpose, methods, analysis, findings, recommendations, and report dissemination.

Evaluation planning.14 The students were selected into the program in September and October. By November and December they had their assignments and had met with the nonprofit staff at least once. There are a few exceptions to this timeframe as some were only able to talk to the staff via phone or Skype. The majority of students (13) went on the internship with a partner,

14 Most of the planning phase is covered in the student and organization experience.
however, nine of the students went to the country alone even if there were other students working for the same organization in a different country.

Most of the students had the preparation course Soc 301: Applied Social Research Methods, and the latter two cohorts had an additional class (Soc 390R: Special Topics in Contemporary Sociology). In these courses, the students learned approaches and methods for evaluation, gained experience in hands-on assessment activities, had access to the professors, and planned their evaluations.

The experience of planning the evaluation seemed quite different depending on the student and the organization. For some, communication started early and was frequent and open. However, even for these students, the majority reported that the staff struggled with knowing what they wanted the evaluation to accomplish. Thus, the plans went through multiple rounds of reconfigurations and edits.

In ideal circumstances, the student worked with the staff to create the proposal, design the instruments, and structure the research project all prior to departing to the country. Yet, for many of them, once in country, they made substantial changes to the proposal. This was most often due to contextual or funding constraints, misinformation or misrepresentation, or at the request of the in-country director. One scrapped her entire plan and joined with two other PEAT interns on a different evaluation. Another group was asked to change the proposal and then ended up not being able to complete the evaluation. Other students changed their plans minimally such as adjusting questions in their methods for cultural reasons, sampling techniques, and who and when they were interviewing. Often the changes improved the plans to better meet the specific needs and wants of the nonprofit once adjusted to the current reality of the organization on the ground. One student’s experience provides an example:
I think the professors wanted more of an academic style of method but when we got into country, we recognized it needed to be just results. Like we need to be able to give the government something they could work with. They didn’t want to read through a huge list of everything we had learned socially and academically. They wanted to know what they needed to change this year to have better results next year...I think some of the questions were better and some were worse. I think they were better because they actually addressed the issues the government wanted. They were more tailored, more specific. I think some of [the changes] were worse because they didn’t provide academically, researched-backed answers that we wanted. Because some of the questions, the government was like, “You can’t ask these,” which actually made the evaluation less effective on some issues. (Samuel)

*Evaluation purpose: nonprofit survey responses.* On the survey, the question was “What was the purpose of the evaluation (select all that apply)?” Thus, the respondent could indicate multiple purposes for the evaluation. The most notable finding from this survey question is that the majority of directors hoped the evaluation would determine impact (14 out of 15) and half of them indicated that the evaluation met this purpose. The other half indicated that it somewhat met this purpose. All but two of the fifteen said they wanted it to provide suggestions for improvement. Among them, eight said the evaluation met this purpose and five said it somewhat did (see Table 5 for a comparison between the indicated purposes and whether the respondent felt they were met).

[Table 5 about here]

Eleven indicated the purpose was to provide information that could enhance project management and decision-making. Six felt that it met this purpose and five felt that it somewhat did. Of those eleven organizations, eight indicated on the survey that they used the evaluation findings directly in decision-making and three did not (see Table 6 for a comparison between the purposes, if the respondent felt they were met, and if the results were used in decision-making). The three who did not are the same organizations who indicated that the evaluation somewhat met this purpose. Each of these organizations is small, relatively new (the oldest was seven years), and seemed the least satisfied with the evaluation based on the interviews and open-ended responses in the survey. Two of the student teams reflect similar dissatisfaction, but for one, this
lack of use and dissatisfaction did not match the student’s perspective. However, the respondent for this last organization was not the primary contact for the evaluation.

[Table 6 about here]

Ten nonprofit respondents said the purpose was to apply lessons and feedback to inform future projects. More than half of the respondents said it met this purpose while four said it did not. Seven said it was to report on the day-to-day operations and the strengths, weaknesses, and obstacle it encounters. Three stated that the evaluation met this purpose, four said that it somewhat met this purpose. These numbers show that the majority of the organizations thought the evaluation could provide evidence of impact, but they also wanted the evaluation to focus on process in order to inform decision-making (11 out of 15) and improve their programs (10 out of 15). Every organization personnel indicated that the evaluations at least somewhat met the range of purposes, and eight of the organizations actually used the evaluation in decision-making.

_Evaluation purpose and type: interviews and reports_. The interviews and reports also indicate a wide variety of purposes perceived by both the students and organizations. Many of them conducted multiple types of evaluations as well (see Table 7 for the amount of each type). Gathered from the available reports and interviews conducted, three of the evaluations were needs assessment with purposes such as: “Determining the met and unmet service needs of the women, both here in the shelter and in the community. We would like to better understand the current status of each woman, and the conditions in [the city] and the community surrounding the issue of domestic violence,” or “To understand the level and ways stigma is experienced by leprosy colony members” (from the reports of organizations four and eight).

[Table 7 about here]
Twelve of the 23 total evaluations conducted mentioned analyzing some aspect of the program’s process (mission, theory or strategies, management, and implementation). The following is an example of one of the evaluation goals that covered both needs assessment and process assessment: “The goal of the assessment was to gain a holistic understanding of each of the 24 villages with which the [organization] works, including the different needs of the villagers as well as a better understanding of the various projects and programs the [organization] has implemented over the years” (report for organization one).

Eight of the evaluations conducted were an outcome assessment. In these, some were identifying indicators for “sustainability” of new projects and another the poverty level after a microfinance program. While many of the evaluation’s purposes mentioned trying to identify impact of a project, only four specifically utilized methods that had control groups, before/after or pre- and post-test measures, or statistical analysis of secondary data obtained from past participants of different years of the program. One example from a report states, “In this paper I evaluate what effect [the nonprofit’s] neighborhood organization project had on indices of social capital using OLS and logit estimates as well as estimates from propensity score matching” (report for organization six). Three additional types of assessment were conducted, namely cost-benefit analysis, Social Impact Assessment, and utilizing other types (such as process and needs assessment) to set up a baseline or evaluation templates to be used later by the organization.

Evaluation methods. Almost every evaluation utilized mixed methods (see Table 8 for list of types of methods). Sixteen conducted in-depth, formal and informal interviews, and often the interviews contained quantitative and qualitative elements. Eleven studies conducted surveys in the forms of questionnaires, quizzes and scorecards (e.g., scorecard to measure characteristics of partnership viability).
Six evaluations conducted focus groups, and often they were facilitated utilizing Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) activities (e.g., mapping and ranking) and the FAMA technique, which consists of participatory group discussions based in the Literacy for Social Change model promoted by Lynn Curtis. Almost all utilized data from formal observation (e.g., two class instructions per week) or informal observation from general field notes. An estimated 16 mentioned analyzing past organizational records or reports. In all cases, students mentioned utilizing questions, measures, and indicators backed by literature.

When possible, these methods were conducted in all of the participating villages, either all of the ones the organization worked with in that area or those that received a specific resource (e.g., solar panel, square foot garden, or micro-loan). Often in these circumstances, almost all of the community members were interviewed or surveyed (e.g., all of the children living in the orphanage). If there were too many projects in the area or participants, the students implemented some type of sampling technique. One team decided to evaluate three projects that were representative of the 50 projects the organization had running at that time. Another student used a random sampling technique to identify which classrooms he would observe.

To identify respondents, many used structured, purposive and/or theoretical sampling techniques. Some were able to maintain these plans throughout. For example, one team utilized quota sampling to select a homogenous group of participants based on race, gender, and grade-level, which would help facilitate the group discussion. However, for various reasons, many had to rely on convenience or snowball techniques. One student explained that this was all he could obtain since most of the participants were away from the colony during the times he was able to visit. Time constraints also limited three other evaluation team’s selection or access to particular...
individuals (e.g., mothers are the only ones at home during the day). Other student interns mentioned not having enough control over selecting participants (e.g., community leader directing them only to those who would give positive feedback and lack of adequate record-keeping to select them independently).

Access to these populations was often facilitated via local staff members, past project partners, or other in-country contacts (e.g., a local graduate student). These gatekeepers helped locate and recruit participants, find interpreters, translate documents, and sometimes conduct the interviews. Some of the students lived at the program site (e.g., with program participants or at the orphanage). This helped them gain trust and appreciation among the participants, and oftentimes, the intern’s most valuable data came from informal discussions or observations outside official evaluation hours. Many of the students utilized an interpreter or knew enough of the dialect to conduct the activities themselves. In these instances, multiple checks were conducted to adapt questions for fit and understanding. Even when the students did not know the language, they learned some phrases to show respect (e.g., formal and informal greetings, and signs of appreciation or acknowledgement).

Evaluation analysis. For the qualitative data, most interns coded the data in some fashion. Some used software like NVivo while others hand-coded the data. Some used pre-made coding templates for guidance and others utilized grounded theory to develop their coding schemes. Two projects quantified their qualitative data for easy display and comparability with their other quantitative data. All of them looked for patterns or themes across the data and presented them in relevant categories for the organizations.

Most of the quantitative data was analyzed in a basic manner utilizing descriptive statistics, spreadsheets, and/or charts to report before and after numbers (e.g., number of
deliveries at different points of time). Two projects utilized more sophisticated analysis, such as OLS regression, propensity score matching, and comparing the average income totals for participants and nonparticipants by increased expenses and lost income due to being a participant in the solar project.

**Evaluation findings.** The findings documented in the reports and reported by the students in the interviews ranged from some positive and some negative or neither. The more positive information found insights, such as program participants having a good experience, the inexpensive projects produce better numbers than the more expensive ones, and that attending the program’s meetings does help participants feel represented.

The more negative information sometimes reported on the status of projects such as the implementation not going as planned (e.g., the desires of the organization’s volunteers didn’t match the needs of the partner organizations; the price of their produce was below cost and they were losing money; the amount of light emitted from the solar panel wasn’t enough to fill the entire room during a surgery held at night), or that the project was not working, or as one student described, “gone to pot” (John). Those that reported on outcomes sometimes showed that the organization’s training was not as effective as hoped (e.g., the cooperatives still didn’t know how to market their product; the method required a lot of reading and the people were illiterate).

The neutral data primarily provided information on the aspects of the program or important insights about the participants or context. For example, some provided insight into the leadership characteristics (e.g., communication and conflict resolution) that will enable the two communities to implement their cooperatives in a more sustainable way. Another evaluation documented information on all of the various programs and projects the organization had established in each village. The students provided detailed data on each village’s economy,
health, and education plans as well as their wants and needs. One simply described the different
types of organizations in the country and their needs to help guide PEAT’s client when deciding
with whom to work with in the future.

**Evaluation recommendations.** The recommendations were broad with some suggesting
ways the organization could improve services, better target needs, adjust their mission, or
improve evaluation techniques. As one student team stated in their report:

> Many of these recommendations are easily implemented into the [organization’s] current structure. Others
require a fundamental rethinking of the organization’s structure and logic model. As [the NGO] moves
forward out of this period of transition, we hope that this evaluation can be a guide to a successful and
productive future. (Ryan)

The majority of the reports provided a presentation of findings on the gaps, issues, status
and insights into the participants and partners. Recommendations like this addressed the need for
program changes and required minor adjustments, such as including training when implementing
a new project; instituting consequences for showing up late to meetings; checking the status of
the health center’s records before installing a new solar panel; customizing the format on their
evaluation surveys so they make sense in the local context; increasing communication; and
having their evaluators in the future introduce themselves as researchers who were not connected
with the organization.

Other recommendations addressed the need for larger adjustments to the program, such
as changing their entire focus from trauma healing to community development or having a
yearlong presence in the country. Other examples of recommendations that required substantial
adjustments include extending the time volunteers are in the country, treating each country and
project as a separate entity with specific missions and strategies, or reducing staff turnover by
only hiring one committed director as opposed to four for shorter time-periods.
The recommendations that were more substantial were also less feasible, and as one student-director pointed out, less applicable. Many of the students lack training or experience in organizational change and consulting nonprofits on how to implement that change. Thus, they struggled to translate findings into direct suggestions for action.

I think students by the time they [left] had learned methods but hadn’t actually learned how to take data and turn [it] into a recommendation that was implementable. All we are really trained to do is find data, analyze it and report. In terms of recommending stuff, it’s like, “Well I don’t know anything about organizational change. I don’t know anything about how much this would cost if I suggested doing this… it was just like, “Well I saw this problem and I would do this, but I have no idea if you could implement that idea.” (David)

One organization mentioned in particular liking the findings but struggling over the recommendations that stemmed from them. This struggle could also be attributed to the organization’s strong and emotional attachment to their model and mission as well as the way in which they interact with the in-country staff. However, this insight is applicable given the struggles students face in structuring their recommendations. An NGO executive director also addressed this issue:

Sometimes their recommendations were shooting for the moon, and not always a possible reality. But that’s okay. It always gave us something to strive towards, but they didn’t always know our organization constraints. [It was more], “This is what we think you should do if you had a million dollars” type of thing. (Adam)

**Report generation and dissemination.** Many students struggled in attempting to write the report. Primarily this was due to a lack of time e.g., translating 50 plus interviews from Spanish into English. Students mentioned struggling with how to manage the large amounts of data, synthesize it, build a report framework to report findings, translate findings into recommendations and write a comprehensive but digestible report in the limited amount of time they could dedicate to it given their demanding classwork in the following semester. Here are two examples from students who struggled with this phase in particular:

I know we had been given, this is an evaluation report, but for some reason we really struggled with how to format it or how to write it.Cause we felt like the data spoke for itself. It was hard to know how to balance the quote with what we said. We didn’t know how long to make it. We didn’t know, especially ‘cause our findings were all over the map. (Stephanie)
I think the length was something that was very daunting to me. I ended up with a 60-page report. It took a long time to compose that much writing. But I felt like I couldn’t legitimately cover it any faster. (Ryan)

These struggles indicate why most of the reports were turned in much later than promised (some up to a year later). However, as reported by the nonprofit staff in the interviews and by the students, most of the students worked with the organizations afterward, telling them of their preliminary findings, insights and recommendations. Some students had multiple conversations in person or over the phone and Skype. One of the NGO executive directors described this process: “I picked their brains for hours. We just talked for hours, and I just wrote everything down, and it was awesome” (James).

In addition to these follow-up meetings, many of the students provided shorter reports or presentations on this preliminary information based on some formal and informal analysis conducted while in the country or immediately upon their return. Some of the students even worked with the staff members to produce the report going through a few rounds of iterations to make sure it addressed all of their concerns and desires. Since most of the students did this, many of them took a significant amount of time to compose a report that both matched the nonprofits’ request and the requirements set forth by one of the PEAT directors. Many of the students reported expecting the nonprofit personnel to not even read their final reports. However, from the interviews it was confirmed (and the nonprofit survey data confirmed), that many of the organizations did in fact read them as well as glean information from them.

Evaluation Quality

This section describes the reliability and validity of the data produced by the evaluation. Given the resources and investment that went into the evaluation, it is important to understand whether the activities that took place were actually of high quality or not. In addition to the expertise of the evaluator, the quality of the evaluation design has been shown to increase the use
of evaluation findings or recommendations (Henry 2003). Since the majority of the data was qualitative, a high quality evaluation refers to whether it presented accurate and authentic information about the programs, their effects, and participant experiences.

Reliability or consistency. In particular, this subsection considers whether the data were able to paint a coherent picture across the different sources and time (Neuman 2011). Considering external reliability, most of the studies triangulated their information by using multiple types of methods. A good example of this is that one team checked the number of baby deliveries reported in their records against the numbers that the people stated in-person. In this case, the people reported higher numbers than what the records showed. Another team altered their methods to the specific respondent; if they felt more comfortable in a group or individual setting they would choose between having them join a focus group and conducting a one-on-one interview. Other evaluations showed consistency across sources, as they were able to compare perspectives from almost all participants of a particular project (e.g., those who had received a square-foot garden).

However, a few students acknowledged that there were discrepancies between interviews and the questions asked over time and between different respondents. For one student, they often had to describe the question in further detail to the respondent and each time that description changed according to the needs of the respondent (e.g., didn’t understand the concept or what they were asking). Different definitions of a concept (e.g., empowerment) were not uncommon when the students were trying to assess the program’s goals (e.g., empower individuals) or the effect (e.g., decrease poverty).

The third thing was operating within the cultural context. I was looking for things like empowerment. Are we actually empowering individuals to maybe achieve more of their life goals, to find resources to overcome poverty? However I defined it, I remembered distinctly that their definition of empowerment and my definition of empowerment were worlds apart. My definition of the term just did not necessarily fit them, and it was a struggle to really even get into that. (John)
Another student conducted the interviews himself in Spanish and adjusted the wording throughout the summer depending on the responses. One student adapted his approach as the summer went on, changing from a structured interview to a more conversational one, so that the respondents felt more at ease. However, these adjustments also helped further validate the authenticity of their responses as it increased understanding of the question being asked. One student stated, “The changes were simply for the sake of practicality. I think they are better because they better reflected the situation on the ground” (Ryan).

In terms of the credibility of responses, a fair number of students realized early on that the respondents had reasons to “lie” or say something other than the full truth. Often these motivations stemmed from having a “stake in making the organization look good” (Ellen), feeling worried that they might lose aid, or telling the researchers what they wanted to hear or what they knew was the best answer for general approval. For example, a student evaluating the sanitation habits of children in an orphanage realized that the children were reporting that they washed their hands with soap and running water, but the researcher knew there was actually no place to wash their hands. Another student noticed that some women living in a slum seemed to exaggerate their plight when he interviewed them as opposed to the graduate student who was native to the country.

On many levels consistency depended on the context. Many of the students lived with community members and spent ample time preparing food, eating at their table, and helping around with the household chores. According to these students, some of their best data came from those informal interactions. On the other hand, one student lived with the in-country facilitators in an urban apartment away from the rural community. He noticed that this had an effect on his ability to gather the most accurate information.
You know, I think I would have gotten more truthful answers if I had hung out with them maybe in the evening as they were just sitting around drinking checha and shooting the breeze and what not. I think if there were more informal opportunities for interaction I could have gotten into the real stuff. But since most of my interactions were formal, their responses were formal. (Kevin)

Validity or authenticity. Validity of these evaluations will refer to whether the data are an accurate, truthful representation of the experience in the field (Neuman 2011). In many cases, the students felt that they were able to gather a true portrayal of the organization and situation at hand. “For that organization, just within that organization, I felt like we gave a pretty accurate snapshot. I really do” (Austin). Similarly, other students stated that despite some setbacks, the evaluation accomplished the goal. “The lack of a scientific sample really worries me. But I still think that we found some ‘truth’ that led to some very good recommendations for the NGO. Although I don’t think that the results could be published, I think we accomplished the goal” (Ryan).

Some students were able to check this supposed authenticity. One made sure to conduct ecological validity checks. He talked with the organizations and the some other women in the area saying, “This is what I’ve been hearing from the people,” and they confirmed that they had observed that as well (David).

Sometimes accurate information was obtained more or less easily depending on the characteristics of the interviewer, or as Neuman (2011) described, competent insider performance. The inherent distant between interviewee and interviewer was sometimes increased because of cultural and language barriers. One student felt that, “A local of similar socio-economic background would have gotten more truthful answers” as opposed to a white woman from the U.S (Ann). In these cases, the distance was inescapable simply because the interns were “different” than the respondents.

I say initially any gap in communication and reluctance on the student part wasn’t because they didn’t try to help them feel comfortable. They are two young white girls, speaking to primarily Navajos, especially males. And all of our staff struggle with that sometimes, especially our Navajo males, where staff are
primarily white females. And so, the guys tend to be less verbal with us. But they [the interns] still got some perspectives, and some quotes from the guys…but I would say it was more, you look and sound different than me, I don’t know you. (Carol)

Yet, as this program coordinator pointed out, the students were still able to gather information, and as she explained later, the students were able to adjust in certain ways to help close the gap. In this unique case, the intern evaluators were primarily speaking to students and, thus, could relate on some level.

Because if nothing else, we could say, “I’ve been in your shoes.” I’ve done what you’ve done…I really like to relate myself to the interviewees, but I think the most I could say, we are students just like you. We talked about has anyone ever failed a class, [PEAT partner] would say things like, “We all have before.” (Stephanie)

Other interns were not interviewing students, but were able to decrease distance by the way they interacted in the context.

One coordinator noticed that the student-evaluators took the necessary time to make people feel comfortable. Living among the participants helped reduce the outsider mentality. Others adjusted how they introduced themselves depending on their audience. Sometimes they used the word “evaluator” and other times it was, “Hey, I’m a student. I just want to learn” (Kevin). Some people took better to the student idea (e.g., rural areas, women living in the slums). Others were more receptive when the student presented himself or herself as an evaluator (e.g., the Indian partner organizations familiar with assessment).

Student perceived quality. According to the students, the general rigor of their evaluation varied for different elements. Sometimes there were issues with quality that they couldn’t overcome due to time, money, and contextual and organizational constraints.

I think it was professional in the sense that we had done our research. We had understood the issues about what was going on. We knew the best methods for how to approach it. We had a really good plan; our questionnaire was solid; it was backed in literature, but there were some gaps that we just personally couldn’t overcome. (Samuel)
Some students reported bias in the sampling procedures (e.g., there was no sampling frame, they weren’t random or representative, or inadequate control groups). Since many had to rely on locals to give them access to participants, bias was detected in who the gatekeepers selected as well as in the projects they would select for the students to observe.

I think they were leading us to people who would give us positive answers. There was even one time where I went to a site where we thought a stove was built and there wasn’t a stove. I came back maybe a month later with a project partner and they had rebuilt the stove because they knew that I wanted to go there… We had a pretty serious sampling issue just because we didn’t have the universe of individuals. (Ryan)

Other issues were reported in the methods such as inadequate time and budget to conduct a longitudinal or experimental design, no baseline data to compare their findings, no pilot testing of their instruments beforehand, or not being able to listen to interviews while they were happening in order to catch mistakes.

I know at the beginning I really struggled. We didn’t listen to our interviews until after we did the first wave because we were doing three a day. So we couldn’t transcribe until they were over. And so we went back and listened and were like, “Oh my gosh, we were asking so many leading questions” and that alone taints your data… I wish we could have caught that sooner. I think we did a really good job, especially at the end, because we listened to the transcriptions and listening to the recordings you can hear us catch ourselves. (Stephanie)

In most cases, the students struggled with their inability to find effective ways to judge or convey impact. “[We were] able to gather anecdotal evidence of effect or what works and why but not show causal effect” (Ellen).

Often the struggles came about in balancing the training received in the classroom to adhere to academic standards with conducting an evaluation in a real-world setting. According to one student, there’s a benefit to taking time to understand the literature, but then allowing yourself in the field, “to make those adjustments that are necessary and okay” (Samuel). One student admitted allowing the scientific standards to slip as he “negotiated between these standards and the practicality of conducting the evaluation” (Ryan).
In most cases, it seemed the students felt the evaluation was appropriate and relevant for the scope or purpose of the evaluation (e.g., not generalizable), the stage of the organization (e.g., no record-keeping), and the timeframe they were given to conduct the evaluation. Many rated the quality between a seven or eight on a scale from 1-10, with one being “low quality” and ten being “high quality.” If they gave it a lower rating, such as a four or five, they provided a caveat such as “due to sampling bias” or the other limitations stated above. Some even felt they cared more about the rigor of the evaluation than the organizations. “I don’t think any of them were very concerned about the social science standards. I think they took it as truth, and I think we tried really hard to make it valid” (Ryan).

Nonprofit perceived quality. When asked if she or her staff members had any validity concerns with the data, one program coordinator pointedly responded, “No.” In the survey, five of the organizations rated the overall quality of the evaluation as high and that it met their needs. Nine indicated that the quality was acceptable for their needs. And one responded that it was not good enough for him or her to take it seriously.15

Context Contingencies

This section discusses the factors that facilitate and inhibit the students conducting the evaluations in their respective settings. This information situates the evaluation inputs and outputs and highlights how the context can shape the nature and quality of an evaluation. This is particularly important for this study because most of the organizations work in a developing

15 This response is interesting given the nature of the evaluation conducted by the students. Given the state of the organization’s efforts in the country, the student team primarily focused on evaluating the quality of the organization’s program delivery and proposed evaluation techniques.
context among marginalized populations. Concerning the socio-cultural contexts, the students noticed that many people were incentivized to give positive answers. Some people distorted their answers or painted a “rosier” picture of reality. Students felt the participants were reticent to give critical feedback, especially when they viewed the evaluators working in tandem with the organization and, thus, a gateway to resources.

We drove out there and they were all clapping and singing and had this whole program prepared for us and it was a really interesting thing. It gave us some insight into how they viewed the organization. It was like they needed to really create a good relationship with us ‘cause they felt that we were a link to more resources for other groups, more livestock so they could increase their livelihood or agricultural products. So I think they felt it was in their best interest to go with the evaluation as best possible. (Austin)

In this and other similar situations, the students found it hard to ascertain accurate information or to get past the “show” until they had spent more time with the service population. In some areas, the participants were used to receiving aid or “handouts” and would do what they perceived as necessary to preserve it.

I think that the relationships of the people who were asking the questions to the people who were being asked the questions would facilitate answers that were biased, right? Because if you’re viewed as the same people that were giving them money every week or whatever and facilitating these financial opportunities for them, of course they’re going to give responses that are not going to, you know potentially interfere with their ability to get these loans in the future. I think it was really hard to get honest feedback from those people. They also, I think, had a big incentive to give really positive feedback about their interaction with [the NGO] and the effect of our projects because first of all, I don’t think they wanted to look ungrateful. Secondly, other organizations might be less willing to work with them in the future or at least they might think that, right? (Ann)

The service population received the students differently. In some cases, a student’s particular characteristics helped and in others it detracted. One student felt people were nicer because he was different, e.g., white, foreign, and wore different clothes. In other instances being different increased the divide. In some contexts, the students felt that being white or American gave them credibility among the population. In others credibility only came from their background. In those situations, being a student wasn’t as beneficial. In others, it helped the younger populations feel more comfortable and older adults respected their university education. Some evaluators felt the people opened up to them more because they viewed the students as
sincere in their desire to learn about them. In some cases gender helped (e.g., women evaluators interviewing women and male team members interviewing males), and with others it didn’t seem to be an issue (e.g., rural women in a middle eastern country agreed to be interviewed by a male intern).

In some cases the characteristics played out differently than expected. For example, one student felt that being American helped balance out his youth, but being half Indian helped him accept him better. And in many circumstances, there were things the students could do to help lessen the distance. As one director explained:

You know when I talked to [the student intern] earlier, she came from this area; she knew what she was walking into. I think there wasn’t going to be anything she could do about her gender and her race, but from the standpoint of just being very transparent and honest and trustworthy, she did everything I think she could have to bridge as much of that gap as possible. (Carol)

The service population’s familiarity with evaluation helped if they saw it as a way to improve the program, but slowed the evaluation down until they realized it could be beneficial. In a few cases, this referred back to the population’s past experience with the organization itself. Sometimes the participants felt that their input or concerns didn’t matter or reach the organization anyway. Some worried about losing their job because of the evaluation.

In other cases, the organization’s model hindered the evaluation. For example, many of the nonprofits worked in multiple countries and the evaluations couldn’t be compared between teams; many had never tracked indicators or done follow-up on projects in the past. Sometimes the organizations were experiencing too many growing pains from expanding too fast and the evaluation they asked for seemed irrelevant. The timing of the evaluation also was a challenge, either it attempted to look at impact too soon after the program was instigated (e.g., only six months after the solar panels were installed) or there wasn’t enough time to complete data
collection. Sometimes the evaluation simply took place at an unfortunate time (e.g., trying to evaluate a school program during the summer).

In many instances, however, the fundamental inhibiting factor was trying to adapt a plan to the field; balancing expectations with the conditions at hand. Transporting an evaluator into a context they are unfamiliar with poses challenges that sometimes can’t be adequately addressed. However, each of the students acknowledged this fact and adjusted as best they could. A complete account of the students’ experience is included in Appendix D.

ORGANIZATION EXPERIENCE

This section discusses the experience of the organizations in working with the student, the PEAT program, conducting the evaluation and their satisfaction overall. These sections on experience provide relevant insight into the evaluation process—challenges and successes—something uniquely accessible through the PEAT program that addresses the fourth research question on how to provide the most appropriate evaluation for PEAT’s clients. The following four subsections describe the organization’s experience in working with PEAT in general and the student-evaluators in particular, what they feel would have been more helpful given their experience, and their satisfaction rating overall.

Working with PEAT

The organizations were made aware of PEAT in different ways, and variations in their experiences typically originated from there. Those that were closely associated with the BYU sociology department usually knew more about the program, what it could offer, the students’ training, and what to expect. Additionally, the organizations that had evaluations following PEAT’s first year (some have had interns multiple years in a row) also worked within a more structured program.
Many of the organizations met with the primary PEAT faculty member to initiate the relationship. However, many did not and the narrative slightly differed. The differences include variations in the expectations for an evaluation, in terms of being tailored to their verses the student’s needs; the role of the student; level of interaction; level of input from the nonprofit personnel or received input from PEAT; and the level of student expertise. For example, one organization most removed from the department felt there was an inadvertent distortion of what the evaluation could accomplish. In contrast, another coordinator, who was initially approached by students and primarily only interacted with PEAT through them, only had positive things to report: the evaluation met the organization’s needs and the students were more than qualified to conduct it.

One organization that predominantly works with the main PEAT director, didn’t expect an evaluation geared towards the organization’s needs. The in-country director has worked with students multiple times and thought the PEAT intern’s main purpose was to work on a student research project. He reported to the students that they could do whatever they needed, and as a result, some benefits would occur for the organization. In fact, at least two of the organizations said that they agreed to be a part of the program because they wanted to help students and support BYU. Alternatively, one organization expressed that the evaluation seemed to produce “more information in the areas that interested the students and not enough that was most pertinent to our priorities” (Ben).

Another organization had only positive things to say about the students, their experience, and the benefits. However, the director wonders if they should continue working with PEAT because he’s not sure if the organization’s structure provides the best experience for the students
given his view of the internship requirements. For this organization, what they want the PEAT interns to look into doesn’t seem to match what the students say they need to accomplish:

I for one adore the PEAT interns and would love to have them in each country, but it got a little awkward because I said I wanted them to evaluate 15 [sites]. [The students’] eyes all got big, and they said they wouldn’t have time to evaluate that many. I told them that the projects weren’t that big, but then [the PEAT director] said no. They could only evaluate one. But in my mind, I was thinking it wouldn’t keep them busy, and it wasn’t what they need…that was tough for me, because of our model…I’ve thought about not continuing the relationship. Only because I’m wondering if we are giving them the experience [the PEAT director] wants them to have by giving them a lot of shallower evaluations and not just one big project. I thought about next year talking to [the PEAT director] and saying that maybe it’s not the best fit. (James)

A student team for another organization described a similar experience and disconnect.

When writing the report, they wanted to focus on the data that would provide the information the organization staff seemed to request. However, producing that report would not meet the expectations of the PEAT director.

Even with the disparities in experience, most of the nonprofits said they want to work with PEAT again, and they enjoyed their interaction with the PEAT program. According to one executive director:

I had such a good experience with PEAT interns that I don’t really have a lot that comes to mind on improvement. Honestly, I think [all three of the PEAT faculty] did an excellent job in promoting the internships, getting us to come and talk to classes about the internship possibilities through PEAT, and I think that was a good deal of the program’s success and growth, is how well it was guided by the academics that were in charge of it. (Adam)

Working with Student-evaluators

The data from the organization directors also show an overwhelmingly positive account of working with the students. The organization directors described them as professional, receptive, pleasant, willing, invested and hardworking. For example, one program coordinator stated that she didn’t hear any complaints from her staff members about the students:

I didn’t hear anything negative…they were great to work with and everyone that met with them. They were doing staff interviews and speaking with people as well, and I mean, I thought everyone felt really comfortable and pleased with their interactions and the work they did and the report they wrote. (Carol)
This same director explained that the students were open to all of the suggestions given by herself and her staff. They were willing to adjust their expectations and plans according to the restraints of the program and to work within the given parameters.

Additionally, the executive director who was questioning whether to work with PEAT in the future, stated that despite the requirements for the internship, the students were willing to do whatever he else asked them to do.

I can ask them to do anything and they’ll do it…and they all have such great attitudes about it. They all do. Because even though they all have their assignments, all of them have said in private, “Hey, you have me do whatever you need. Even though I have this assignment,” and I love that. (James)

This same director even said he loved the student’s insight into what needed to change:

I love how PEAT interns can be so brilliant and easily rip everything apart, but they do [it] so maturely, and they do so to the right people. And they do so with recommendations. It doesn’t just say, “This sucks, this sucks, and this is what I’d do differently. (James)

However, some of the organizations had some specific things they wish would have been different. Despite her expression that, “generally the students themselves were wonderful people and I enjoyed working with them,” this director wanted more interaction, collaboration, and advice beforehand. In her organization’s experience, she felt that the evaluation did not take place at the right time. She would have preferred the evaluation to happen one year after the project had begun instead of six months. She felt that the students’ findings on outcomes were misjudged because the use of services would have been skewed due to the rainy season.¹⁶ She also stated that this was something the PEAT faculty should have caught before the evaluation was implemented.

¹⁶ The student’s report discusses outcomes, but primarily focuses on the limitations in the data due to a lack of record keeping by the staff, underreporting by the recipients, and biases in the organization’s prospective evaluation instruments.
Two other organizations described instances where they felt the students acted a little “too objective.” One organization expected the student to integrate more into their structure and blend in with their other volunteers as opposed to acting like an external observer. Similarly, another program director mentioned in the survey that she would have preferred the students to work more collaboratively with the in-country staff and with those at headquarters. She felt they needed to place more value on their personal experiences and insight.

More Helpful Evaluations

In addition to some of these suggestions, there were a few more responses from the organizations that indicated ways in which the evaluation could have been more helpful. In general, there were instances where the organization wanted the evaluation to reflect the priorities of the organization and not the internship program. Some wanted an equal balance between quantitative and qualitative data, with one wanting more rich, diverse data while at the same time needing a way to compare data from year to year. Many expressed wanting more connection between findings and recommendations, that in some way they diverged. At least three reported wanting more actionable, step-by-step suggestions—and one specifically stated expecting the evaluation to help lead to more funding opportunities.

Satisfaction Rating

Six of the organizations responding to the survey indicated that they were very satisfied with the evaluation. Another six indicated that they were satisfied with the information, and three reported that they were neutral, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.

---

17 Comparing the student’s and nonprofit staff responses, this seems to result from a lack of communication beforehand. In subsequent years, the organization made this expectation clear.
The interviews revealed insights such the organizations being very happy to work with PEAT, that it was valuable to have the student’s perspectives, it was a new experience for them, and that they want the relationship to continue. For example, one director stated:

Yeah, we were happy—all positive experiences. I just think it was incredibly valuable for us as we grew our organization. It was valuable to have that academic approach in the few countries and teams that we were able to get interns. Had we had the opportunity to have a PEAT intern on every one of our teams, I would have jumped on that opportunity. It was a fantastic experience for our organization to work through PEAT. I hope the partnership continues in the future. (Adam)

According to another in-country program director, “it was a whole new experience working on the survey implementation and then knowing the results. I'm glad I've worked with you” (Paul).

INFLUENCE OF THE EVALUATION

The comprehensive theory of evaluation influence directs the researcher towards the source, timeframe and intentions behind an evaluation’s outcomes as well as the underlying mechanisms that mediate the various pathways to change (Kirkhart 2000; Henry and Mark 2003). Mark and Henry (2004) classified the mechanisms and outcomes into four different categories: general influence processes, cognitive and affective (or attitudinal) processes, motivational processes, and behavioral processes (Mark and Henry 2004:40). The following is a description of the types of influences that resulted from the student evaluations categorized into these four sections. This addresses the third research question.

This study analyzed about 25 mechanisms and outcomes identified in the Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) conceptual models and sufficient evidence was found for fourteen of them (Figure 3 lists the fourteen influences). Interestingly, most of the data corresponded to general mechanisms and cognitive outcomes—particularly, elaboration, priming, justification and salience. One of the main contributions of this paper is that it produced ample evidence of these factors as important elements in the change process.
The most notable finding is that the evaluations led to changes in learning, thinking, and behavior (refer to Table 9 for a list of survey responses for each influence). While it was expected that the evaluation would inform the clients, the data indicated that learning should be considered an important outcome of evaluation and separate from elaborating about a program. Additionally, even though novice evaluators conducted PEAT evaluations, significant changes took place at the individual level and in relation to organizational policy. Thus, despite the challenges faced with using student-evaluators, the students’ work led to a wide range of positive outcomes. This finding is supported by the ratings of perceived benefit by the organizational personnel: seven of the survey respondents indicated that they felt the evaluation was highly beneficial. Seven other respondents indicated that they felt it was moderately beneficial, and one program director indicated no effect.

[Table 9 about here]

General Influence Processes

According to Mark and Henry (2004), this level includes the mechanisms that serve as a foundation to changes in the attitudes and actions of key stakeholders. Thus, while many evaluators are interested in the more observable outcomes that lead to social betterment—the “so what” of an evaluation—the general mechanisms are an important and irreplaceable aspect of the entire change process (Mark and Henry 2004).

Elaboration. Engaging in an evaluation process or reading findings in a report may cause an individual to think more systematically about the program, the organization’s assumptions about it, and the expected outcomes; he/she may elaborate an aspect of the program because of an evaluation or the information it produces. Often this is a first step to change.
From the perspectives of many organization directors within this study, the evaluations influenced the organizations to think more about their service population’s needs and desires and how their program intends to address them. Thus, many stated that they are going back to some of the fundamentals: their mission, strategies and overall approach.

I think it stirred things up a little bit. I do think it’s really resulted in all of us taking a step back to say, all right, we do need to be more organized about this. We do need to be more clear about what we’re trying to accomplish… I think what we got is a more clear sense that we're not clear on what our goals, our mission, and how we hope to accomplish them. So that became much clearer as a consequence of this evaluation (Board Member, Ruth).

In relation to this, some of the nonprofit staff members realize that there might be discrepancies in what the people tell the organization firsthand and reality. While some trusted the accuracy of the reports more than others, the evaluations triggered this realization. One board member described a good example of this:

I’m not sure if I got this more from the report or whether it was from my conversation with [the evaluators] afterward, but I think it is hard to sort out how much people are saying what they think we want to hear. So I don’t know what to take of [in-country program director] and the people when you have [the] people saying, “Stop talking about trauma” and [the in-country program director] saying that trauma has to be part of what we do, and how much of [her] saying that trauma has got to be part of what we do is [just the] way it’s presented by [the founder] saying, “It’s a trauma healing thing.” I’m still trying to figure that out. (Jolene)

One executive director felt the evaluation helped guide their organization’s thought process as it grew, providing them with additional perspectives that they would not have had otherwise. Two organization members mentioned that the evaluation helped the staff realize that their work requires much more of them than what they were giving, or as one board member stated, “that this is a tougher business that we’re in than [expected]” (Jolene). In summary, this same board member stated that the evaluation “made us more analytical.”

Gathered from the students’ perspectives, the organization directors considered the report’s recommendations as they moved forward, especially in the ways they intended to reach the population, what they were trying to accomplish and how they measured success.
Seven organization directors indicated in the survey that they, “…thought more about [their] program and the expected outcomes] because of the evaluation. From the interviews, the elaboration took place at the individual, interpersonal and collective level as some spoke about themselves or in reference to conversations that took place with the entire organization staff present. For example, many of the quotes cited above came from an interview with two people from the same organization in conversation with each other about their individual and the organization’s response to the evaluation as whole.

**Priming.** The evaluation may also bring up an issue and that issue becomes “top of the mind.” A primed concept is then accessible to a decision maker in his/her judgment process about people, programs or events. The student evaluations provided insight into issues within three areas for the organizations. First, they brought forward issues with how the organization personnel conceptualize the program. For one organization, the evaluation and the evaluators themselves acted as a resource for the organization as it grew and adjusted its model, especially because they provided a perspective that the staff members lacked.

[Intern 1] was an amazing soundboard, as was [intern 2. [Intern 3] would be, too. Bouncing ideas off of them in regards to our development strategy, again because they have the academic perspective and that’s awesome. (James)

Another organization’s board realized that their focus might not meet the most basic and prevailing needs of the people. Other organization directors realized that they needed to adjust the way they measure success so it better matches the services they actually deliver.

Second, the evaluations addressed issues with the way the organizations delivered their programs. In reference to an evaluation report, one organization director stated:

It definitely spurred results in the organization insofar as their results were used to identify gaps in delivery of programs, and you know, where there were issues with whatever management was or wasn’t doing. Those gaps came to light and were given to the board of directors so they knew or were given a chance to know of the issues. (Adam)
The evaluation reports identified issues with delivery such as the program not reaching all intended beneficiaries (e.g., only women with husbands were accessing the program); that there was no follow-up to ensure their services were rendered properly (e.g., the organization provided eye surgeries without instituting a way to provide checkups); that some members of a co-operative were not attending their weekly meetings to the dismay of their fellow members; that the facilitators of the program’s discussions were giving the participants the “right” answers; and that the interest of the loans should be based on different criteria than the ones they were currently using.

One evaluation discussed the issues participants faced when interacting with the administrators of the program. The following compares the evaluator’s interview response about the influence of the evaluation and the coordinator’s take on the same question. The PEAT evaluator observed:

Basically some counselors were telling people that they weren’t smart enough to go to college. And stuff like that. A guidance counselor is there to help students feel like they can do it. It was just ridiculous …[students were] saying, “My teacher thinks I’m stupid or my favorite teacher believes in me. I wish all my teachers believed in me.” And we were like, “Oh my gosh if all the teachers read this, or if the principal read this, how different would their lives be at the high school if people really internalized it?” So that was our hope…I don’t think the teachers read it. I don’t think the principal read it…I really, really wish everyone had read it. (Stephanie)

In a separate interview, the director of this program stated the following:

I know that the report was read by a number of people in the district and that it was discussed in administrative meetings, and I know that it was referred to. For instance, they’ve been really trying to change the paradigms and job descriptions of counselors, and [the report] was referred to [say], “Look this isn’t the voice of the whole student body but it is a voice of a struggling population in our school that are saying this about your services, about your approachability…” It was mentioned a number of times and I would say that when it first came out it probably extended out a good year from when it would be referred or the principal might say, ”Well I recall reading in the BYU report this…” So I think there was an impact…I think it was shining a bit more light on the perceptions that certain students have. Everyone can come to work and think, “Oh yeah, we are doing a great job.” Or look at test scores and say, “We’ll this must prove that we are doing better.” But reading some of the pieces of the report, I think definitely made it clear to some staff that there’s still a lot of work to be done, especially in the areas of rapport and relationships. (Carol)
Priming helps bring to light issues or weaknesses in the program, or as the same program coordinator described, “I definitely think there was some eyebrows raised when the administration read the report and probably some counselors.”

Third, the reports also brought up issues on the status of the program, such as the recipients were missing one of the most important parts to the project (e.g., they received the cistern but not the tube that connects the cistern to the roof). In an interview, a student described another example of this:

We were able to provide really useful recommendations that they hadn’t even thought of such as, if you are going to put all these solar panels in here, you’ve got to really seriously consider that these people have been in a huge drought and where are you going to get the water to clean them? All these things that should have been really obvious that they hadn’t really thought through; things like that that could have gone seriously wrong with the project we were able to warn them of. (Shannon)

Overall, priming as a consequence is illustrated in this response from a student: “From the phone call I had so far, it sounds like yeah, I brought a lot of good things to their attention” (Kevin). In the survey, five organization directors indicated that the evaluation “…brought to light certain issues and [they] thought about them more.” In addition, a different set of five organization directors also selected the response option that stated that the organization learned about [their] service population and the problems [they] intend to address.”

*Justification.* This type of influence refers to the “use of evaluation findings to support a previously held position” (Henry and Mark 2003:301). Then data from the evaluation may be used to present a case or obtain approval. In the survey, five respondents indicated that, “The findings supported a belief or position [they] had before the evaluation.”

From the interviews, evidence of this outcome includes PEAT’s clients and students referring to instances where the organization directors used the evaluation report as a conduit to talk to staff, referred to the cost-benefit analysis in a meeting with a venture capitalist, to support
an already held position about the need for the organization to address addiction, disintegration, the family and the school fees. Discussing benefits of the evaluation, one staff member stated:

I thought one of the most valuable things, even though we’re still struggling a little bit...I took it very seriously because it sort of confirmed my suspicions of working with the organization for the past 2.5 years, and that is the idea that non-medical trauma healing is probably not a realistic goal. Or at least it does not inspire programs right now. (Jolene)

One student described another example of justification, “I think it helped to order a lot of things for some of the board members that I talked to or confirmed things that they kind of had some suspicions of but didn’t feel like were really there” (Ryan).

Last, some student-evaluators and one program director provided a relevant example.

From the student’s perspective:

I know that [the program coordinator] really appreciated it because I think that it vindicated so many of the things she had already seen but that she hadn’t necessarily felt that she could substantiate. [The coordinator] was like, tell [the student-evaluators] that I carry a copy of their report with me to meetings. Somebody brings up something, I can be like, “Really cause I have a quote right here on this page that says this is something that the students said.” So she had used it in that regard in meetings to defend some things she was trying to push forward in terms of meeting the students needs…I think the superintendent finally had some data that shared [the coordinator’s] opinion. So I would say that was the largest impact that our report had. (Sarah)

The same program coordinator stated in her interview:

It was a well-crafted document that supported some of the things I was trying to say but it came from an outside source, and yeah, maybe it wasn’t like a $20,000 consulting firm that came in, but they came in very organized, and it was a very well written report. I don’t think a lot of what was in it could be denied or just shooed a way. So I feel like, I’m not sure that I learned something significant that made me go, “Oh wow, we should have been doing this when we were doing that,” but I feel like that it definitely bolstered what [I] have been trying to do. (Carol)

Change-agent. This outcome refers to the evaluation findings or process motivating someone to “rise to action” (Henry and Mark 2003:302). Typically, these individuals were already focused on change in organizational policies, programs or operations, and the evaluation was the catalyst to get them to speak up. Four respondents to the survey indicated that, “the evaluation motivated someone to speak up and/or take action.”
From one of the organizations who selected this response, two staff members indicated in the interview that the evaluation helped articulate their previous held concerns and, “motivated [one of them] to speak up, sitting at this table” (Ruth). The other member said that the evaluation motivated her to include the in-country staff member in their weekly meetings, to change the name of the center they are building in the country, and to redefine the scope of their organization.

A staff member from the school program stated that the evaluation:

Empowered administrators to keep pushing for a higher level of rapport and relationship [with the participants]. You know, less doing this job by the book and more just really digging in and doing some of the hard work with the most challenging students…So I definitely think that their report was a part of what helped with the momentum of what we eventually moved in to. (Carol)

An executive director from a different organization said that the evaluation motivated him to talk to his other staff members and the country directors about adjusting their entire model. Although the director had been thinking this needed to be done, the evaluation supported it and outlined ways to implement the change. The director confirmed that the process of talking to his staff members and finally adjusting the model “…wouldn’t have gone as quickly without their feedback and research, for sure” (James).

**Persuasion.** When one party tries to change the attitudes of another using the evaluation findings, they have engaged in the change process of persuasion. Six respondents indicated on the survey that, “The evaluation findings helped [them] to persuade other stakeholders in [their] favor.”

As presented in the quotes above, the coordinator of one program utilized the reports to justify her previously held position on a number of issues, and then persuaded her team and other staff members to think more systematically about the quality of their work and ways they can adjust their approach to students. This program coordinator mentioned that the school district has
now implemented a “systems approach.” According to the coordinator, “This was a big paradigm shift for a lot of the staff “…to work in a positive behavior paradigm instead of only noticing and commenting on what’s wrong” (Carol). They have been working with this new approach for the last three years. The program coordinator remembers the principal coming up to her and saying, “It really lines up with a lot of the things you’ve been talking about in these meetings and what’s missing for a lot of our students.” To this coordinator, this shift was a “testament to some of the things that the gals were trying to share in their report.”

Another executive director stated that the evaluators wrote up a report on potential partnerships in the country in an effort to persuade the organization that they needed to expand into other parts of the region. As a result, the director stated, “That was really helpful, because we did actually expand there this year, and so we used that report for the [country directors] to open up that area” (James). Along similar lines, another executive director stated that the student’s observation and report was used to “…promote better procedural systems in regards to how we carry out these development projects” (Adam). One other organization mentioned that the evaluation helped to initiate the persuasion process. She indicated that they were in still in the discussion phase where each member tries to persuade other members of their positions, and the findings were being used to facilitate that process.

**Minority-opinion influence.** This outcome takes place when the evaluation helps move the opinion of the minority, with respect to attitudes, into more of the mainstream. This type of influence took place in the school program, helping the coordinator push her ideas to a point where the entire district adopted the new systems approach. An executive director used the evaluation to move the opinions of the country directors and then the entire board toward an
An internship model as opposed to their previous model in which volunteers come up with new development projects each summer.

An evaluation also helped persuade a board member that their scope should widen, and she is in the process of advocating for this previously subdued belief. She specifically said she is working on other board members at this point and that it is too early to say whether it will actually lead to substantial changes. But, she is hopeful. In contrast, two respondents indicated that the evaluation helped move the minority opinion into the majority.

Collective deliberation/discussion. Most of the examples provided above included some type of discussion at the collective level. Typically for a small organization, this is between the staff and the board. Some examples of this is one board member including the in-country staff and her fellow board members in a discussion over what the new center should be called and what activities should take place there. The board had already decided on one name and set of activities, but after the evaluation, this board member thought it necessary to renegotiate the name and purpose.

Another example is when the executive director used the evaluation feedback as a catalyst for changing the entire model of the organization. From the interview, it was evident that discussion about this change took place at all levels: between the executive director and the country directors, between him and his fellow staff members, and between the staff and the board.

Skill acquisition. This refers to the development of new abilities. One respondent in an interview indicated that after working through this evaluation process, she felt she could conduct a simple evaluation on her own. This is the only respondent who indicated on the survey that, “We actually learned enough to conduct an evaluation of our own next time.” Two other
interviewees pointed out ways in which the evaluation taught them more about evaluation in general, what is required to implement one, and that is it somewhat harder than first expected.

Additional general influence. Skill acquisition is the last outcome in the category of general influence as outlined by Mark and Henry (2004). However, in this study, one other type of influence came up that seemed different and frequent enough to warrant making an addition to their model. In the evaluation use framework, there is an outcome called “conceptual” or “enlightenment” use. As Preskill and Caracelli (1997) described, the findings of an evaluation may “become part of a knowledge base that influences thinking over time (p. 217). For this purpose, the influence of an evaluation may simply mean it helped the organization learn something. As Ledermann (2012) stated, conceptual use is the type of outcome when the evaluation results “…lead to a better understanding or a change in the conception of the object of evaluation” (p. 160). While the influence framework covers more potential ways for an evaluation to benefit an organization, the aspect of learning in “conceptual use” is not covered fully under “elaboration” in the influence models; there is a distinct difference between learning something and thinking about something. Below is the evidence from this study of data that became part of a knowledge base (i.e., conceptual use); the data taught the organizations about something (i.e., individual/collective learning) that subsequently became part of an elaboration process. The following is a description of the proposed additional general mechanism.

Individual/collective learning. Many of the organizations received a description of their program in the evaluation. Much of this information was more insight into what’s happening on the ground than what they normally receive. This is often due to a lack of or infrequent communication and face-to-face interaction with their in-country staff members and recipients. The account provided in the evaluation gave them access to many aspects of their programs. For
example, the evaluations taught the organizations about the recipients’ perceptions and interaction with the organization; the recipients’ real needs versus perceived needs versus what the recipients tell the organization because it’s what they want to hear; the interests and desires of the population; the staff members; the process of implementing the program (e.g., the strengths and weaknesses of a microloan program in a leprosy colony); the pros and cons of the volunteer experience; and lastly, the partners they work with and hope to work with in the country, their needs and how the organization can fulfill them. A student-evaluator described an example of this type of information:

I suggested there were two types of organizations in India. In general, there is the small mom-and-pop NGO who’s like Mother Theresa: trying to help people in this one small area. They will benefit from man hours and useless students who can’t do anything but smile…So go ahead send interns there who just want a fun experience and want to be impacted by learning about what poverty is like. But there are also the big organizations that want interns. So you should send two teams to India. One should be your business, student-type interns who want a professional resume-type experience and the other should be your volunteer. (David)

Cognitive and Affective Processes

This type of process refers to shifts in thoughts and feelings (Mark and Henry 2004). The data collected provides evidence of changes in salience and an opinion or attitude change within this category.

Salience. This outcome takes place when an issue or problem becomes more important in the eyes of an individual or group in light of the evaluation. One of themes that came through is the increase in importance of analysis, systematic thinking and reflection among the PEAT client organizations. When asked the benefit of the evaluation, a student responded that evidence of the evaluation was important in, “…starting the trend, rehashing what we’re trying to assess and developing that culture of evaluation” (John).

According to one board member, the evaluation helped them reprioritize from focusing just on fundraising to a mission that meets needs but can also appeal to granting agencies. As she
stated, they realized that they need to keep their mission “broad enough that we’re responding to real needs, and yet narrow enough that we can have a real impact and can explain ourselves clearly enough to get support” (Jolene).

Other examples include when the information that was important to one staff member became just as important to the rest; when an issue with the program noticed by a student-evaluator became important enough for the in-country director to make the changes immediately; and when the suggestions of the student-evaluators became important enough in the eyes of the staff for them to make substantial changes. One instance occurred when organization decided that it was more important to focus on outputs rather than inputs. Seven of the 15 respondents indicated in the survey that the evaluation “…brought to light certain issues and those issues became more important in [their] eyes.”

*Opinion/attitude change.* Examples of opinions changing as a result of the evaluation include when one organization’s staff felt that running a nonprofit was a harder business than they thought they were getting themselves into; that it was okay for the staff members to think outside the box; and that one job within the organization was actually valued rather than viewed as a waste. One organizational director stated that the evaluation changed some opinions but not all. Four respondents indicated in the survey that, “[their] attitude[s] changed (positively or negatively) about the program and/or its assumptions.”

*Behavioral Processes*

According to Mark and Henry (2004), the category of behavioral processes refers to the changes in actions and often represents the more long-term outcomes from an evaluation “in a chain of influence processes” (p. 42). The data collected provide evidence of individual and
collective change in practice; program continuation, cessation, or change in program details; collective change in policy; and that the evaluation led to more funding and more evaluation.

Four items in the survey corresponded to the following two types of influence. Ten respondents indicated that they “…adjusted program details based on what [they] learned.” Three organizations indicated that, “Because of the evaluation, significant changes took place.” Five organizations indicated that, “The evaluation helped to alter thought or behavior at the policy level,” and two organizations indicated that, “There were changes (minor or major) to policy due to the evaluation’s work.” Lastly, the survey included one specific example of a change, which stated that the evaluation helped the organizations narrow their focus or mission. Six organizations indicated that the evaluation had this result. However, it is important to note that one organization director also indicated on the survey that the evaluation did not lead to any of the specified behavioral outcomes.

Changes in practice. Evidence of specific actions taken by an individual or collective because of the evaluation include new staff or board members seeking out past interns for advice; changes in how an organization interacts with its current and potential in-country partners; adding better tracking and record-keeping of recipients; and the entire board of directors now including the in-country staff in their weekly meetings as well as taking the evaluation’s information into consideration as they listen to the insight of both in-country staff and the board of directors. For example, this last organization stated in the interview that the staff members are trying to stay in closer contact with their in-country program director. “Well, we have made some adjustments, particularly in terms of working more closely with [program director] and getting more frequent input from [her]” (Jolene).
Changes to program. In the interviews, the organization members specifically stated that the evaluation led to changes in who can and cannot access the program; a change from a punitive to a more positive approach when interacting with students; expanding some programs to new regions of a country; stopping some programs that did not work or not continuing them the next year in the same or a new country; altering the organization’s model from volunteer-focused to internship-focused, and then, adjusting how they recruit and interview potential interns. The following quotes support two examples of these types of changes. The first is from an executive director talking about how the organization now offers internships instead of just humanitarian-like mission trips. “As soon as I met with [the PEAT evaluator] and got all his feedback, that’s when we started creating these. We’ve never had them before” (James). Another program director stated that the program evaluation has changed their approach. “Instead of just having a punitive discipline system, we are really now district wide working on this positive approach. I think that what the work that [the PEAT evaluators] did has contributed to this change” (Carol).

Led to more funding and/or evaluation. There was little data in the interviews indicating that the evaluations led to more evaluation or funding. However one student stated that her cost-benefit analysis was used by the organization in their meeting with the venture capitalist who was planning on funding a new project. Incidentally, the organization director indicated in the survey that the evaluation led to more funding. Three other organization directors also indicated this in the survey.

Four organization directors indicated on the survey that the evaluation led to conducting additional evaluations. Two of these organizations in particular have worked with PEAT
multiple times, including summer 2014. For one of the organization, PEAT interns have almost become a regular aspect of their program planning. One student also noticed this change.

I was the first intern to do really evaluation for projects in [country], so it really set the gateway and impetus that they wanted to continue to do evaluation, especially since I get called year after year, and my understanding is they continue to push for that. And they saw my struggles and learned to wrap around that. So, definitely [it was] a trend-setting thing. (John)

Despite these changes, the data collected did not support the following types of mechanisms or outcomes as listed in the Mark and Henry (2004) model: heuristics, standard setting, coalition formation, descriptive norms, agenda-setting, policy-oriented learning, new skill performance, or any of the outcomes listed under the motivational category. The following three sections are the remaining elements of the influence picture (source, intent, timeframe) as outlined by Kirkart (2000), who first suggested changing the focus from use to influence.

**Source of Influence**

The source of influence refers to the whether the influence stemmed from the process of conducting the evaluation or its findings. The data collected in this study provided examples of both, although the source of influence for the majority of the benefits stemmed from the evaluation’s findings. Concerning the evaluation process, there was evidence of the organizations learning what it takes to conduct an evaluation from interacting with the students before, during and after. For example, multiple meetings were held with one organization to discuss the importance of evaluation, what would happen during the evaluation, and what they should expect to learn. In the interviews for this thesis, two members of the board of directors incorporated the language used by the evaluation team in those meetings indicating that they had learned something about evaluation from the participating in the process.

An additional, and probably more important, benefit from the evaluation process—and not the findings—was the impact it had on the service population. One PEAT evaluation team
and the coordinator of the program indicated that the evaluation directly helped the student participants they worked with because it gave them a voice. As one student described:

We were evaluating a school program, but I would say that we not only provided valuable feedback for the program, but I think in terms of information, we provided a really important service for the participants, the students. These students in particular aren’t often sought after for their opinions on things. The white administrators and teachers, they try but I think they’re in a position of intimidation and a lot of time students don’t feel like they’re going to listen to them. So those students can be very, very quiet and don’t articulate their interests and desires and ideas to higher ups. (Sarah)

Another student indicated that he felt the evaluation provided a great service to the participants because it provided them an opportunity to talk about their troubles and to feel like someone was listening.

*Anticipated or New*

An important aspect of Kirkhart’s (2000) comprehensive theory of evaluation is the dimension of intention. This refers to whether the evaluation influence is “purposely directed, consciously recognized, and ‘planfully’ anticipated” (p. 11). The specific data collected in this study captured the last element, in particular, whether the evaluation results and the information provided was anticipated or new to the organization.

In terms of the evaluation producing information that was anticipated or expected, one staff member described in the interview that the evaluation confirmed her suspicions about the potential ineffectiveness of a proposed program. The other board member in this interview stated that there wasn’t anything too surprising and that it validated some of the things they had already heard or suspected were issues. One student suggested that the evaluation confirmed things that the board knew, but hadn’t really acknowledged or dealt with previously. The coordinator of the student program stated that the evaluation findings didn’t necessarily surprise her, but “raised eyebrows” of the other stakeholders. According to one of the student’s evaluating this program,
the evaluation presented things that were already suspected by the individual closest to the program and its recipients, but were not as clear to those on the periphery.

In the interview data, there were also examples of organization directors who read things that were unintended or new. The information provided to one organization about their volunteers experience was new. Also new to these program directors was the insights about issues with the program delivery, and they subsequently addressed them. One organization also stated that the evaluation stirred things up for them, especially in regard to the observed ineffectiveness of their current programs. The evaluation suggested that their approach could be shifted in some ways to address this major concern. One student indicated that their evaluation provided information that the organization staff just hadn’t thought of before.

In the survey responses, two organization directors specified that they learned what they expected to learn. In contrast, one organization director indicated that they were completely surprised by the information in the evaluation. The remaining respondents indicated that they both, “…learned new things and heard things [they] already knew.”

Timeframe

Kirkhart (2000) also included time as an important dimension of an evaluation’s influence. In particular, this element refers to the points in time an evaluation’s influence emerges, exists, or continues: immediate, end-of-cycle, or long-term.

In the interviews, there were a few examples of the benefit happening immediately. While conducting the evaluation, some students made suggestions to the in-country staff about issues needing immediate attention. Immediate positive influence also took place when the service population had something to benefit from participating in the evaluation. Examples of this include the evaluation providing the recipients an opportunity to speak about their troubles
or provide feedback on the program. There were five evaluations in particular that were meant to
teach the in-country staff members about evaluation and how to continue it once the PEAT
interns had left. In the survey, seven organization directors indicated that they learned things
while the evaluation was taking place and were able to make adjustments accordingly.

For most of PEAT’s clients, the evaluation took place from one to four years ago. Many
of them made adjustments to their programs at the end of the evaluation cycle, but were not able
to identify any long-term benefits that have directly taken place because of those changes.
Examples of end-of-cycle changes include utilizing the information in presentations to future
partners; utilizing the findings to initiate and inform subsequent discussions for change; and the
evaluation altering opinions and approaches in relation to the organization’s program, staff, and
population. The influence at this stage also includes the insight that was used to teach the
organizations about their models, strategies and theories of change; gaps and issues in their
program delivery; and things that work and do not work well for the population or in the context.

For one organization that has been working with PEAT since 2010, a few long-term
changes can be identified. The interviews and observation data indicate that the organization has
increased its acceptance and the importance of evaluation in their work. Additionally, the NGO
staff and board have significantly altered their mission statement, model, and the strategies and
tactics utilized in each country.

STUDENT FACTOR

This last findings section corresponds to the Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) “Individual
Characteristics” component. While their model suggests that the “transformation of these
mechanism into outcomes is mediated by an individual’s characteristic,” this study adds the
element of student-evaluator and his/her pivotal role in providing quality evaluations for this
specific type of organization (p. 540). This study found that the process and potential influence of the evaluations are shaped by the fact that students conducted them. The following is a presentation of the benefits and challenges to using students in the evaluation. Overall, the experiences showed that adjusting the approach, clear communication, and trial-and error could offset many of the challenges and that the students had unique qualities to adapt to harsh circumstances and provide valuable information for these organizations. While using students is not the only option for providing evaluations to these organizations, their experience shed light on the different factors that are useful. For example, a sincere desire to learn helps build trust among the population; methodological rigor is not as important when the greatest need is for eyes and ears on the ground; and proximity to the population provides access to information that cannot be obtained through formal methods. For detailed information on the student experience and how it relates to these findings see Appendix D.

The students’ demographics in some circumstances were seen as negative and in others more positive. Regarding their youth and student status, one student team felt that it helped bridge the racial and ethnic divide by making them seem more approachable, genuine and invested. As one student stated, “We felt that our age in particular made the students feel more comfortable talking to us. Because they were like, “Okay these aren’t scary white folk; these are just college students” (Sarah). In some cases, the students could adjust whether they acted younger or older depending on their audience. For some evaluations, the students observed that their work ethic or nationality offset the negative perceptions regarding their youth. For others, the biases introduced were because they were predominantly white, American outsiders and being young did not necessarily matter.
In some instances being students allowed the evaluators to adjust how they introduced their purpose. They explained that they were there to learn from the respondents and about their way of life, and the people believed them to be sincere. According to a student-evaluator:

Being young and a student definitely didn’t inhibit. Being a student probably helped because you have a reason to be asking questions. You’re curious and inquisitive. Being young might also help because they can see your excitement about being in a new place and meeting new people. Rather than it being a job or, “I’m so good at this. I’ve been doing this for 20 years, and you’re just another piece of data.” To me, it was super cool to talk to each of those individuals. I don’t know how professional evaluators would relate to that sentiment. So, I think it really helped me relate to people and open them up. (David)

As this example explained, most students exude a sense of passion, energy, and eagerness that speaks to the participants. This also relates to a general desire to learn, gain experience and even change the world. From past experience, one intern compared students with the typical development practitioner: “[Students] haven’t been hardened by development work yet. They haven’t been turned off by it. They are fresh. They are new. They want to experience it. They haven’t realized the world can’t be fixed overnight yet” (Samuel). This sentiment was mirrored by one of PEAT’s clients. The executive director explained:

So that’s why I prefer working with students. They are still learning their approaches and methodology. They come out of school very fresh with fresh ideas. They are optimistic. They aren’t jaded, and they have a lot of new insights that perhaps a 30-year veteran evaluator on the job wouldn’t have.” (Adam)

Because they are students, the evaluators seem receptive and teachable or as one NGO director stated, “…able to unlearn everything” and observe what’s really going on (Katie). A past PEAT student-director also observed the same benefit:

I think a student is in a learning mindset, which is really good for an evaluator—in my opinion. They don’t have blinders on. They don’t have past experience to cloud what they see, and I think that’s really valuable. There’s room for “ah-ha” moments. (David)

Additionally, the students are young and adventurous, which means they often live among the program’s beneficiaries. This gives them access to the people and their personal lives as well as enables them to build trust and rapport. One student observed:

We lived in the villages during the week with the people we were talking to and surveying and staying in their houses and I just loved being with them...These people love students, and they love having young
people come; there was not that intimidation factor: “Oh the professional who thinks they know what they are doing coming to ask us all these questions.” It was just three young girls coming to live with them in their houses. The women became our mothers while we were down there, and the people were very comfortable with us. I think that may have been a huge advantage. (Shannon)

Given the contexts the organizations work within, the evaluators are often required to navigate difficult circumstances. As one executive director stated:

“[Students] just throw themselves into situations…I’m having [a PEAT intern] visit this really remote community in the middle of the mountains. It is a really uncomfortable ride on the bus, and then it’s a 45-minute trek. As students, they’re willing to do stuff like that. As a professional, you might say, “Where’s my taxi?” (James)

As students, they are also trained at the university level and, thus, have access to the many resources and expertise it offers. They are immersed into the most “recent or cutting-edge” methods and ideas (JM), and are newly training and eager to keep learning.

However, being a student also has its downsides. Because they are still learning, time is required for adjusting to mistakes, the context, or evaluation outside of the classroom. Because they are enrolled in other classes, their available time for the evaluation is limited before and after implementation. Using students also confines the field experience to the summer months, which negatively influenced at least three evaluations.

Utilizing students allows PEAT to offer small organizations high quality evaluations at a low-cost. Yet, the students have varying levels of expertise and training prior to and during the evaluation. Some of the interns have more applied experience in their respective fields than others. Yet, some cannot offer all the skills needed for the evaluation (e.g., complicated statistical analysis) and others are simply hindered because they are inexperienced with conducting evaluation in the field. The students walk into pretty difficult and unfamiliar circumstances. Despite their coursework training, they are unequipped to adapt as quickly or effectively. As one PEAT student-director explained:

I would say the context is probably responsible for most of the things that go wrong, but it’s probably because the student can’t be held responsible for not really knowing how to keep it right. I think it’s not just
that they are student evaluators, but that they are first-time student evaluators. So everything to them is completely new, and no amount of coursework is going to make it better. I think that’s probably the biggest limitation—not that they are students, but that they are new. (David) [italics added]

Both the benefits and limitations associated with using students must be taken into consideration when evaluating the fit and value of pairing students with potential PEAT clients.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The data collected in this study provides an in-depth look into the attributes of student-led evaluations for the clients of the BYU PEAT internship program. The features of the process include: 1) the attributes of the organization, evaluator (students) and evaluation, 2) the various influences that resulted from the evaluations, and 3) contingencies in the environment. These components form a conceptual model of these specific evaluations that represents a modified form the models of Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) (see Figure 3 for the adapted conceptual model). Below is a summary of the data as it corresponds to these different elements. The section immediately following this summary, “Lessons Learned,” addresses how these findings relate to the research objectives of this thesis.

The first category in the conceptual model derived from this thesis is the “PEAT Partnership,” which includes the characteristics of the organizations and students. A description of the organizations is summarized first and then the students. From the years 2009-2013, 41 students conducted 23 evaluations for 15 organizations. Eleven of PEAT’s clients are considered small, community-based non-governmental organizations. The remaining four have large budgets dedicated to their cause due to their governmental, religious or corporate affiliations. All of the organizations work among vulnerable populations with the intent to provide services that may alleviate a variety of problems found in the human condition. With these good intentions, they often work in poverty-stricken, unpredictable and complex circumstances. Contextual
constraints are only further complicated by the way many of the organizations are structured and operate.

Typically, social innovators started these organizations and are passionate about the cause and providing effective services. They are creative and qualified individuals, but inadequate resources prevent them from hiring the needed amount of staff members with crucial skillsets. With high turnover and limited expertise, many of them struggle to adequately define and identify the problem or needs of the intended beneficiaries and, subsequently, to create a succinct and targeted strategy to address them. Some of them are newer organizations while others have been around for a few decades; yet, most of them are continually developing and adjusting with little expansion and marginal progress.

Furthermore, their understanding of this progress and how to best adapt their programs as they develop is rarely guided by systematic evaluation. All of the organizations face barriers to conducting evaluation at all levels of their organizational development or to learn from a variety of evaluative approaches. These barriers range from a lack of interest, expertise, funding or time internally to the inability to find people capable and willing to provide the service within their budget. Additionally, many profess a desire to learn from their mistakes but lack the formal means and channels to do so. Given these elements, all of the organization directors decided to collaborate with PEAT because they felt they had something to gain from the experience. They expressed a desire for the evaluations to help with organizational development and identify what works and why. And all of them felt beforehand that the students could adequately provide these services with the assistance of the PEAT program.

The stakeholders’ investment in the evaluation was demonstrated in a variety of ways. While some provided ample support, some of the staff members’ commitment wavered over time.
and others seemed shallow, but in the end, all of the evaluations were completed except one. Even still, communication between PEAT (including the faculty and students) and the nonprofit personnel could have been more frequent and clear. This would have helped the process go smoother and align the evaluation to the direct desires and status of the organization. The organizations were not prepared in many ways to provide the students with the collaboration they needed and some staff members set expectations for the evaluation that could not be met given their stage of development and level of preparation.

The aforementioned characteristics describe the organizational environment in which the students performed the evaluation. The students were selected as interns because they had applicable experience and expertise prior to applying. During the program, the majority of the evaluators were further trained in evaluation techniques in two courses dedicated to the internship. The students utilized their previous experience as well as the training from the PEAT coursework in preparing for and conducting the evaluation. However, they felt that the entire experience would have been more positive for them and the evaluation more effective for the nonprofit had they received more training in what was required to implement an evaluation from beginning to end and adapt it to a real-world setting.

The students planned to conduct a range of evaluation types, however, once in the field, the majority adjusted their plans to focus on program process and outcome assessments. Additionally, the students described needing to adapt their role, to stay open-minded, and do whatever necessary to finish the evaluation and provide what they perceived to be quality information. Despite conducting a variety of qualitative and quantitative methods, many felt the most insightful data came from the informal conversations or observations obtained while living and interacting with the participants and in-country staff members. Inadequate time and training
to adjust to the context was among their greatest challenges, but their ability to connect with the population and critically analyze the situation from within was among their favorite moments and individual strengths.

After they returned, the students felt that they were limited in their ability to spend adequate time on analyzing and synthesizing the data for a report. Many could not find enough time away from their other schoolwork, and when they could focus on it, felt they were unable to identify which data was most relevant to the organization’s needs while still meeting the requirements of the PEAT program. While many took months to submit their report to the organization, they were able to present a summary of their findings and recommendations shortly after returning from the field. Both the students and organization representatives expressed that these informal meetings and documents were informative and beneficial.

The second category of the conceptual model is the “Evaluation Attributes,” including the inputs, activities, and quality. In summary, the evaluations provided information that described the people and environment the organizations work within, how their missions and goals unfold in reality, the process and details associated with program delivery, and the perceived outcomes of their programs. The students felt the quality of this data was lowered due to biases in the sampling techniques, inherent distance between them and the respondent, and their relative inexperience with the culture, context and evaluation overall. However, they were cognizant of these challenges, made every effort to address them, and despite their perceived methodological setbacks, felt the organizations benefited from the evaluation. The organization staff members, in turn, described evidence of the evaluation influencing them in a variety of ways, and the perceived quality of the evaluation did not seem to hinder its usefulness.
The third category in the model is the “Evaluation Influence,” which is further divided into the general mechanisms and the cognitive and behavioral changes they mediate. The data gathered from the organizations and students showed evidence of the evaluation affecting the organizations primarily through the general influence mechanisms of elaboration, priming, justification, persuasion, and motivating a change-agent. These mechanisms in turn led to the cognitive outcomes of opinion change and salience (Henry and Mark 2003). The mechanisms and outcomes also helped mediate behavioral changes in the organizations’ practices and programs. In addition, the student-evaluations brought about learning at the individual and collective level followed by discussion and deliberation over the issues and needed adjustments. The primary source of influence was the results of the evaluation, the organizations heard both anticipated and new information, and most of the changes took place within one year after the evaluation or are currently underway (Kirkhart 2000).

LESSONS LEARNED

This study had the following research objectives: 1) understand the characteristics, function and evaluation behavior of the organizations; 2) describe the nature, purpose, and outputs of the student-led evaluations; and 3) identify the types of influences or change processes that resulted from the evaluations; in order to 4) understand what the evaluation process reveal about how best to provide evaluations for developing organizations. The overall aim was to clarify the most appropriate type, influential purpose, and viable methods of evaluation inquiry for organizations that work in complex environments and struggle to develop via systematic reflection and analysis. The lessons learned regarding these objectives are discussed below.

The first research objective was to uncover important details about the organizations that PEAT works with in order to gauge how best to provide evaluations for organizations that
struggle to incorporate or learn from evaluation. The data showed that PEAT’s clients were no exception to the pressures associated with the accountability movement. This was seen in the number of organization directors who indicated on the survey they initially desired the evaluation to help with accountability and to assess impact. While some had engaged with evaluation beforehand, it was primarily among the larger, more established organizations and/or the experiences were negative, the influence was limited, or the focus inappropriate given the organization’s stage of development. Thus, the data also indicated that most of PEAT’s clients previously struggled immensely with evaluation, were wary of it, just went through the motions or rejected it altogether (Carmen 2010). In the past, the organizations struggled to effectively utilize any evaluative information that came their way. Whether viewed as irrelevant or incompatible, data gathered via critical analysis was often only used to report on success to donors or board members rather than for organizational learning and improvement.

The findings showed that organizations that are small, unstable or lack the capacity to evaluate are in need of continual inquiry and reflection (Patton 2011). They need detailed information on their beneficiaries and status of their programs, to improve record keeping, and create evidence-based strategies to guide their efforts. While understanding the impact of their work is important, the organizations could benefit from various evaluation efforts before impact can be assessed—much of what the student-evaluations accomplished.

The second research objective was to understand the nature of the students’ work. Overall, their work involved illuminating and judging the program and its performance by collecting, analyzing, interpreting and communicating information to PEAT’s clients (Rossi et al. 2004). The students provided an in-depth look into the inner workings of the program to illuminate the aspects that needed more attention (Mulwa 2008). Considering the general
influence mechanisms like learning and elaboration that emerged from the evaluations (Mark and Henry 2004), the students’ process of accumulating and summarizing data served as a valuable evaluative end in and of itself. Yet, unexpectedly, the utility and scope of the student evaluations extended further. Given the behavioral and attitudinal outcomes, the students’ evaluative conclusions drawn from their descriptions of the performance and status of the programs can be viewed as important and valid.

For the most part, the students engaged in formative evaluations that proved immediately useful for the various stakeholders (Rossi et al. 2004). Within the traditional purposes of evaluation, the students’ work helped in decision-making, enlightened the organizations on the nature of the program, and produced largely descriptive data on the potential impact of the program to help improve and judge the program’s performance. They accomplished this by answering questions regarding the program’s strengths and weaknesses, progress, assumptions, whether the program worked, and if it contributed to the stated goals and outcomes. By providing this information, the evaluations have helped improve the organizations’ accountability to those closest to the organization, namely its beneficiaries, staff and donors.

The student-led evaluations also served nontraditional functions, such as those suggested by Patton (1996), Mulwa (2008) and Torres and Preskill (2001). While the students did provide judgments, they primarily acted as facilitators in producing data that allowed the organizational staff to learn, elaborate, discuss, act and “arrive at their own judgments” informatively (Patton 1996:138). Their positions varied throughout the evaluation and deliberation processes with some more immersed than others; yet, they infused “team discussions with evaluative questions, thinking, and data to facilitate systematic data-based reflection and decision-making (Patton
2011:1-2). These processes helped adjust the focus for these organizations from strictly impact and efficiency to learning and development and the associated implications for neglecting them.

The student-evaluations accomplished both the traditional and nontraditional purposes by following a more interpretivist approach to inquiry. Most of the information was gathered inductively taking into consideration the context-specific setting. This allowed the evaluators to immerse themselves in the program and analyze how it unfolds in the field by focusing on the people, context, process, and phenomenon as a whole (Patton 1990). The quality of the data varied between evaluations depending on the biases introduced and the students’ level of preparation and ability to adapt. Students also struggled with the underlying emphasis on rigor, impact, and scholastic questions over what they eventually perceived would better meet operational needs. Thus, the students waged internal battles on how to adjust methods to reality while maintaining standards, to identify the most applicable yet academically focused data, and to write reports that met all stakeholders’ expectations, including the PEAT faculty. Even though the students provided their preliminary thoughts and conclusions to the organizations afterward, some reports were still significantly delayed, lengthy and verbose.

The third research objective was to understand the benefits that were derived from the evaluations. While there were weaknesses throughout the entire process, the influence of students’ evaluations not only brought about indirect and incremental effects through learning, but also purposeful action. Both the students and organizations had overwhelmingly positive experiences and received multiple and measurable benefits from participating in the PEAT program. Using the data collected on the organizations, the PEAT program, the students’ experiences and evaluations as a whole, the following section outlines the recommended
evaluation approaches best suited for a specific type of organization, the environments they work in and the evaluators performing them. This information addresses the fourth research objective.

Recommended Approach for the Organization

In general, the organizations that are most likely to work with PEAT and benefit from the relationship are small, continually developing and face barriers to implementing evaluation. Because many of the staff members are new to evaluation and emotionally involved with every facet of the program, training through presentation and collaboration must play an important role in the entire process. This would include discussing the purpose and methods of evaluation.

In preparation, the PEAT program (including faculty and student) and the organization should openly discuss the nonprofit’s mission and assumptions concerning the problem and their approaches to addressing it. It would be wise to learn the staff members’ story—the reason for working with the organization and their vision. This process should include discovering together what the nonprofit wants and needs to learn from the PEAT evaluation. In turn, the organization directors should fully understand the abilities of the students and how the evaluation can or cannot meet those demands. Overall, this phase should entail getting all key players on the same page about the nature of the problem, the organization and its programs, and the evaluation. In the face of so much complexity, the evaluation process should be kept simple and iterative with the evaluators willing and able to react, probe, sense and respond to the organization’s needs.

The evaluation function should focus on learning and development. In this way, the organizations themselves can become clearer about their direction, beneficiaries and program so that trust in the organization and its ability to serve can increase. In essence, the evaluations can be learning-centered by focusing on the aspects and details often inaccessible to the organization and catalyzing the critical-thinking process. The intent is to provide an in-depth look into the
program and context in order to form strategies rooted in data, improve delivery, understand needs, track progress, and guide these organizations as they grow and “figure things out.” Additionally, the students are in a unique position to help organizations create good baseline measures and build evaluation capacity for process and outcome assessments.

To meet these purposes, the evaluators will need to play multiple roles (Skolits, Morrow, and Burr 2009; Patton 2007). In the preparation phase, they act as detectives, designers, and negotiators to better understand the organization and design a relevant and feasible evaluation (Skolits et al. 2009). While in the field, some students become observer-participants, but most must find the balance between acting as the eyes and ears of the organization and separating themselves enough to gain trust and maintain a critical viewpoint. This allows them to understand and convey needs and obtain a more accurate snapshot. In this role, the student-evaluators act as information brokers, researchers, advocates, and analysts. The students are also facilitators, judges, and consultants as they provide recommendations and deliberate with organizational staff.

The most beneficial types of assessment are needs-, process- and outcome-focused. Most of the organizations have neither conducted formal needs assessment nor designed their programs from data. As Patton stated, “In our accountability-focused and results-driven culture…process matters. The means to ends matter, not just ends (Patton 2011:246). Most of the organizations are not yet equipped to show impacts or do impact evaluations. While interest in evaluation is increasing and pressure for proof is high, PEAT’s clients are still improving and continually adjusting their programs so that they can have the outcomes and impacts they hope for. Assessing impact is improbable if they first do not understand the program and whether it’s
running properly; it is not beneficial to assess it unless the organization is ready—some may
never reach the state of development fit for traditional impact methods (Patton 2011).

The methods employed should be mixed with an emphasis on the needs of the
organizations rather than rigor. While some may ask to track outputs with numbers, others may
benefit most from descriptive information. The evaluations do not need to be generalizable and
should be simple enough to be practical—use is more important than pomp. Utilizing previously
tested methods and measures combined with creativity will ensure accuracy and consistency.
Limitations in time, record-keeping, sampling, adequate comparisons, and accessing targets
should be acknowledged upfront as well as the hindrances associated with political
undercurrents, ulterior motives, and miscommunication. The quality can then be rooted in the
trustworthiness of the data to accurately portray reality and provide practical advice for
organizational development.

**Recommended Approach in Context**

The evaluation design and process should consider contextual elements. Many of the
communities are in rural areas and have had little exposure to evaluation or outsiders; some of
the participants may have had less than positive experiences with evaluation or view it as a
threat. Some beneficiaries may be more open than others to talking honestly about the
organization and their experience; others may need the organization’s services even if they are
less effective than they could be. Each of these factors will determine how the participants
respond to evaluation and the evaluators.

The characteristics of the evaluators—merely being different—may bias their ability to
gather accurate data. For instance, respondents may view the evaluator as an outsider who
doesn’t care, as access to more resources, or as someone who can tell their story to those who
matter. Approaches, definitions, interpretations, and ideas may differ between researcher and respondent. Thus, the evaluators must be able to identify and adjust respectfully to potential barriers. They must be able to balance training and expertise with personality—the ability to connect with people and build rapport.

During the evaluation, the evaluators may be required to alter how they introduce and explain their role and purpose. In most cases, they should be prepared in the relevant theories, concepts, tools, and techniques and then be willing to make adjustments when required. While rigor and comparability are important, they may need to be sacrificed for cultural sensitivity. In many circumstances, collaborative or participatory methods will help encourage interaction and understanding; in this case, the evaluator must be equipped with the resources and ideas to facilitate that process.

Overall, the evaluator should expect for many aspects to change, or in the very least, accept that they cannot control everything. As one executive director suggested, “Always remain open-minded and don’t get boxed in by your own methodology. Always keep an open viewpoint to whatever it is you think you may be seeing” (MC). These contexts are unpredictable and resources are limited. Thus, requirements should be tempered to allow room for adaptation, or as many students expressed, to do the best they can with what they are given.

**PEAT’s Role**

The BYU PEAT internship program provides a myriad of benefits for its clients. However, it also faces limitations in its ability to address needs from a range of organizational types or implement a variety of tools in a professional evaluator’s toolkit. The program utilizes students to conduct the evaluations and, thus, is limited by their relative inexperience and minimal training. Their target audience is specific though. They are most often small
organizations, unstable, work in complex environments, and lack the time or expertise to conduct formal, in-depth evaluations. In most cases, the organizations would not engage in evaluation if it were not for PEAT. Thus, PEAT plays an important role in providing quality, useful assessments to these clients and is uniquely positioned to offer the recommended approaches.

In particular, PEAT’s role is to help their clients learn and develop. First, they provide these organizations with information. As one student stated, “Even for small NGOs [that] would never have the resources otherwise, it doesn’t hurt. Information is always helpful and needed” (Ann). Most often the information is formative data with insights on outputs, status, concerns, needs, gaps, and perspectives. This feedback and description is essential for improvement but had previously been neglected or carelessly gathered. With the information, the evaluation initiates the reflection process in which learning can lead to thinking, deliberation, motivation, and then action. Concerning the benefits to the organizations, one student evaluator described:

It helps them be reflexive about what they are actually doing. Whether the actual NGO report is read or not, PEAT evaluators bring in a culture of questioning: “Let’s not just assume everything is great. Let’s think twice about it.” That’s probably the biggest contribution we made.” (Tyler)

The PEAT evaluations have also helped gather baseline data, prepare the organization for more evaluation, improve their previous evaluation techniques, fix records, and begin data collection that will help the organizations better identify their impact. Upon their return, some students acted as a sounding board for the organizations. This is often because they were viewed as experts on the situation after having spent so much time in the area and with the people. Whether the organizations heeded their recommendations or not, the reports and insights provided by the students initiated discussions that would lead to programmatic changes and organizational adjustments. Additionally, the PEAT interns often trained the in-country staff and the organizations learned more about the process of evaluation by simply participating in the
program. Altogether, the information, training, and PEAT experience helped facilitate the organizations’ development and growth.

CONCLUSION

This study set out to understand the benefits to and influence of student-led evaluations for nonprofits that struggle to conduct quality evaluations for organizational learning and development. Cox et al. (2013) recently presented evidence of the potential benefits to partnering students with small nonprofits. With three years of additional data, the current study supports their findings in suggesting that university-trained students, while limited, are a cost-effective solution for nonprofits that work in developing-contexts and face challenges to “implement evaluation methodologies that are both academically sound and feasible” (Cox et al. 2013:2). Students are not only trained in applied evaluation techniques, but embody characteristics that allow them to integrate and connect with the service population as well as eagerly adapt to unpredictable circumstances. Along with Cox et al. (2013), this study contributes to the literature by outlining the advantages and limitations to this partnership and suggesting ways to maximize one while minimizing the other.

However, this research extends their work by utilizing the evaluation influence framework to identify the specific types of outcomes and changes that may result from these evaluations. Evaluation influence scholars, like Karen Kirkhart, Melvin Mark and Gary Henry, created schematic theories of change that outlined the key factors, characteristics and mechanisms that mediate an evaluation’s influence. They also expanded the range of potential outcomes by classifying the distal, indirect, and incremental outcomes that link together larger change processes. Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al.’s (2012) influence models situate an evaluation’s effects in the context of its attributes and various sources of
contingencies. The models served as the primary guides in the analysis and interpretation of data, and, in turn, this study produced demonstrable evidence for the models’ key elements. With this evidence, the author created a new conceptual model that shows the relevant factors, including the role of students, that provides the basis for more appropriate and effective assessments for these organizations. Nonprofits and NGOs can also use the model as they consider and develop program strategies that will lead to a range of potential outcomes in the complex environments in which they work.

As a systematic inquiry into the consequences of student-led evaluations, this thesis provides empirical evidence about “…what kinds of evaluation worked in which circumstances to produce which specific outcomes” (Mark and Henry 2004:51). Specifically, formative evaluations that focus on feedback and reflection provide the most useable data for organizations in the exploration and exploitation phases of development (Westley and Miller 2003). The student-evaluators utilized interpretivist approaches to observe and report on program status, provide suggestions for improvement, and prepare these organizations for further learning. For this type of organization and context, professional expertise and academic rigor are moderated by adequate preparation and collaboration, flexibility, and a willingness to do “whatever it takes.” These methods and approaches led to interim changes in thinking, attitudes and behavior, shining light on the importance of each stage within a complex chain of influence. Additionally, this helps to temper and clarify the responsibility, purpose, and replication of these student-evaluations for developing organizations.

Limitations in this study include the minimal amount of qualitative data gathered from the nonprofit staff members and reliance on self-report and retrospective memory to gauge each element of the evaluation process. Further research could include a variety of perspectives from
the client side and follow them over time to better observe long-term change and whether they conduct additional evaluation. The author advises using more methodical ways to track the pathways between each mechanism and outcome. Lastly, the author urges application of the conceptual model outlined here as a guide for evaluation research and practice in this sector and for the small nonprofit organizations working towards social betterment.
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APPENDIX A
Nonprofit Staff Interview Guide

Past experience with evaluation
1. What experience has your organization had with evaluation in the past (other than PEAT)?
2. Have there been any challenges with conducting evaluation(s) in the past?
   a. If so, what were some of the challenges?
   b. Do you have any funding dedicated specifically to M&E or evaluation and assessment?
3. Do you perform any evaluation “in-house”? If so, can you describe how that is conducted?
4. What other evaluations do you have conducted by third-party evaluators besides PEAT?
5. What is the value of evaluation to your organization? (What is the role of evaluation?)
6. Can you give some examples of how evaluation feedback (from PEAT or elsewhere) helped your organization improve its services? Make structural changes? What effects did these changes have for your service population?

Goal/expectations for PEAT evaluations
1. How were you introduced/begin working with PEAT originally?
2. Why did you go with PEAT over other evaluation alternatives?
3. What value-added do you hope PEAT will provide for your organization? (What do you hope to get out of a partnership with PEAT?)
4. What were your expectations for your PEAT team?
   a. Were those expectations met?

Impact or value-added of PEAT
5. What impact has PEAT had on your organization?
6. How helpful do you feel PEAT evaluations have been to your organization?
   a. In what specific ways have they helped?
7. How could PEAT feedback have been more helpful? (What questions did it leave unanswered? Did you feel enabled to implement the recommendations? Were the recommendations feasible?)
8. What has your organization learned/changed through PEAT?
9. How do you plan on using PEAT’s feedback/research going forward?
10. What resources did you have to expend?

Experience working with PEAT interns
1. What were your experiences with PEAT?
   a. Were there any difficulties or frustrations working with PEAT?
   b. If so, were you able to address in a satisfactory way?
   c. How can these issues be avoided in the future?
2. Please describe your experience in working with a student in particular?
   a. Was it a positive experience overall?
   b. What were some of the challenges? Highlights?
3. Would you have preferred working with someone other than a student? Why or why not?
4. What recommendations do you have for PEAT that might improve what the interns provide to your organization?
APPENDIX B
Student Interns Interview Guide

Plans
These questions refer to your evaluation plans, before you left for the evaluation site).

1. Please describe the purpose of the evaluation.
2. What were the main elements of your evaluation design/plan?
   a. What type(s) of evaluation did you plan to conduct for the organization? (Needs assessment, process, outcome, impact, etc.?)
   b. What types of stakeholders did you plan to work with, and what types of involvement or role did you expect them to have in the evaluation?
   c. What were the main evaluation questions that you sought to answer during the evaluation period?
   d. Briefly describe the planned sampling technique?
   e. Briefly describe the methods you planned to use to collect data?
   f. What were your plans for analysis and timeline?
3. Please describe the expectations that you had before leaving (e.g. interaction with the organization, people, logistics, PEAT, the culture, evaluation work, etc.).

Field Data Collection
4. Once out in the field, how many adjustments did you make to your original evaluation plan?
   a. No adjustments
   b. Minor adjustments
   c. Significant adjustments
   d. Abandoned proposal entirely and created new evaluation plan in-country
5. In what ways did you adjust your evaluation plan?
   a. Did the purpose change? Did you alter the evaluation questions? Did you find that you needed to conduct a different type of evaluation (e.g. due to the reality of the program stage)? Did you end up conducting more than one type?
   b. Please explain the effect of these changes on the quality of the evaluation. Do you feel that these changes were better or worse than what you had planned? If so, why do you feel they were better or worse?
6. In what ways did you adjust your sampling techniques and methods? Why did you adjust them in this way?
   a. Do you feel that these new techniques were better or worse than the planned sampling technique? If so, in what ways?
   b. In what ways did you adjust your methods?
   c. Please explain the effects of these changes. Would you describe them as better or worse than the methods that you had planned? Why?
7. How do you think they compare to the scientific standards taught in the social sciences? On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the quality of the data you collected. Explain your rating.
8. Please describe the evaluation methods that you actually used in the field.
Field Experience
9. Did your expectations meet reality? Why or why not?
10. What were some of your favorite moments?
11. As a student evaluator, what do you feel were your greatest strengths while in-country? (What did you particularly excel at?)
12. Please describe the most difficult challenges you faced during the entirety of your time in the field?
13. How was your interaction with the organization?
14. How was your interaction with the people?
15. How often did you receive professor feedback while in country? How useful was this feedback? How else could PEAT support you while in country?
16. If you could change anything about your time in the field, what would it be?

Analysis and Results
17. What did you do to analyze the data?
18. How do your plans for analysis compare to what you actually did to analyze the data?
19. What were some of the most difficult challenges that you faced when it came to analyzing the data and writing an evaluation report?
20. What were your primary findings?
21. What were the suggestions you gave to the organization?
22. In your opinion, what purpose did your evaluation serve for the organization?
23. Rate the usefulness of your evaluation findings and report to the organization. Do you feel that this evaluation was beneficial to the organization? Why or why not?
24. Based on your experience with the organization, do you feel that they will implement your recommendations? Explain.

Preparation
Having discussed your plans and what you actually did in the field, now let’s discuss how prepared you feel you were to conduct this evaluation.

25. On a scale from 1 to 10 (1 being not at all prepared, 10 being perfectly prepared), how prepared do you feel you were to perform your evaluation? (1-10)
26. What did you find most useful in preparing for your PEAT internship?
27. What do you wish you had learned before you did your evaluation?
28. What can the PEAT student directors do to better prepare interns to perform quality evaluations?
29. What can the PEAT professors do to better prepare interns to perform quality evaluations? (open)
30. How useful was SOC 301 in preparing you to perform your evaluation? What parts were most useful? How could it be improved? (open)
31. How useful was SOC 390R in preparing you to perform your evaluation? What parts were most useful? How could it be improved? (open) (Note: You most likely already answered these questions in your 390R evaluation at the end of Winter semester. You need not repeat what you’ve already written – just give any new insight or ideas you’ve gained after completing your internship.)
Moving Forward

32. On a scale from 1 to 10 (1 being awful, 10 being fantastic), please rate your overall experience with PEAT. Explain your rating. (open response)

33. Would you recommend PEAT to your friends?
   Yes
   No
   Not sure

34. Would you be interested in conducting another PEAT internship or something similar to it?

35. In what ways has your experience with PEAT helped you moving forward?

36. Please describe what you are currently doing? (work, student etc.)
APPENDIX C
Nonprofit Survey

Thank you for choosing to participate in our survey. We value your opinion and honest feedback. We want to assure you that your responses will be kept confidential. No one will have access to them outside of the direct research team. If you have any further concerns or questions, please email the principle investigator (Rilee Buttars: rileebuttars@gmail.com).

1. Had your organization engaged in evaluation before your evaluation with PEAT?
   a. Yes
   b. No, if no skip to question 5

If yes,

2. Who conducted the majority of those evaluations?
   a. Internal staff
   b. External evaluator

3. What type of evaluation(s) was conducted for your organization? (Select all that apply)
   a. An assessment that provided information about our service population (e.g. needs assessment, community profiles etc.).
   b. An assessment of the program’s goals, logic, model, and on-the-ground activities
   c. An assessment of the outcomes of the program
   d. An evaluation to identify the long-term impacts of our program
   e. None of the above

4. Is there any information that you wish the evaluation(s) had produced for your organization that it did not? Please explain:

5. Please tell us the barriers (if any) you face to implementing evaluation as often or as well as you would like (select all that apply).
   a. We can’t afford it
   b. We don’t have time to devote to evaluation—our staff is overloaded as is
   c. None of our staff have the expertise to conduct an evaluation
   d. We don’t know where we’d find a qualified evaluator anyway
   e. Actually, I’m not exactly sure what the point is
   f. I may see the importance, but no one else in our organization supports it
   g. We can’t find any granting agency willing to fund evaluation work.
   h. None of the above

Now we will ask you a few questions about the PEAT evaluation conducted for your organization. If you have had more than one PEAT evaluation, pick the one you are most familiar with or that you feel was the most important.

6. Why did you agree to have the PEAT evaluators come work with you?
   a. We normally can’t afford evaluation, but recognize its importance. This was an affordable alternative.
   b. Our staff/board members do not have the skills to conduct an evaluation
c. It was free research
d. We wanted to provide a learning environment for students
e. Students are a normal part of our program implementation plans
f. Our service populations like working with students
g. Other (Please explain):

7. What was the purpose of the evaluation (select all that apply)
   a. To determine the impacts of a project
   b. To provide information that could enhance project management and decision making
   c. To provide lessons that inform future projects and feedback
   d. To report on the day-to-day operation of a project, its strengths, its weaknesses, the obstacles it counters and suggestions for improvement
   e. To meet funding stipulations
   f. To meet accountability requirements
   g. Other, please explain

8. Did the PEAT evaluation meet this purpose(s)?
   a. Yes
   b. No

*Evaluation influence*

9. Did you learn what you anticipated or did you learn something new?
   a. We learned what we expected to learn
   b. We were completely surprised with the evaluation findings
   c. We learned new things and heard things we already knew
   d. We did not learn anything from this evaluation

10. We would like to know what you learned from the evaluation process/results and/or the attitudinal changes that took place. Please indicate if any of these scenarios match your experience (select all that apply):
    a. We merely thought more about our program and expected outcomes
    b. We learned along the way and were able to adjust the program accordingly
    c. Our attitude changed (positively or negatively) about the program and/or its assumptions
    d. It brought to light a few issues and we thought about them more.
    e. It brought to light certain issues and those issues became more important in our eyes.
    f. We learned about our service population and the problems we intend to address
    g. It helped us to narrow our focus
    h. We actually learned enough to conduct an evaluation of our own next time.
    i. The findings supported a belief or position we had before the evaluation
    j. It helped move the minority opinion into the majority (minority opinion influence)
    k. None of the above
    l. Other (Please specify):
11. Now, we would like to know what direct or indirect actions took place after the evaluation. Please indicate if any of these scenarios match your experience (select all that apply):
   a. Because of the evaluation, significant changes took place (e.g. the program was continued, discontinued or changed)
   b. We adjusted program details based on what we learned
   c. The evaluation motivated someone to speak up and/or take action
   d. The evaluation findings helped us to persuade other stakeholders in our favor
   e. The evaluation helped get one of our initiatives onto an agenda (e.g. media, public or government agenda)
   f. There were changes (minor or major) to policy due to the evaluation’s work
   g. The evaluation helped to alter thought or behavior at the policy level
   h. We conducted more evaluations
   i. Because we conducted evaluation, we were able to get more funding
   j. None of the above:
   k. Other (Please specify):

12. Were the evaluation results/findings used directly in decision making for your organization?
   a. Yes
   b. No

13. How beneficial do you think the evaluation was for your organization?
   a. Highly beneficial
   b. Moderately beneficial
   c. Neutral
   d. Not beneficial at all
   e. Detrimental

14. How do you rate the overall quality of the evaluation?
   a. High quality
   b. Perfect for my needs
   c. Good enough
   d. Not good enough for me to take them seriously
   e. Poor quality

15. How satisfied were you with the information the student evaluators gave your organization?
   a. Very Satisfied
   b. Satisfied
   c. Neutral
   d. Dissatisfied
   e. Very dissatisfied
16. Is there any information that you wish the PEAT evaluation had produced for your organization that it did not? (Please explain):

17. Do you have any additional comments you want to make about your experience with a PEAT evaluation?

Lastly, we just want to ask a couple questions about you.

18. What is your position at the organization?
19. How long have you worked there?
20. What is the name of the organization you work for?

Note at the end of the electronic survey: Even though we ask you these last few questions, we will not link your name to any of the quotes we use. In the report, we will only give enough information to generally describe the organization and the position of the respondent. The organizations name will also not be used.
APPENDIX D
Student Experience

This section describes the students’ experience during preparation, in the field, and afterward. Part of each section will include their expectations, and their interactions with PEAT, the nonprofit and the people as well as their strengths and challenges.\footnote{An evaluation report will be provided to PEAT upon completion of this paper. It will include a more concise description and the student and nonprofit’s suggestions.} It also discusses the students’ rate of satisfaction, the perceived benefits to the student, and their current status.

Preparation

In general, the students felt prepared in some areas and not in others. At one level, some expressed that they “had no idea what they were doing” (John), and felt that they received little training. On another level, some felt very prepared in their training from coursework, but not enough to work within the field, especially when trying to adapt what you learn in the states to a developing context. As one student described, “I didn’t exactly know what I was doing. I had books on it, but it was on a 30,000 foot level” (John). This is often where the students’ expectations didn’t meet reality: preparing a proposal and evaluation plan that in many cases changed substantially once they began work in-country.

The students felt that the most useful aspects in preparing for the evaluation (excluding the program’s two training courses) were the experience they brought from their majors, their additional methods courses, background research they conducted on the topic areas (e.g., microfinance), and the collaboration with other evaluators on their team.

During preparation, students had quite different experiences interacting with the organizations. Most students felt that the organizations’ staff was kind, respectful and interested in working with them. If possible, most of the students met with them in person and in the best circumstances, communicated with them often. A theme of infrequent or miscommunication from the organization was present among the students who had to make major changes in their plans once in the field. For the team who wasn’t able to finish their evaluation, they described their experience as, “building half a bridge” (JM). They had prepared, designed a rigorous evaluation, but then it all fell apart once in country. Those who were able to collaborate openly with PEAT’s clients only had to make minor adjustments. The students were also frustrated because the organizations often didn’t know what they wanted or couldn’t make up their mind.

Overall, while interest was high in working with the students, understanding their role and purpose was not as clear.

I expected a whole lot more direction from the NGO. I expected to know what they wanted and to tell us what they wanted. But the reality, we got down there and [an in-country staff member] said, “Well you’re here to do a project, go do it.” And we were like, “Well no, we want this project to be useful to you. That’s why we are here.” There was kind of a disconnect. He just figured they’re student they’re just here to do a project. I’ll let them go do it and come up with whatever they want to on their own (SM).

One student wished that the organization had been informed on what the students were trained in beforehand.
So it seemed like they were more ready to have a very clueless, let’s be honest, I was pretty clueless, but not as clueless as I think they thought I was going to be. If I knew that they weren’t going to know much about it, then I could have told them what’s going on but because it wasn’t what I thought it was. It took extra time to figure out what was going on. (Kevin)

301: Applied Social Research Methods. The students were pleased with most aspects of the class, but overall, it seems, they just wanted more. Many expressed that the class was high quality\(^{19}\), and that they loved the theoretical training and all hands-on activities, especially the experience working on the 21\(^{st}\) Century After-school evaluation: observing, interviewing, coding, writing. They preferred the exercises that focused on practical skills, for example, working through the Social Impact Assessment manual by Rabel Burdge (1995). However, all responses by students show that they wanted it to be more specific with more activities, more explanation, more training, and more application.

I learned a lot in [301], but I don’t think that at any point during the semester we had actually completed an evaluation. I think we had done various elements of one and we had talked about the different kinds, but I think for me the most valuable thing in the class would have been to see an evaluation through...even down to how you compile that information and what it looks like at the end and how you present it in the most meaningful way possible. (Ann)

390: Special Topics in Contemporary Sociology. The student’s satisfaction varied for this class. In retrospect, the students were able to say that this class helped overall. They appreciated the workload and the high expectation to succeed from the professor.

I freaking sold my soul to write that proposal. I think I pulled more all-nighters in that semester than I’ve pulled in my life. And now looking back, I loved it; it was fun. I hated it at the time. But I recognize I produced a really high-quality product at the end, and I think that it was required for a student in my situation. I think I’m a fairly self-motivated person, but I didn’t know where to channel that. You’re taking people from all these different backgrounds, and so to have a professor who demanded high quality was very, very helpful. (Samuel)

However, the majority expressed feeling “lost” throughout its entirety, and during the experience, most stated that they felt discouraged and frustrated. They attributed this to a lack of clear expectations and guidance from the professor.

We needed more deadlines, more firm deadlines and maybe a little more structure and kind of a vision of what we were going to achieve from the beginning...students need deadlines and he’s so smart but I feel like we could’ve gotten so much more out of him if he’d just be more direct about it. But at the same time, that’s kind of [the professor’s] style. He lets us learn and I felt like PEAT was very much our own process of figuring it out. And so I don’t know; there’s a balance between structure and student-directed research. I feel it was just a little too much on the side of the students figuring it out. So we were all kind of lost. We were like, “We don’t know what we’re supposed to be doing!” (Katie)

Yet, in the absence of direction, many rose to the occasion and “figured it out.” For some, it worked better than others. One person wrote a high-quality proposal meeting the professor’s demands, but had to change everything once in-country because it didn’t match the

\(^{19}\) One NGO director even stated that he wished he could take this class after hearing what they learned from the student interns.
organization’s needs. Another worked closely with the organization beforehand and nothing changed in application. This level of collaboration seemed to vary quite considerably from one evaluation to the next no matter the class structure or lack thereof.

*Desired preparation.* After the evaluation was completed, the students listed what they wish they had learned beforehand: how to write a good literature review that applied to the evaluation—they had a literature review but it wasn’t as useful as it could have been; more methodological classes specific to evaluation (e.g., sampling); more concrete skills; how to adjust textbook training to field research; how an evaluation works from beginning to end (e.g., exposure to other evaluations and reports); how to interact with an nonprofit; how to analyze and synthesize data (e.g., code without a pre-made coding scheme; how to write an evaluation report; and how to make recommendations that are actionable.

The students also wished they had been able to make the training courses top priority (e.g., “I was burning a candle at two ends that semester” (John); coordinate better with the staff and had plans that reflected that information; and utilized the professors who had experience in their topic areas. In summary, one student expressed these desires:

I wish I would have been able to go through an entire research process and implement an evaluation beforehand—obviously that would have been ideal. If I could go do another [PEAT internship], it would be so much better. I think of things I would have changed like, how much data that we gathered that didn’t end up being useful; learning how to design a really good survey; how to ask really good questions; how to focus in on what you actually really want to know without going off on a lot of extraneous things. I mean as much experience as can be provided, the entire research process, just the plan beforehand would be fantastic (SM).

*Level of preparedness.* When asked to rate their level of preparedness on a scale from 1-10, some indicated eight: “I felt really prepared.” The majority stated that they were “pretty well-prepared.” For example, “I would say seven because we eventually figured it out but it could have been a lot easier.” For those more in the middle, they indicated a five or six, explaining that they were “prepared enough to be flexible and recreate things from square one in the field.” Two students stated that they were “somewhat prepared,” and this rating was due to not feeling prepared enough to connect methods with questions or maintain social science standards in the field.

*Field Experience*

Before the students departed for their respective locations, many said they had high expectations. One, they had expected that “everything would work out” or that “some things would change but not everything.” For some, the evaluation did not go as planned and major adjustments were required. Some people had expected it to be a lot more “glamorous,” that the people [organization and service population] would be willing and ready to fully collaborate with them to make sure it went smoothly.

Honestly, I didn’t know what to expect. I guess I thought it would be a little more glamorous—no, that’s not the word. I thought the program would have been more hyped up about us being there, thought what we were doing was super important, and it would take precedence. But that’s stupid. Everyone has their jobs; everyone is busy carrying on. (Stephanie)
They also expected, or at least hoped, it would be a lot easier. Some of them expected the organization’s field office to be organized, more professional and structured. Some students had higher expectations for the organization’s impact on the community. Some expectations were met; some were not. Yet, the students had a lot of good things to say about their experience in the field—this was the highlight of the program—but they also faced some challenges.

Favorite moments. Across the board, every student expressed that their favorite moments were when they were interacting with the people: interviewing them, talking in focus groups, and hearing about their lives.

Interviewing them about stigma was very interesting. A lot of times, they’d get very emotional and start crying. But a lot of them would thank him after he talked to them, because they don’t talk about it. It’s very painful to be asked about it, and to talk about it, but it was therapeutic to them. I really enjoyed that. And just getting to know them, being in the colony, getting to know the colony and the people there. (Henry)

I was just so stoked to be going to the focus group because like sitting there in the group and asking questions and digging in and finding out students responses, those were my favorite moments, just there sitting and talking to students by far (Stephanie).

They loved interacting in the different cultural settings, and for those who were able, living with them and experiencing their day-to-day lives. One student from the team who was not able to complete the evaluation explained:

I think the most enjoyable thing was just being with them: going to an Arab wedding; going and having food with them; going and eating with them, seeing how they interact with each other. That was definitely the most exciting part. That’s what made it worth it. (Samuel)

Strengths. The good experiences were facilitated by some of the individual strengths these students exhibited. The first was an ability to make people feel comfortable. The student utilized different tactics to accomplish this, such as explaining they were just there to learn or taking the necessary time to get to know the population and build trust.

We spent like literally the first two and a half weeks just living with the people; milking the goats and playing baseball with the kids and soccer and we got into a lot of different things that…they just kind of took us on as their kids. (Katie)

One student team discovered early on that they each had different strengths and used them to create a relaxed environment:

We found that I would normally kick them off because I was better at getting people to warm up. I was good with sitting down with people, making them feel comfortable, and to open up. I think the majority of the students were comfortable. (Stephanie)

The program director confirmed this observation:

Their own approach and professionalism, they were both really great. And they were just very good. And I just felt like [their] awareness is very high of that they were doing something out of the ordinary that they might make people uncomfortable. I felt like they bent over backwards to create as much trust, and to treat people with respect and dignity as absolutely possible. I think they went above and beyond actually. (Carol)
Like this director mentioned, most of the students seemed to demonstrate a high degree of professionalism in the sense that they were serious about their work, thorough, and hardworking. As one student described, “I mean you reap what you sow. We were really serious about getting this done. We worked really hard” (Austin). According to one executive director:

The first one I worked with heavily was [PEAT intern]. [The intern] was just so, for one, he took it really seriously. He was willing to train our country directors. He’s always very prompt in getting back to me. Even though one of his CDs was crazy, he came back so invested with [the NGO] and so willing to help with things. (James)

Much of their hard work was fueled by their passion, energy, and excitement about learning and doing well. When asked about what strengths he brought to the table, one student responded:

Well, I was really passionate about it. I think that that carries more weight, than necessarily a lot of methodological rigor. Because I was willing to like do whatever needed to be done to make it work. I also think that I definitely did have the learning spirit. I really wanted to learn the skills, and like develop the skills as I went, so I tried to do things the right way as much as I possibly could. And, I think also just like being young and kind of energetic, it made it easy to connect with people and relate to people. Like I wasn’t there as a professional, it wasn’t my job, and I think that means something to people, especially when they find out that you’re here on your own dime, “Sure I’ll talk to you.” (David)

Similar to what this student described, the students felt one of their greatest strengths was being able to adjust when required and “learn on [their] feet,” as this student described:

Things just were never what you thought they were going to be and so you had to be very flexible and be willing to change your approach, change your um, your interview guides - change the questions that you’re asking because you have a translator that um, is maybe not understanding you, um, I phrase things too complexly so I had to change that and I had to change how I was going to get at the target population or um, so I think the skills that I ended up really utilizing were ones that um, I had developed from previous international experience. (Ann)

Along this same vein, students were proactive. When things didn’t go as planned, they made knew ones.

I don’t think I shut down whenever we had to make a adjustments. I was willing to make adjustments even up to the day we left. Like on things we needed to do. And I think I was proactive, in that as things didn’t work out, I found other things that I could do in order to like justify why I was there. So our evaluation didn’t happen; instead I did an evaluation on the NGO I was over there with. (Samuel)

Sometimes taking initiative required them to be straightforward and assertive. During preparation, one student explained that in January the organization staff members were still “wishy-washy” so at “that point, I stepped in and said this is where my skills and interests are and this is what I’m going to do” (David). Another student described that during research they had make sure all of their expectations and plans were known to the in-country staff, “So if they weren’t met they would know exactly what would happen. We easily could have gone there and come back without an evaluation if we just kind of went with the flow” (Austin).

In addition to these qualities, the nonprofit personnel considered the student, in general, to be friendly and viewed them favorably. According to one director, “so far the personalities that have come through PEAT have been perfect for our sites. They’ve been very even-tempered,
charismatic, everybody’s friend type of presence” (James). He continued to say that the staff and
other volunteers in the country were drawn to them because they were able to stay positive,
which “is really important with some of the projects they were working on.”

Challenges. Despite their strengths, the students also faced challenges while in the field.
Some of these have already been discussed, such as methodological setbacks (e.g., sampling and
interviewer bias, credibility, inconsistent data, or maintaining confidentiality). As one student
described,

I think the most difficult challenge was the manipulation of the partners and some recipients. It led to
discouragement. It’s hard to go out and knowingly get lied to repeatedly and not feeling equipped to tease
out the truth. (Ryan)

Time constraints were also an issue (e.g., not enough time, wasted time, what to do with
down time). For one student wasted time was significant: “By the time we got there, there were
no projects happening even four or five weeks into the [summer] program; there were no projects
happening” (Ann). There were also logistical issues with unreliable rides, recruiting and asking
for the participants for their time, and using an interpreter.

One big issue with quality was using a translator. They need to be really fluent in both languages and well
educated. That was one huge limitation. In common conversation, he spoke English pretty well, but when
he probed, it would be harder. Sometimes he wouldn’t translate the whole meaning. (Henry)

Another challenge was building interest in the evaluation. Many in the service population
responded to the students’ explanation that they sincerely wanted to learn about them, but
sometimes the interns had a hard time convincing the other volunteers working for the same
organization:

There was a general distance to it—everyone thought it was useless and unnecessary—among all the
[organization’s] interns. It was a pretty lonely process. That was a lot to carry on my own shoulders,
especially when I felt like I got more negative feedback. It was also a trial for me because I didn’t have a
lot of confidence to push the evaluation. Yes, I didn’t have a lot of confidence to push it. That was a
difficulty. (John)

For this and other reasons, the students who were not paired with another intern said it
was a challenge, especially because they are new to this. They need more guidance and
mentorship. They felt that having a partner would help balance this out.

Unfortunately, many of the students stated that they had less support and guidance from
the organization and PEAT staff than they expected. They felt there was very little interaction or
communication with the professors at home or staff at headquarters. For the PEAT faculty in
particular, the students wanted more feedback and advice in the weekly emails. Some students
stopped emailing altogether because they didn’t know what to ask or if the director would
respond well.

PEAT director] was definitely there if we needed help and we could always go to him with questions. It’s
hard to get a straight answer out of him, and that’s a whole other issue. He was definitely open if we had
questions…I mean the difficulty is getting to the point where you have a valid question to ask. (Shannon)
Additionally, a few wished they had more interaction from the PEAT student directors as well to learn from their experience and other past interns.

**Field research completion.** Most of the students expressed struggling with this phase of the internship. As stated above, some students felt unequipped to manage and analyze their data. However, the majority felt that they could figure it out but didn’t have the time. Officially, the internship is not complete until the students turn their report into the organization. However, for many of the students, it had “ended” once they returned to campus. As of now, PEAT does not offer a follow-up course. The students went full swing into another semester of coursework and requirements. They had pages of data and notes to be coded, analyzed, and compiled into a report but had little time and energy to devote to it. Additionally, the students felt that the expectations of the PEAT director for the report did not match the requests of the organization. The timeframe in which to complete it seemed unrealistic. These sentiments were expressed across the board. As this student stated:

There almost needs to be a writing report course at the end. It was insane. It was absolutely insane…I said, [professor] you need to lower your expectations for the report, and that’s where the real problem is…his expectation for the report is a near publish-worthy paper, and that’s not what PEAT is about. PEAT is all about organization x. Here’s three recommendations for you and here’s some major points to support it. It should be 4-5 pages long, ‘cause they’re not going to read a 30-page report, which is what I wrote. Everything else I turned in besides that wasn’t good enough. And I was like, [professor] you are wasting my time and [the organizations]. [name omitted]

**Satisfaction Rating**

When asked to rate their experience, the majority felt it was very positive. The high responses included statements, such as “I loved the experience,” “PEAT’s great,” “very valuable,” and “it was a great experience.” The three who gave it a lower rating attributed it to feeling like it was harder than expected; and while they appreciated how much it benefited them, they wish it had a larger effect on the organization. However, most students expressed gratitude for the experience. Satisfaction seemed to be high, much like this student expressed:

It was a miracle having that report in our hands to say, “Hey, we did this. We organized this. We were the force behind making this happen.” It was really satisfying, not to mention just being in rural [country] for three months and experiencing the culture and the people. It was an incredible experience. (Austin)

Additionally, the majority of students said they would recommend PEAT to a friend, and the remaining stated this, but with a caveat: to the right friend.

‘Cause PEAT is what it is and it’s not an internship at Boeing. Anybody can benefit from having this brand name on their resume, but a lot of my friends are business students, and PEAT would do nothing for them. So it depends on what you are after. I think PEAT benefits students who are interested in international development, in academics. If a person is looking for an internship where they have a great learning experience, where they can learn some academic skills and research and hopefully impact poverty for the better, then I recommend PEAT. If they are looking for something else, then I’m like, “Well, PEAT’s hard and you’ll probably be pretty upset afterwards, so don’t worry about it.” (David)

**Benefit to Student**

The PEAT program is structured to not only help the organizations they evaluate, but also to benefit the students. From the data, it was clear the students had benefited in gaining hands-
on-skills, knowledge, experience, and in other notable ways. The students described areas in which their skillsets improved: interviewing (e.g., how to get people to open up, knowing the difference between a good and a decent interview); how to think about big questions and answer them; organize and connect thoughts; how to solve problems and think critically; how to adapt when things don’t go your way; and to think innovatively. A student provided an example of this last skill:

I went to Washington DC and did an internship with Ashoka. And one of the specific things they look for in their interns is entrepreneurial drive, and I feel like PEAT is totally entrepreneurial. I mean you have to go out and do it all on your own. You have to create something from nothing and make it good. (Austin)

The students stated that they gained knowledge about evaluation, field research development, nonprofit management, and themselves. Primarily, many students expressed that it gave them direction.

I know for me, even though things didn’t work out like we wanted, it gave me a very valuable experience because it helped me clarify my career goals and understand the value of what I was learning in sociology…before I had no idea what I wanted to do. I found a passion with international development by doing PEAT. I recognize the skills of research and development, which helped me realize I want to be involved…and I saw that it was possible. (Samuel)

In terms of providing them with experience, the students talked about interacting with other cultures, the “community aspect.”

I really liked the exposure to the people, and I think that’s one of the most valuable things you get no matter where you are--the human connection…I liked being able to meet with people and connect with people. (Samuel)

Many also appreciated the exposure they had to developing contexts and organizations, and seeing how it all works together.

I want to work in international development in some capacity. I’m not sure what that means yet, but living with the people is huge and being able to have that direct experience with international development work and really see the insides of an NGO, which is totally invaluable in preparation in a future career in international development. Just getting familiar with what the work actually is and starting to grapple with some of those questions myself. (Shannon)

The students also felt the experience was unique, more realistic than other internship or study abroad opportunities, and that “You can’t get this experience anywhere else.” As one student described:

You’re going to gain skills, and I think it’s invaluable in the experience that I’ve had. It gives you experience on a lot of different levels. You are basically creating this thing out of nothing. It’s a really unique experience that I don’t think other internships give you. When I hear about other internships, you go get the coffee. This is not you. There is a lot of responsibility on you, which is really awesome and beneficial, and it’s a little scary. (Ellen)

Combining the skills, knowledge and experience gained, the students explained that they now feel more confident in saying their background is in evaluation, that it’s their niche in
development. They also felt more confident in their leadership skills and ability to succeed in graduate school where experience in research would be key:

The other benefits about PEAT for me were that it got me intrigued in conducting more international research. So, it made me want to do more graduate school. It’s just made everything in development more complex and that was fun for me. (Tyler)

I wasn’t a perfect evaluator, I mean I think I was sufficient in research areas there as well, but I honestly think that so much of my interest in research has come from that experience. (Sarah)

Other material benefits included utilizing the data for other classes and publishing papers from it, more research opportunities, a graduate fellowship, and getting job leads because of their experience. One student even expressed, “I attribute all my success to PEAT. Like I can’t, honestly, it’s snowballed from there—it rolled [everything] forward” (JH).

Current Status
The student’s current statuses vary widely. Some are still finishing their undergraduate degree and are working on similar research projects. For those who have graduated, some are in graduate school (e.g., MS in Conflict Management, Statistics, Sociology, Social Work, and Law School). Others are taking time to gain more professional experience before doing more school (e.g., management consulting at McKinsey, Teach for America, or staff member for the Republican National Committee). Whether graduated or not, some continued working with the organization they evaluated and others decided to serve a mission for their church.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent ID</th>
<th>Respondent position</th>
<th>Years at Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michelle</td>
<td>Program Director</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James</td>
<td>Executive Director (program director)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>Board of Directors</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn</td>
<td>Board of Directors</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire</td>
<td>Director of Regional Institutional Relations</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol</td>
<td>Program Coordinator</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley</td>
<td>President and CEO</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>Director of Operations</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis</td>
<td>Director of Operations</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>Director of Humanitarian Operations</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>Coordinator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolene</td>
<td>Board Chair</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>Board of Directors</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Total Students</td>
<td>Participant Pseudonyms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sarah, Austin, Stephanie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Kevin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kevin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Descriptive Information on PEAT’s Clients, 2009-2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Org. ID</th>
<th>Years in operation</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Staff Headquarters+ In-country</th>
<th>Board Members</th>
<th>Missions/Internships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>India, Uganda, Peru, Thailand, Belize, Fiji, Philippines, Kenya, Nepal, Bolivia, Guatemala, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Guatemala, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador, Peru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>179</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can’t afford it</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t have time to devote to it</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires too much organizing; it’s kind of annoying</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the staff have the expertise</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We don’t know where to find a qualified evaluator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not sure what the point is</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No one in organization supports it</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can’t find any granting agency willing to fund it</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not face barriers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was the purpose of the evaluation (select all that apply)?</td>
<td>Did the evaluation meet this purpose?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine impact</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance management and decision-making</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide lessons and feedback to inform future projects</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report on day-to-day operations, strengths, weaknesses and obstacles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide suggestions for improvement</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet funding stipulations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet accountability requirements</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Survey Response: Evaluation Purpose, If Met, and If Results Were Used in Decision-making.

| What was the purpose of the evaluation | Did the evaluation meet this purpose? |  |  |  |  |
|----------------------------------------|----------------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|
|                                       | Yes | Some | No | Total | Yes | No | Total |
| Determine impact                       | 7   | 7    | 0  | 14    | 11  | 3  | 14    |
| Enhance management and decision-making | 6   | 5    | 0  | 11    | 8   | 3  | 11    |
| Provide feedback to inform future projects | 6   | 4    | 0  | 10    | 8   | 2  | 10    |
| Report on day-to-day operations: strengths, weaknesses and obstacles | 3   | 4    | 0  | 7     | 4   | 3  | 7     |
| Provide suggestions for improvement    | 8   | 5    | 0  | 13    | 10  | 3  | 13    |
| Meet funding stipulations              | 3   | 3    | 0  | 6     | 5   | 1  | 6     |
| Meet accountability requirements       | 2   | 0    | 0  | 2     | 2   | 0  | 2     |
| Other                                  | 0   | 1    | 0  | 1     | 0   | 0  | 0     |
| Total                                  | 8   | 7    | 0  | 15    | 12  | 3  | 15    |
Table 7. Type of Evaluation Conducted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Evaluation</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs Assessment</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Evaluation</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome Evaluation</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact Evaluation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-benefit Analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Impact Assessment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set-up Baseline</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Method</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey/Quiz/Scorecard</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Group</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Data-analysis (e.g., reports)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Influence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning/Enlightenment</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasion</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Agent</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority-Opinion Influence</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill Acquisition</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive/Affective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion/Attitude</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Program Details</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant Changes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alter Thought/Behavior at Policy Level</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Changes</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Led to more evaluation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Mark and Henry (2004) Schematic Theory of Evaluation Influence.
Figure 2: Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012) Influence Model.
Figure 3: A Conceptual Model of the Student-Led Evaluation Change Process.

*Adapted from Mark and Henry (2004) and Appleton-Dyer et al. (2012)*